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Technology scaling, architectural innovations, and electronic design automa-
tion (EDA) are the three pillars supporting the exponential growth in computer
hardware performance for the past six decades. With the traditional CMOS scal-
ing approaching its end, there is an urgent need to explore novel techniques in
the latter two aspects to sustain the long-standing trend of ever increasing com-
puting performance and energy efficiency. This thesis studies new logic and ar-
chitectural synthesis techniques that aim to significantly improve both produc-
tivity and quality for the digital hardware design. We re-examine the bound-
aries in the traditional EDA flow with the goals of (i) identifying and overcom-
ing deficiencies in existing, well-established logic-level optimization methods,
and (ii) raising the level of abstraction to ease architectural-level exploration for
hardware specialization.
A common theme in this thesis is cross-stage optimization, where the syn-
thesis decisions at an early stage are made aware of downstream optimization in
an efficient manner to maximize the quality of results (QoRs). More specifically,
we apply cross-stage optimization to tackle four challenging synthesis problems
at logic and architectural level. At the logic level, we investigate both exact and
approximate synthesis techniques: (P1) PIMap improves the quality of logic op-
timization by iteratively restructuring the logic network guided by technology
mapping; (P2) SCALS generates approximate circuits with statistical guaran-
tees. At the architectural level, we target both specialized and programmable
engines: (P3) ElasticFlow compiles irregular loop nests into specialized acceler-
ators optimized for average-case performance; (P4) ASSIST synthesizes an in-
struction set architecture (ISA) description into programmable processor.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Since the origin of integrated circuits in the 1960s, digital systems are play-
ing an increasingly important role in the everyday life of individuals, the mod-
ern society, and the future of humanity. Examples of such digital systems in-
clude the Internet, online social networks, augmented and virtual reality de-
vices, digital health, digital banking systems, self-driving cars, smart cities, the
Human Genome database, space exploration vehicles, and scientific supercom-
puting [11, 16, 35, 52, 54, 59, 61, 85, 98, 102]. The continuous exponential im-
provements in the performance, efficiency and cost reduction of digital systems
have been one of the major driving forces to the world’s technological and eco-
nomic developments in the past 60 years [87]. Such an exponential growth has
been the synergistic effects of the three major aspects:
1. Technology scaling. Moore’s Law and Dennard’s Scaling serve as the
foundation for technology scaling since 1965. Moore’s Law predicts that
the number of transistors that can be economically integrated on a single
chip doubles every two years, while Dennard’s Scaling gives transistor
design rules to enable exponential increase in transistor performance with
constant power density. The semiconductor industry has been follow-
ing Moore’s Law and Dennard’s Scaling until around 2010, during which
computers were made faster, cheaper and more power efficient simply by
moving to the next technology node. However, Dennard’s Scaling has
ended, and Moore’s Law has slowed down in recent years [87]. Koomey’s
Law, which states the exponential improvement of energy efficiency in
modern computing hardware, still holds in the post Moore’s Law era [56].
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The continuation of Koomey’s law relies not only on improvements in
transistor technology, but also the innovations in hardware architecture,
design tools, and programming abstractions.
2. Architectural innovations. With the slowdown of Dennard’s Scaling
around 2006, the computer architecture community made a significant
shift towards multi-core systems that extract performance through parallel
execution [25]. In addition to the limited amount of parallelism in certain
applications, scaling of parallel computers is also constrained by power
density. The issue of power density is also known as “Dark Silicon” [36],
which describes the phenomenon that only a small fraction of a large chip
can be turned on at the same time. To address this problem, specialized
computing, together with System-on-Chips (SoCs) comes into play, where
a sea of customized accelerators speed up the target applications, giving a
boost to the overall system performance.
3. EDA innovations. The electronic design automation (EDA) refers to the
process of modeling the behavior of a digital system, synthesizing the
high-level description of a design (e.g., Verilog or SystemC) down to the
corresponding physical implementation, and verifying that the synthe-
sized implementation achieves the required specification. EDA algorithms
and techniques aim to maximize the benefit from technology scaling to
deliver faster and more reliable end products. New device technologies
also present challenges and optimization opportunities to the EDA flows
and algorithms. More recently, there is an increasing effort in raising
the level of abstraction to manage the design complexity of large-scale
SoCs through technologies such as high-level synthesis (HLS) [22] and
transaction-level modeling [14].
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Traditionally, technology scaling is the primary driving force of the per-
formance and efficiency of digital systems. However, physical limitations
in technology scaling have led to a growing interest in architectural innova-
tions. Consequently, a new wave of non-traditional system architectures have
been proposed that incorporate heterogeneity, specialization, and approxima-
tion as a means to improve performance under strict power and energy con-
straints [12, 21, 36, 37, 44, 82, 86]. Commercially, domain-centric architectures
have gained traction into main-stream computing systems, where examples in-
clude IBM’s Cell Processor [43], the Tensor Processing Unit [51], Microsoft’s Cat-
apult project [81], Intel’s Vision Processing Unit [8]. System architects explor-
ing these more specialized approaches generally lack effective EDA tools for
achieving productive design space exploration and fast design closure. Need-
less to add, modern EDA tools are already under immense pressure to cope with
system-on-chip (SoC) devices that continue to scale in capacity and complexity
in accordance with Moore’s law — a long-standing challenge widely known as
“bridging the design productivity gap”. Consequently, improving the quality of
applicability of the EDA tools will not only generate better designs from exist-
ing architectures, but also catalyze the innovation of new architectures through
automating the design process of such architectures.
This thesis focuses on the synthesis portion of the EDA problem, including
both algorithms and the workflow of the key synthesis steps. Specifically, we
re-examine the boundaries in the traditional EDA flow with the goals of (i) iden-
tifying and overcoming deficiencies in existing, well-established logic-level op-
timization methods, and (ii) raising the level of abstraction to ease architectural-
level exploration for hardware specialization.
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Figure 1.1: Quality improvement of academic FPGA logic synthesis tools over
the past 30 years — In this study, we measure the quality improvement as the
normalized area after mapping to 6-LUTs over a set of commonly-used bench-
marks.
Broadly speaking, the EDA flow refers to the process of producing the spec-
ification of an integrated circuit from user’s design description. The EDA flow
usually relies heavily on design automation algorithms and tools to deliver
high-quality solutions under tight time-to-market requirement. While technol-
ogy scaling and architectural innovations have been the two well-recognized
driving forces for technology advancement, algorithmic and methodical im-
provements in the EDA flow help extract extra performance out of the new ar-
chitectural concepts and transistor technologies. To further illustrate this point,
we study the quality improvement of the logic synthesis step in the EDA flow
orthogonal of technology and architectural improvements. Using the same set
of MCNC benchmarks [109], we collect the quality-of-results after mapping to
4-input lookup tables as the reference technology. Figure 1.1 summaries the
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quality of results for the representative academic FPGA logic synthesis tools,
where we compare their normalized performance with regard to minimizing
the area of the circuit after technology mapping. Over the course of 30 years,
there is a 3X improvement in area in the logic synthesis step alone (or an equiva-
lent of 8% improvement per technology generation).
It is reasonable to extrapolate that if we consolidate the quality improve-
ments across the stages in the EDA flow, the overall improvement will be the
multiplicative contributions from each individual stage. This is non-trivial even
when compared to the exponential performance and efficiency improvements
brought by technology scaling at 6% to 31% frequency improvement per tech-
nology node [36]. In other words, we can extract additional significant QoR
improvement by “simply” writing better tools for the digital design flow!
While technology scaling is limited by the physical dimensions of the transis-
tors, advancement in the EDA flow is fundamentally governed by algorithmic
complexity — a limit that evidently leaves significant room for improvements.
(e.g., Cong and Minkovich show that designs synthesized from the state-of-the-
art FPGA logic synthesis tools are 70X to 500X worse in area than the optimal
results for a set of synthetic benchmarks [23].)
1.1 Overview of the EDA Flow
We first give an overview of a typical EDA flow, then discuss in more detail the
architectural synthesis and logic synthesis steps in the flow that are the most
relevant to this thesis. In the EDA flow, we start with a high-level description
of a circuit design (e.g., an FFT circuit, a neural network accelerator, or a simple
5
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Figure 1.2: A typical EDA flow.
RISC-V processor), and synthesize the corresponding physical implementation
by going through a sequence of feed-forward transformation stages. Typically,
an EDA flow is abstracted into a sequence of individual steps to manage com-
plexity, where each step generally involves solving one or more NP-hard opti-
mization problems. Figure 1.2 shows a typical EDA flow. Starting from user’s
application, the behavioral-level description is first transformed into a timed
register-transfer level (RTL) description using architectural synthesis techniques
such as high-level synthesis. The RTL description is then elaborated and trans-
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lated into a technology-independent logic representation, where IP blocks are
inferred during logic synthesis. The technology-independent logic represen-
tation is also optimized during the logic synthesis phase using a sequence of
heuristic transformations. The optimized logic-level circuit is then mapped
to the specific technology library using technology mapping algorithms. The
mapped circuit then goes through placement and routing (PnR) to obtain the
physical layout. At this stage, the physical layout contains the necessary infor-
mation for chip tapeout.
Architectural synthesis Architectural synthesis refers to the step that trans-
lates designer’s high-level description of the application (e.g., in C/C++, Sys-
temC) to the register-transfer level description of the hardware architecture,
which includes the synthesis for fixed-function circuits and programmable ar-
chitectures. The goal of the architectural synthesis step is to generate an op-
timized hardware architecture based on the performance constraints and/or
designer’s intent. The target hardware architectures can be broadly classified
into two categories. Fixed-function circuits are application-specific architectures
that can only execute one specific type of workloads. Examples include FFT cir-
cuit, AES encryption circuit, and fixed-function image processing pipeline. Pro-
grammable architectures are systems that have various degrees of programma-
bility, which can execute a range of workloads and are usually compiled from a
software-level description down to instructions of the architecture. CPUs, GPUs
and programmable accelerators are examples of programmable architectures.
For both fixed-function circuits and programmable architectures, the de-
signer provides a functional-level description of the design in the form of a soft-
ware reference design or an ISA description. The corresponding EDA flow is
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then invoked to generate the hardware implementation.
Logic synthesis Logic synthesis refers to the step of translating a logic-level
representation (e.g., Boolean expressions, technology-independent gate-level
logic networks) to an optimized, technology-specific logic representation. In
this thesis, we define the logic synthesis step to include the logic optimiza-
tion phase and the technology mapping phase. The logic optimization phase
optimizes the logic circuit independent of the underlying physical technology.
While the technology mapping step transforms the optimized logic circuit to
a representation specific to the underlying physical technology. Examples of
the technologies include ASIC standard cell libraries when targeting ASICs, or
lookup-table tables when targeting FPGAs.
Challenges of EDA Flow Improving the quality, runtime, and scope of EDA
algorithms is a challenging task that requires continuous research investment.
There is currently no “ultimate recipe” in sight that solves the EDA problem
once and for all. This is mainly due to the following challenges of the EDA
flow:
• Complexity within EDA stage. Each stage of the EDA flow usually in-
volves solving one or more NP-hard problems. As a result, there is a in-
herent tradeoff between quality-of-results (QoRs) and runtime. Significant
efforts are needed to devise high-quality heuristic algorithms for these NP-
hard problems.
• Complexity across EDA stages. The optimization objective of each stage
is usually a heuristically determined abstraction that does not always cor-
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relate with the downstream flow. This miscorrelation between the objec-
tives of the different stages can result in missed opportunities in the final
QoR.
• Need for raising the level of abstraction. Allowing the designer to spec-
ify the design at a higher level improves design productivity, facilitates
design space exploration, and speeds up time-to-market. However, rais-
ing the level of abstraction complicates the design automation process,
since the EDA algorithm needs to imply design decisions that are under-
specified in the input description, and makes effective tradeoffs between
alternative design decisions.
1.2 Case Studies of Drawbacks of the Traditional Approach
Here we present two case studies on evaluating the traditional approach for
logic synthesis and architectural synthesis. We show that the conventional wis-
dom in these two well-studied areas does not always lead to the optimal quality-
of-results, which motivates the need for cross-stage optimization.
Logic optimization can worsen technology mapping We study the impact of
commonly used logic transformations on the gate count in the logic network
as well as the corresponding LUT count after technology mapping. Traditional
approaches usually assume a correlation between the gate count in the logic net-
work and the LUT count after technology mapping, which serves as the prin-
ciple for technology-independent optimizations [73]. That is, the goal of the
technology-independent optimization phase is to minimize the delay and/or
9
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of two common logic transformations — (a) balance:
balance the depth of the netlist using associative transform a(bc) = (ab)c = (ac)b.
(b) rewrite: replace a sub-netlist with an equivalent but smaller one.
area of the gate-level logic network. Here we examine the validity of this
commonly-used heuristic.
A logic transformation (or a move) applies optimization on the logic net-
work in order to reduce the size or the number of levels of the network. Fig-
ure 1.3 shows two common logic transformations. The balancing transforma-
tion [72] tries to balance the depth of different paths in the netlist using as-
sociative transformations in the form as a(bc) = (ab)c = (ac)b. A rewriting
transformation [73] visits each node in the network in a topological order, and
enumerates all K-feasible cuts of the subject node. The Boolean function of
each cut is then computed and matched against all the equivalence classes of
K-variable functions. After trying all the available circuit representations for
the given node, the rewriting move picks the one with the largest improvement.
Our experimental methodology is to iteratively perturb a given logic net-
work (or a sub-network) to generate a sequence of equivalent design points with
varying sizes in terms of gate count and LUT count. More specifically, we use
two different strategies to perturb the logic network. The gate-centric perturbation
enumerates a set of logic transformations to the input network, then greedily
accepts the resulting logic networks that reduce the gate count. This way we it-
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Figure 1.4: Correlation between gate count in the logic network and post-
mapping LUT count — For the first 200 iterations, we perturb the logic network
with the objective of reducing gate count. After 200 iterations, we change the
objective to reducing LUT count.
eratively generate a sequence of design points with decreasing number of gates,
at the same time, the LUT count of each design point is also recorded. With the
second strategy called LUT-centric perturbation, we also iteratively apply a set
of candidate transformations to the logic network and measure the LUT count
after each transformation. However, we only accept the transformations that re-
duce the LUT count of the resulting mapped netlist. We record both gate count
and LUT count upon the acceptance of each transformation.
Here we evaluate two representative designs from the EPFL arithmetic
benchmark suite [2], and use and-inverter graph (AIG) as the gate-level rep-
resentation of the logic network. We use the aforementioned method to apply
three transformations in the ABC logic synthesis framework [10] (balance, refac-
tor, rewrite) to generate 400 intermediate design points for each benchmark.
Notably, we employ the gate-centric perturbation for the first 200 iterations, and
switch to LUT-centric perturbation mode afterwards.
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Figure 1.5: An illustrative example showing the drawback of the existing logic
synthesis approach.
Figure 1.4 shows the normalized LUT count and gate count during the 400
iterations of perturbations. During the initial phase of gate-centric perturbation,
the decrease of LUT count coincides with the gate count reduction. Eventually,
both descending curves level off, which seems to suggest that little room is left
for improving area. Interestingly, when switching to LUT-centric perturbation
after 200 iterations, we observe further reduction in LUT count with an increas-
ing gate count. While we are only presenting two benchmarks here due to space
limitation, we observe from our experiments very similar trends (to Figure 1.4)
across a broad range of designs.
To further understand the disconnect between the target of logic optimiza-
tion and the result of technology mapping, we study the illustrative example
shown in Figure 1.5. In this example, we apply a sequence of two logic transfor-
mations, balance and rewrite, to the initial gate-level logic network, and observe
the transformed circuit both before and after technology mapping. At the gate
level, the optimizations reduce the depth of output O2 by one at the cost of in-
creasing the gate count by one. However, after technology mapping, the LUT
level of O2 stays at two, while the LUT level of O3 increases by one. In addition,
the LUT count increases by one. Since the logic optimization is unaware of its
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Figure 1.6: Normalized cycle time and execution time for ASIC and FPGA
targets with different pipeline structures — Execution time is measured as the
total CPU time over seven representative kernels. Results are normalized to the
one-stage implementation of the corresponding technology.
effect on technology mapping, the final design QoR becomes worse after the
logic transformations.
Physical implementation effect is hard to model during architectural explo-
ration A common strategy to improve the cycle time of a processor design is
pipelining. However, determining the optimal pipeline schedule during archi-
tectural exploration is a nontrivial task without post-PnR timing information.
Figure 1.6 shows the implementation results of three different pipeline sched-
ules targeting RISC-V 32I ISA across three different technologies, where the
one-, two-, and five-stage implementations are manually optimized versions
from [19]. The execution time of each design point is measured as the sum of
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CPU times over seven representative kernels (sorting, vector-vector addition,
soft integer multiplication, recursive function calls, integer programming, etc.),
which measures the design performance in terms of the runtime needed to fin-
ish the seven kernels.
For designs targeting Virtex 7 FPGAs, both the two- and five-stage im-
plementations require longer execution time when compared to the one-stage
counterpart. This is mainly due to the tradeoff between cycle time and instruc-
tions per cycle (IPC) of the pipelined designs: the five-stage design achieves a
shorter cycle time, but has a lower IPC due to more frequently pipeline stalling
and squashing. The net result of this tradeoff is unlikely to be accurately deter-
mined before physical implementation and cycle-accurate simulations. In addi-
tion, the two-stage implementation fails to improve the critical path delay of the
one-stage design. For ASIC targets, although increasing the number of pipeline
stages reduces cycle time, the trend for execution time is again non-intuitive. For
both 90nm and 32nm targets, the two-stage implementations achieve shorter to-
tal execution time for the seven kernels in this experiment when compared to
their five-stage counterparts.
1.3 Enabling Cross-Stage Optimization in EDA Flow
A common drawback of the previous two case studies is that the optimization
algorithm only considers its effect within a single stage in the EDA flow, and re-
lies pre-determined heuristics for guiding the optimization process. As we have
shown in Section 1.2, there exists a significant miscorrelation between the opti-
mization objective at the early stages of the EDA flow and the actual QoR in the
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downstream stages. To recover the quality loss due to these miscorrelations, we
argue for an improved EDA flow with cross-stage optimization, where the syn-
thesis decisions at an early stage are made aware of downstream optimization
in an efficient manner to maximize the QoRs.
Our proposed approach is based on the concept of scale-out design automa-
tion — a methodology that uses a large number of parallel computing nodes
to improve the quality of EDA algorithms. Our approach is motivated by the
following observations:
1. With the emergence of cloud computing, computing resources are rapidly
becoming abundant and inexpensive, motivating a “big compute” ap-
proach towards design automation. In such a “big compute” scheme, an
EDA problem can be solved on the datacenter scale in a massively paral-
lel way, which can potentially significantly increase the design QoR while
maintaining a total runtime similar to the traditional EDA tools.
2. Many of the EDA problems can be solved using stochastic optimization or
autotuning-based techniques where a “perturb-then-measure” procedure
is effective in incrementally improving the design QoR. Such frameworks
enable an incremental improvement design methodology that gradually
improves the design QoR as more computing resources become available.
Specifically, we list the key ingredients that enable the cross-stage optimiza-
tion in the EDA flow:
1. Automatic generation of new design points. Automatically synthesizing
a high-quality design from the high-level description enables fast itera-
tions between different stages of the EDA flow. As we raise the level of
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abstraction of the input to the EDA flow, it is important to devise effective
techniques for behavioral-level synthesis.
2. Eager evaluation of new design points. The EDA flow should utilize
the abundant computing resources to eagerly evaluate the design choices
made at the upper-stream stages. In contrast to the traditional methods
which estimate the quality of a proposed design point using a heuristic
QoR proxy within a single stage, our proposed approach executes one or
more downstream stages for each proposed design point to obtain more
accurate QoR information.
3. Intelligent exploration of the design space. For realistic designs, it is
computationally intractable to evaluate every design point in the design
space. Thus, it is important to utilize intelligent design space exploration
algorithms to maximize the reward of evaluating a small subset of the
design points.
This thesis centers around these three key enablers for cross-stage optimiza-
tion in the EDA flow. We will apply cross-stage optimization to four aspects of
the EDA flow spanning logic synthesis and architectural synthesis.
1.4 Thesis Structure and Contributions
This thesis consists of four individual projects spanning the topics of logic syn-
thesis and architectural synthesis with a common theme of improving quality-
of-results using cross-stage optimization. We use Figure 1.7 and Table 1.1 to
summary the structure and main techniques used in the remaining chapters of
this thesis.
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Figure 1.7: Overview of the thesis structure — Dashed arrows indicate the
feedback mechanisms used in cross-stage optimizations.
Chapters 2 and 3 concern improving the quality of logic synthesis through
cross-stage optimization. Specifically, Chapter 2 studies the classic logic synthe-
sis problem where the circuits optimized by the logic synthesis step are equiv-
alent to their logic-level representation. We propose PIMap, which couples
logic transformations and technology mapping under an iterative improvement
framework to minimize the circuit area for LUT-based FPGAs. In each iteration,
PIMap randomly proposes a transformation on the given logic network from
an ensemble of candidate optimizations; it then invokes technology mapping
and makes use of the mapping result to determine the likelihood of accepting
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Table 1.1: Summary of cross-stage optimization techniques used in each chap-
ter.
PIMap Randomized proposal of logic transformations
Automatic design SCALS Randomized proposal of logic transformations
point generation ElasticFlow HLS with source-to-source transformation
ASSIST ISA to RTL synthesis w/ configurable pipeline structure
PIMap Use technology mapping result
Eager evaluation SCALS Use technology mapping and simulation results
ElasticFlow Use physical implementation and simulation results
ASSIST Use physical implementation result
PIMap Stochastic optimization
Intelligent design SCALS Stochastic optimization
space exploration ElasticFlow ILP-based optimization
ASSIST Autotuning
the proposed transformation. To mitigate the runtime overhead, we further in-
troduce parallelization techniques to decompose a large design into multiple
smaller sub-netlists that can be optimized simultaneously. Experimental results
show that our approach achieves promising area improvement over a set of
commonly used benchmarks. Notably, PIMap reduces the LUT usage by up
to 14% and 7% on average over the best-known records for unconstrained area
minimization for the EPFL arithmetic benchmark suite.
Chapter 3 introduces SCALS, which extends PIMap to approximate logic
synthesis to generate inexact implementations of logic functions in exchange for
better design qualities such as area, timing and power consumption. We pro-
pose a statistically certified approximate logic synthesis framework using tech-
niques from stochastic optimization, and integrate it into a state-of-the-art par-
allelized technology mapper. During the synthesis process, our framework con-
tinuously monitors the quality of the generated designs using statistical testing,
leading to approximate designs that adhere to user-specified error constraints
with a high confidence level. Experimental results demonstrate significant area
and timing improvements over the exact counterparts with small and control-
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lable amount of deviations from the exact outputs. While PIMap only requires
feedback from technology mapping, SCALS also requires gate-level simulation
results using representative test vectors to evaluate the accuracy impact of the
proposed approximate logic transformations.
Chapters 4 and 5 focus on improving architectural synthesis with cross-stage
optimization, where the common theme is to use downstream implementation
results to guide the design decisions made during architectural exploration.
Chapter 4 discusses techniques to improve modern HLS tools to handle irregu-
lar loop nests. Modern high-level synthesis tools commonly employ pipelining
to achieve efficient loop acceleration by overlapping the execution of succes-
sive loop iterations. While existing HLS pipelining techniques obtain good per-
formance with low complexity for regular loop nests, they provide inadequate
support for effectively synthesizing irregular loop nests. For loop nests with
dynamic-bound inner loops, current pipelining techniques require unrolling of
the inner loops, which is either very expensive in resource or even inapplicable
due to dynamic loop bounds. To address this major limitation, we propose Elas-
ticFlow, a novel architecture capable of dynamically distributing inner loops of
an loop nest with irregular workloads to an array of processing units (LPUs) in
an area-efficient manner. The proposed LPUs can be either specialized to exe-
cute an individual inner loop or shared among multiple inner loops to balance
the tradeoff between performance and area. To enable efficient implementation
of the ElasticFlow architecture for various workloads, we use profiling results
from realistic test vectors to guide the design of the ElasticFlow architecture
through an integer linear program formulation. We evaluate ElasticFlow us-
ing a variety of real-life applications and demonstrate significant performance
improvements over a state-of-the-art commercial HLS tool for Xilinx FPGAs.
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Chapter 5 proposes ASSIST, a synthesis framework that generates RTL de-
scription of optimized single-issue in-order processors from ISA descriptions.
Given an ISA, ASSIST synthesizes processors with different pipeline schedules
ranging from a combinational processor datapath to a seven-stage pipelined
datapath. Using the RISC-V 32I ISA as a case study, we show that when com-
pared to manually optimized RISC-V processor implementations of the same
class, ASSIST generates various design points from the same ISA, some of which
dominates the manually written counterparts in the area-performance Pareto
frontier. To automate the exploration of the optimal pipeline schedule, we inter-
face ASSIST with the autotuning framework OpenTuner [4] to efficiently nav-
igate the complex search space of the pipeline schedules. We use the ASSIST
framework to synthesize processors with cryptographic instruction set exten-
sions and show that ASSIST provides a flexible framework to synthesize proces-
sors with user-defined ISAs without any user intervention during the synthesis
process. The synthesized cryptographic cores achieve significant performance
improvements over implementations using the baseline ISAs.
The major contributions of this thesis include:
1. We observe and study the deficiencies in the logic and architectural syn-
thesis stages in the traditional EDA flow, and show that significant QoR
gains can be achieved by addressing these deficiencies through cross-stage
optimization.
2. Centered around the idea of cross-stage optimization, we present four ma-
jor techniques and the corresponding tools that improve the EDA flow in
areas of traditional logic synthesis, approximate logic synthesis, accelera-
tor architecture synthesis, and programmable processor synthesis.
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3. We experimentally demonstrate that the proposed approaches and tools
achieve significant improvements over state-of-the-art techniques and re-
sults, showing that cross-stage optimization is a general technique that can
be applied to various stages of the EDA flow.
1.5 Collaborations, Funding, and Previous Publications
This thesis would not have been possible without the contributions from the col-
leagues in the Zhang Research Group at Cornell University. My advisor Zhiru
Zhang was integral in all four projects. The idea behind PIMap [67] was par-
tially motivated by Mingxing Tan’s study on applying autotuning to optimizing
the logic transformation sequence in logic synthesis. Mingxing Tan proposed
the initial ideas for ElasticFlow, and collected the majority of the benchmarks
used in ElasticFlow [64, 96]. He proposed and implemented the LPA architec-
ture and the corresponding synthesis techniques in ElasticFlow. He was also the
main contributor for the experimental results on design space exploration, LPU
sharing, and comparison with CGPA in ElasticFlow. Steve Dai proposed and
implemented the LPU allocation algorithm in ElasticFlow. Ritchie Zhao partic-
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tions on many aspects of the ElasticFlow techniques.
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We briefly summarize the publications that are not discussed in the rest of
the thesis. The Celerity project [31] studies the architecture and design method-
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ology for an open-source 511-core RISC-V tiered accelerator fabric, where I par-
ticipated in the synthesis of a binarized neural network accelerator using the
high-level synthesis methodology. I collaborated with Steve Dai on proposing a
scalable approach that solves the resource-constrained scheduling problem ex-
actly using a joint SDC and SAT formulation [27], where I contributed to the
initial formulation based on SDC and SAT. Rosetta is a realistic HLS benchmark
suite for software programmable FPGAs [114]. I helped develop and refine sev-
eral benchmarks in the suite. I worked with Chang Xu and other collabora-
tors on DATuner [108], an autotuning framework for FPGA compilation using a
parallel bandit-based approach. I helped refine the DATuner technique during
various stages of the project. In [30], I contributed to the technique to enable
dynamic hazard resolution for pipelining irregular loops in HLS. I participated
in the technical discussion and implementation with Ritchie Zhao and other col-
laborators in [112], where we developed improvements to HLS using decoupled
data structure optimization. In [66], I proposed a reconfigurable substrate based
on analog circuit components, whose steady-state voltage values at the output
nodes represent the solution to the corresponding maximum flow problem. I
participated in the collaboration on the XLOOPS project targeting architectural
specialization for inter-iteration loop dependence patterns [92]. I was respon-
sible for the energy consumption model of the proposed architecture. I led the
project on designing efficient approximate adders using correlation-aware spec-
ulation [63]. The proposed approximate adders achieve significant performance
and area improvements over the previously proposed designs.
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CHAPTER 2
PIMAP: GUIDING LOGIC SYNTHESIS WITH TECHNOLOGY MAPPING
An important step in the EDA flow is called technology mapping, which
transforms a gate-level Boolean logic network1 into a functionally equivalent
netlist composed of look-up tables (LUTs). Minimizing the depth and the total
LUT count of the mapped netlist are two of the typical optimization goals for
an FPGA-targeted technology mapper.
A key challenge to technology mapping is that the quality of the mapping
solution depends heavily on the structure of the input logic network. How-
ever, it is well known that the problem of restructuring the network for depth-
or area-optimal technology mapping is NP-hard [38]. Modern FPGA synthesis
tools usually apply a series of structural optimizations as a heuristic to trans-
form the input logic network to be more amicable for technology mapping and
other downstream optimizations [49, 73]. Examples of the commonly used logic
optimizations include balancing the levels of different paths in a logic network
(i.e., balancing), and replacing a sub-network with a smaller one that realizes
the same function (i.e., rewriting). In practice, such logic optimizations are usu-
ally interleaved with each other and repeatedly applied to better optimize the
logic network. While such transformations can effectively reduce the complex-
ity of the logic network in terms of the gate count and/or the number of logic
levels, we argue that there still exists considerable room in improving the FPGA
mapping quality based on two important observations:
1In the rest of the chapter, we use the term logic network to denote a pre-mapping gate-level
Boolean logic network.
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• The mainstream FPGA synthesis frameworks use a fixed predetermined
sequence of pre-mapping logic transformations that may not always gen-
erate high-quality logic structures. For example, the popular academic
tool ABC provides synthesis scripts with more than 20 different optimiza-
tion sequences [10]. Since the efficacy of these sequences varies across
different designs, it is very challenging for a user to quickly identify the
best sequence to employ given a new design.
• Quality improvements from logic-level optimizations do not always lead
to better quality of results after technology mapping. Specifically, as we
have shown in Chapter 1.2, minimizing the gate count or the number of
logic levels may not necessarily translate to reduced LUT count or depth
in the final mapped netlist, thereby creating a gap between the optimality
at the logic stage and the technology mapping stage.
Clearly, reducing the depth and area of logic network does not necessar-
ily translate to performance improvements or area savings after mapping. To
address this challenge, we propose PIMap — a parallelized iterative improve-
ment approach to LUT mapping. Unlike existing methods that decouple the
logic transformations from technology mapping, PIMap makes use of the actual
mapping results to guide a series of randomly proposed structural optimiza-
tions. Proposing logic transformations in a probabilistic way allows PIMap to
explore a larger design space that cannot be uncovered by fixed optimization
sequences. According to our experimental results, PIMap consistently outper-
forms the state-of-the-art LUT mapping solutions for area and delay optimiza-
tions.
Since iterative improvement usually comes with nontrivial runtime over-
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head, we further propose techniques to decompose a large netlist into multiple
smaller sub-netlists, and optimize these sub-netlists in parallel across multiple
machines. This parallelization framework enables PIMap to handle large cir-
cuits with more than 40 thousand LUTs, with a synthesis time in the range of
tens to hundreds of seconds. In addition, PIMap also allows the users to eas-
ily explore the trade-offs between the design quality and the synthesis effort in
runtime.
Our primary technical contributions are as follows:
• We provide a quantitative study on the (mis)correlation between the gate
count reduction in the pre-mapping logic network and the LUT count sav-
ings after technology mapping, demonstrating the drawbacks of the main-
stream logic synthesis techniques.
• We propose a stochastic iterative improvement algorithm and associated
parallelization techniques to enable efficient mapping-in-the-loop area op-
timization for LUT-based FPGAs.
• We devise a network repartitioning scheme that enables logic optimization
across sub-netlist boundaries, which leads to significant improvements in
the solution quality.
• We extend the area minimization flow to delay optimization by proposing
techniques to extract delay-critical sub-netlists and minimize the output
arrival times.
• We show promising improvements in area reduction for a set of common
benchmarks, including breaking many best-known records for the EPFL
arithmetic benchmark suite.
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• We demonstrate the effectiveness of the delay optimization flow for a set
of common combinational and sequential benchmark circuits, including
improving 13 out of the 20 records in the EPFL benchmark suite.
2.1 Preliminaries
In this section, we discuss the basics of technology mapping and common logic
transformations used in PIMap.
2.1.1 Overview of Technology Mapping
Generally speaking, technology mappers are divided into structural mappers
and functional mappers [74]. Structural mappers consider the input logic net-
work as fixed, and attempt to cover the circuit with K-input LUTs. Functional
mappers are allowed to modify the structure of the logic network before map-
ping to LUTs. In this chapter we focus on functional mappers for generating
higher-quality mapping solutions.
Before covering the logic network with LUTs, functional mappers usually
apply a sequence of logic transformations to the network, which we call moves.
The goal of these moves is to prepare the network for technology mapping
so that the subsequent LUT covering step can generate high-quality results in
terms of LUT depth or LUT count. We first describe the mechanism of covering
a logic network with LUTs.
During the LUT covering step in technology mapping, we view the logic
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network as a directed acyclic graph, where the nodes represent logic gates and
the edges capture the connections between the gates. We define a cone Cv at
node v as the sub-netlist of v and some of its predecessors so that any path from
a node in Cv to v is entirely contained in Cv. A cone is said to be K-feasible
if there are no more than K nodes outside Cv that have edges pointing to the
nodes in Cv. A cut of Cv is defined to be the set of input nodes of Cv.
In LUT-based FPGAs, we can implement any K-feasible cones using a K-
input LUT. Consequently, the mapping problem reduces to the problem of op-
timally covering the input graph with K-feasible cones [78]. A LUT covering
framework generally consists of cut enumeration, cut ranking, cut selection,
and final mapping generation. Cut enumeration explores all K-feasible cuts
at each node, while cut ranking evaluates the quality of the cuts based on the
optimization objective. Cut selection determines the optimal cut for each node
based on the ranking information to generate the final covering solution.
2.2 PIMap Framework for Area Optimization
PIMap decomposes a large circuit netlist into smaller sub-netlists, and uses
an iterative routine to minimize the area of these sub-netlists in parallel. The
area minimization routine integrates commonly used logic transformations and
technology mappers to progressively improve the design quality. In this section,
we describe the PIMap techniques in detail.
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Figure 2.1: Flow of the iterative perturbation routine.
2.2.1 Iterative Area Minimization
The very core of PIMap is an iterative area minimization framework that repeats
three major steps: (1) proposing logic transformation moves, (2) evaluating the
quality of the move through technology mapping, and (3) determining whether
to accept the proposed move. Figure 2.1 sketches the high-level design flow of
this iterative procedure.
Proposing a transformation move PIMap makes use of a collection of logic
transformation moves, denoted as set T . Each move in T is capable of optimiz-
ing a given logic network for a certain target, such as reducing the number of
nodes in the circuit and balancing the node levels of different paths. We further
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associate T with a discrete probability distribution named P , where the proba-
bility of selecting the ith at any iteration is denoted as pi. At the beginning of
each iteration, PIMap randomly chooses one logic transformation from T based
on P . The transformed network is then evaluated by invoking an existing area-
minimizing technology mapping algorithm.
Evaluating a move In this step, the transformed netlist is first mapped to K-
input LUTs using an existing area-oriented technology mapper. With uncon-
strained area optimization, we directly tie the quality metric Q of a proposed
move to the number of LUTs in the mapped circuit netlist (denoted as NLUT ).
We note that Q can be extended to include other user-specified factors such as
the number of gates in the pre-mapping logic network.
Accepting a move After obtaining the quality metric of the currently pro-
posed move Qcurr and that of the previous iteration, denoted as Qprev, we use
the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method to probabilistically deter-
mine whether to accept the proposed move [41]. In particular, we employ the
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [47] for calculating the acceptance probability.
This process is detailed in Algorithm 1, which dictates that if the quality of the
current move is better than the previous one, we accept the current move un-
conditionally. Otherwise, we accept the move with a small probability that de-
creases exponentially as Qcurr increases. The parameter γ controls the tolerance
of accepting a locally inferior move, which is empirically determined by pro-
filing the quality of reference designs with different values of γ. Once a move
is accepted, we update Qprev to be Qcurr, save the updated network, and con-
tinue with a new proposal. On the other hand, if the current move is rejected,
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we do not update Qprev and directly proceed to the next iteration. During the
search procedure, we also keep track of the best mapping result and the corre-
sponding circuit netlist. We return the best result at the end of the iterative area
minimization routine.
Algorithm 1 Calculating acceptance probability
if Qcurr < Qprev then
Accept the current move
else
// rand(): random number between 0 and 1
if rand() < e−γ(Qcurr/Qprev) then
Accept the current move
else
Reject the current move
2.2.2 Netlist Extraction and Parallel Optimization
To enable parallel optimization of multiple sub-netlists, PIMap automatically
extracts a user-configurable number of non-overlapping sub-netlists from a
mapped netlist, and optimize them in parallel through multithreading. Fig-
ure 2.2 conceptually illustrates the netlist extraction and parallel optimization
steps. Given an input logic network, we first map it into a circuit netlist com-
posed of LUTs shown as the triangles in Figure 2.2. We then partition the netlist
into multiple sub-netlists, and apply the area minimization technique described
above to optimize the sub-netlists in parallel. After optimizing the sub-netlists,
we recombine them into a single netlist, and start the next trial of the sub-netlist
extraction and optimization. We define a trial as the four steps including sub-
netlist extraction, converting a mapped netlist back to logic network, iterative
area minimization, and sub-netlists recombination.
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of netlist decomposition and parallel optimization —
(a) Original logic network. (b) Netlist after LUT mapping, where each triangle
represents a LUT, the connections between LUTs are omitted. (c) The four sub-
netlists after sub-netlist extraction. (d) The four sub-netlists after optimization.
(e) The netlist after recombining the four optimized sub-netlists.
Partitioning mapped netlists Algorithm 2 describes the steps required to par-
tition a mapped netlist to enable effective parallelization. More specifically, the
inputs to our partitioning algorithm include (1) a netlist that has already been
mapped to LUTs, (2) a parallelization factor n, and (3) a size constraint M for
each sub-netlist, the goal is to extract n non-overlapping sub-netlists with each
of which containing no more than M LUTs. It is worth noting that partition-
ing the mapped netlist allows us to easily merge the optimized sub-netlists to
regenerate the complete LUT netlist. More importantly, any improvement to a
sub-netlist will directly contribute to the overall LUT savings in the recombined
netlist.
When generating a sub-netlist, our algorithm first randomly picks a seed,
and expands the sub-netlist using breadth-first search (BFS) from the seed un-
til the number of LUTs in the sub-netlist reaches M . When constructing the
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Algorithm 2 Extracting sub-netlists
Input: A mapped netlist G0, a parallelization factor n, and a sub-netlist size
constraint M .
Output: n sub-netlists {G1, G2, ..., Gn}, each of which contains M LUTs.
// Gres is the residual graph of G0
Initialize Gres = G0, and G1 = G2 = ... = Gn = ∅
// extract the ith sub-netlist
for i from 1 to n do
Randomly pick a node j in Gres
Start from j, visit Gres in breadth-first order:
for each node k during traversal do
Add node k to Gi
Remove node k from Gres
if size of Gi reaches M then
break
// Determine primary inputs (PI) and primary outputs
(PO) of Gi
for each node k in Gi do
for each fan-in l of k do
if l is not assigned inside Gi then
Add l to the PI set of Gi
if (k is a PO of Gres) or (k is used in Gres) then
Add k to the PO set of Gi
return {G1, G2, ..., Gn}
sub-netlists, we also maintain a residual graph that contains the nodes not yet
added to any sub-netlists. The residual graph is initialized to be the same as
the original netlist, and will gradually decrease in size as more sub-netlists are
extracted. After generating the first sub-netlist, the algorithm will pick another
random seed, and extract the next sub-netlist from the residual graph until all
the n sub-netlists have been generated. In case BFS cannot find a cluster of
size M , the algorithm extracts another cluster and append it to the sub-netlist
until the sub-netlist reaches a size of M LUTs. After the partitioning step, our
algorithm assigns the primary inputs (PI) and primary outputs (PO) of each
sub-netlist by identifying the nodes that have external fan-ins as well as those
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that fanout to external nodes.
Optimizing sub-netlists After obtaining the sub-netlists from the previous
step, PIMap distributes them to available computing resources for independent
optimization. We create one thread for each sub-netlist, and assign threads to
machines to balance the load. Optionally, PIMap allows the user to use multiple
threads to optimize different copies of the same sub-netlist in parallel to increase
the likelihood of generating a high-quality solution. After all threads finish exe-
cution, a master thread collects the optimized sub-netlists, and combine them to
reform the entire design. This combining process involves concatenating all the
sub-netlists into a single netlist, and remove the PIs and POs of each individual
sub-netlists. Since all sub-netlists are of equal or very similar size, the runtime
of different threads are similar to each other. Consequently, the workloads of
different threads are highly balanced.
2.2.3 Overall Flow
Figure 2.3 shows the overall flow of PIMap. PIMap takes the initial logic net-
work as the input, and first uses an area-oriented technology mapper to trans-
form the logic network into a mapped netlist. PIMap then uses the sub-netlist
extraction technique detailed in Section 2.2.2 to extract a number of sub-netlists.
Since the iterative area minimization requires a gate-level logic network, we ap-
ply a netlist decomposition technique, such as structural hashing, to convert
the mapped sub-netlist back to the corresponding logic sub-networks. These
logic sub-networks are subsequently optimized using the iterative area mini-
mization technique, which generates the optimized version of the mapped sub-
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Figure 2.3: Overall synthesis flow of PIMap.
netlists. PIMap then recombines these optimized netlists into a single netlist that
is equivalent to the original design. We define a trial as the four steps includ-
ing sub-netlist extraction, converting a mapped netlist back to logic network,
iterative area minimization, and sub-netlists recombination.
2.3 Extension to Delay Optimization
We extend the PIMap framework detailed in Section 2.2 to delay optimization
with the goals of (1) minimizing the delay of the circuit after technology map-
ping, and (2) reducing the area of the mapped circuit when possible without
increasing the delay. We discuss two techniques to achieve these goals. First,
we augment the iterative area minimization routine by considering the input
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arrival time information and output arrival time constraints to enable delay op-
timization of the sub-netlists. Second, we enhance the netlist extraction algo-
rithm to extract delay-critical regions of the overall design for effective delay
optimization.
2.3.1 Iterative Logic Transformation under Required Time Con-
straint
Given a sub-netlist with arrival times for each of the inputs and the required
times for each of the outputs, the iterative logic transformation routine aims
to find an optimized sub-netlist implementation that (1) satisfies the output re-
quired times, (2) minimizes the arrival time of the outputs, and (3) reduces the
circuit area after technology mapping when possible. Figure 2.4 illustrates the
flow for iterative logic transformation for delay optimization, where we high-
light the steps that differ from the flow in Figure 2.1.
Computing input arrival time and output required time Given an extracted
sub-netlist in LUTs, we first annotate the inputs of the sub-netlist with their ar-
rival times by examining the original circuit from which the sub-netlist was ex-
tracted. This is carried out by topologically traversing the original circuit from
the primary inputs and computing the accumulated delay of the input nodes to
the sub-netlist. Similarly, to compute the required time for the outputs of the
sub-netlist, we traverse the original circuit in reverse topological order. During
the traversal, we annotate the output nodes of the sub-netlist with their required
times. The required time of a node n, defined as the maximum delay that does
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Figure 2.4: High-level flow chart of the iterative logic transformation routine
for depth optimization — We highlight the steps that differ from the iterative
area minimization flow.
not affect the overall delay of the original circuit, can be computed during the
reverse topological traversal by examining the set of fanout nodes of node n,
denoted as fanout(n). The required time RT (n) of the current node n is then
computed as RT (n) = min
i∈fanout(n)
RT (i)−delay(LUT ). Figure 2.5 shows an exam-
ple of calculating the arrival and required times of the nodes in a netlist, where
we highlight the calculation for the required time of node c.
Optimizing sub-netlists under required time constraint After annotating the
sub-netlist with the arrival time and required time information, we iteratively
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Figure 2.5: Illustrative example of calculating the arrival and required times
of the nodes in a mapped netlist — AT = arrival time; RT = required time. Each
triangle represents a LUT. Here we assume that each LUT has a delay of 1, and
the arrival times of the PIs and the required times of the POs are given.
transform the sub-netlist by extending the flow for area minimization. At each
iteration, the proposed transformation heuristically optimizes the sub-netlist.
The size and the output levels of the transformed circuit are then measured af-
ter technology mapping. If any of the outputs in the transformed sub-netlist
has an arrival time exceeding its required time, the proposed move is immedi-
ately rejected. Otherwise, we compute the sum of the output arrival times in the
transformed sub-netlist, which will be used to determine whether to accept the
transformation. The quality of the proposed transformation move Qcurr is com-
puted as Qcurr = αΣArrivalT ime+βNLUT , which is a weighted sum of total output
arrival times (ΣArrivalT ime) and the circuit size after technology mapping (NLUT ).
The weights α and β are hyperparameters that trade off delay optimization ef-
fort and area recovery effort. We use Algorithm 1 for deciding whether to accept
the proposed transformation using the quality of the proposed transformation
Qcurr and that of the previous iteration (i.e., Qprev). We note that our approach
can potentially be extended to enable multi-objective design space exploration,
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where we construct a Pareto-optimal frontier in delay and area. However, in
this chapter, we focus on delay minimization and only recover area after an op-
timized delay is achieved. We use the technique in Section 2.3.2 to dynamically
adjust the area recovery effort, which ensures that the final solution maintains
an optimized delay during the optimization process.
2.3.2 Dynamic Adjustment of Area Recovery Effort
The values of the hyperparameters α and β in the iterative logic transformation
routine controls the tradeoff between optimization efforts for delay minimiza-
tion and area reduction. In one extreme case where α = 0, PIMap reduces the
circuit area while satisfying the required time constraint, which is equivalent
to solving the delay-constrained area recovery problem. For the other extreme
scenario where β = 0, PIMap tries to minimize the circuit delay without any
consideration on the size of the generated circuits.
In PIMap, we adjust the values of α and β at runtime to achieve an optimized
strategy for the design at hand. We implement a simple mechanism to automat-
ically adjust the efforts for delay optimization versus area recovery by tuning
the values of α and β. Specifically, we start with β = 0 to minimize circuit delay
in the first trial. Every time when the current trial does not improve the circuit
delay, we gradually increase the value of β so that PIMap will emphasize on
reducing the size of the current circuit. We observe that this strategy achieves
the goal of prioritizing delay minimization while reducing the circuit area after
reaching an optimized delay value.
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Figure 2.6: Illustrative example of the delay-critical netlist extraction process
— We extract two sub-netlists with a critical value of one. Each triangle rep-
resents a LUT, the number next to each LUT indicates its slack value. The ex-
tracted sub-netlists are highlighted with colors.
2.3.3 Delay-Critical Netlist Extraction
For delay optimization, PIMap extends the netlist extraction technique in Sec-
tion 2.2.2 to focus the optimization efforts on promising sub-netlists that are
more likely for delay improvements. To extract delay-critical sub-netlists,
PIMap first computes the timing slack for every node in the initial mapped cir-
cuit. Starting from the primary output with the smallest timing slack, where
ties are broken randomly, PIMap traverses the netlist towards the primary in-
puts while adding the visited nodes only when its timing slack is no greater
than a critical value. In practice, a critical value of three LUT levels works well
for generating delay-critical sub-netlists. After extracting the first sub-netlist,
PIMap starts over and extracts the next sub-netlist from the remaining nodes in
the original netlist. Figure 2.6 uses an example to depict the process of extracting
delay-critical netlists with a critical value of one.
We note that the delay-critical netlist extraction algorithm will unlikely ex-
tract the same set of sub-netlists in different trials mainly due to the following
reasons: (1) the randomized tie-break rule for selecting the starting primary out-
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put nodes tends to choose different subsets of primary outputs; (2) the netlist
structure changes non-trivially after each trial, so the extracted sub-netlists will
differ even when starting from the same primary output.
2.4 Experimental Results
We implement the PIMap techniques in C. We integrate the logic optimization
moves and the technology mapper in ABC [10] as a static library into PIMap.
Throughout the experiment, we use ABC’s native AIG as the gate-level repre-
sentation. In our experiment, we use PIMap to refine designs that are already
optimized by existing technology mappers (e.g., the best known results from the
EPFL benchmark suite [2]). In our experiment, the set of logic transformation
techniques T consists of three elements: balance, rewrite, and refactor,
with a uniform probability distribution P = {1/3, 1/3, 1/3}. For each design, we
execute 40 trials, and each trial contains 100 iterations of mapping-guided logic
optimization. For parallelization, we partition the original design to up to 16
sub-netlists, where each sub-netlist contains up to 100 LUTs. We run PIMap on
up to eight machines, and each machine has a quad-core Xeon CPU operating at
2.7GHz. We use two well-known benchmark suites to evaluate the effectiveness
of PIMap: the 10 largest designs in the MCNC benchmark suite [109], as well
as the EPFL benchmark suite [2]. This collection of benchmarks contains a di-
verse set of designs ranging from common arithmetic units to realistic industrial
designs. These designs also greatly differ in size.
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Table 2.1: Area reduction using PIMap on the 10 largest MCNC combinational benchmarks — Base = the baseline
designs synthesized using ABC’s compress2rs script followed by an area-oriented technology mapper (command if
-a -K 6); n Trials = result after n number of trials using PIMap; Size = size of the design in terms of number
of 6-input LUTs; Dpt = depth of the design defined as the highest LUT level; Time = runtime in seconds; Improv =
improvement in size between PIMap and the baseline designs.
Base 5 Trials 10 Trials 40 Trials
Designs Size Dpt Size Dpt Time Improv Size Dpt Time Improv Size Dpt Time Improv
alu4 455 9 425 13 22.3 6.6% 405 15 42.9 11.0% 393 13 168.8 13.6%
apex2 526 12 493 15 22.2 6.3% 488 15 43.1 7.2% 439 17 177.4 16.5%
apex4 568 9 555 13 18.1 2.3% 541 13 38.3 4.8% 526 13 162.4 7.4%
des 631 9 544 8 31.9 13.8% 509 8 62.2 19.3% 477 8 253.0 24.4%
ex1010 606 9 589 11 18.8 2.8% 584 13 39.4 3.6% 556 15 158.5 8.3%
ex5p 332 10 324 11 16.3 2.4% 319 12 34.0 3.9% 304 12 136.9 8.4%
misex3 382 9 352 9 18.6 7.9% 333 10 36.3 12.8% 298 9 153.0 22.0%
pdc 1251 14 1219 19 31.8 2.6% 1200 22 66.6 4.1% 1150 19 266.5 8.1%
seq 627 10 606 12 22.1 3.3% 596 11 43.2 4.9% 567 12 177.0 9.6%
spla 1251 14 1222 18 32.5 2.3% 1191 18 63.8 4.8% 1133 25 250.8 9.4%
geomean 4.8% 7.4% 12.4%
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Table 2.2: Area reduction using PIMap on the EPFL arithmetic benchmarks — Base = the best known results on EPFL
benchmarks [2]; n Trials = result after n number of trials using PIMap; Size = size of the design in terms of number
of 6-input LUTs; Dpt = depth of the design defined as the highest LUT level; Time = runtime in seconds; Improv =
improvement in size between PIMap and the baseline designs.
Base 5 Trials 10 Trials 40 Trials
Designs Size Dpt Size Dpt Time Improv Size Dpt Time Improv Size Dpt Time Improv
adder 201 73 196 68 19.2 2.5% 196 68 37.7 2.5% 194 66 150.5 3.5%
shifter 512 4 512 4 21.1 0.0% 512 4 41.1 0.0% 512 4 164.5 0.0%
divisor 3813 1542 3636 1490 53.1 4.6% 3527 1431 104.3 7.5% 3331 1277 418.1 12.6%
hyp 44635 4194 44095 4341 195.5 1.2% 43677 4431 394.9 2.1% 42164 4542 1604.3 5.5%
log2 7344 142 7036 133 60.9 4.2% 6904 129 119.8 6.0% 6749 119 491.5 8.1%
max 532 192 525 190 28.1 1.3% 525 190 57.6 1.3% 522 190 222.3 1.9%
mult 5681 120 5184 97 64.6 8.7% 5069 90 133.7 10.8% 4986 86 544.9 12.2%
sine 1347 62 1273 57 40.3 5.5% 1261 57 81.2 6.4% 1235 56 332.7 8.3%
sqrt 3286 1180 3246 1198 52.1 1.2% 3200 1188 103.8 2.6% 3127 1154 412.1 4.8%
square 3800 116 3380 77 94.1 11.1% 3346 77 184.8 11.9% 3281 74 730.3 13.7%
geomean 4.1% 5.2% 7.2%
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2.4.1 Unconstrained Area Minimization
Table 2.1 shows the results of unconstrained area minimization for the 10 largest
MCNC combinational benchmarks. For this set of benchmarks, we first apply
ABC’s compress2rs logic optimization script targeting area reduction. Based
on our experiments with the available ABC synthesis scripts, compress2rs
achieves the best area results for the majority of the designs. The optimized
logic network is then mapped into 6-input LUTs using ABC’s area-optimized
mapper with command if -a -K 6. For PIMap, we record the size, depth,
and runtime after 5, 10 and 40 trials. We also report the improvement of LUT
counts in the PIMap-optimized designs over the baseline designs.
PIMap is able to reduce the LUT count by 4.8% on average after five trials,
and 12.4% after 40 trials. For des and misex3, PIMap is able to reduce the size
by more than 20%, showing the effectiveness of PIMap compared to ABC. The
runtime of the 10 benchmarks are similar due to the similar sizes of the designs,
averaging around 20 seconds for five trials, and 160 seconds for 40 trials. Al-
though the runtime of PIMap is noticeably higher than existing mappers, which
usually take less than a second for designs of similar sizes, we argue that PIMap
is still valuable and viable in a high-effort FPGA implementation mode where
technology mapping is unlikely the performance bottleneck.
We further apply PIMap to the EPFL arithmetic benchmark suite, and com-
pare our results with the best known mapping records from the EPFL database
that are publicly available [2]. Table 2.2 shows the comparison between PIMap
and the existing best known results (used as baseline). PIMap is able to improve
nine out of the 10 best known mapping results, with an average improvement of
7.2%. Notably, PIMap reduces the LUT count for divisor, mult, and square
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by more than 12%. In addition, PIMap improves the depth in eight out of the
10 designs even though it is not intended for depth optimization in this partic-
ular use case. We conjecture that existing area-oriented mappers that generate
the best known min-area solutions have to make an unnecessary compromise
in depth to gain additional area savings. We also note that even for the largest
design hyp that has more than 44 thousand LUTs, the PIMap runtime remains
reasonable, owing to the fact that we optimize multiple small sub-netlists in
parallel instead of directly optimizing the entire design.
2.4.2 Scalability of Parallel Optimization
Figure 2.7 shows the scalability of PIMap. In our experiment, we partition an
input netlist to up to 16 sub-netlists, each of which contains up to 100 LUTs.
We select four large benchmarks in the EPFL benchmark suite, and study the
runtime required to achieve a fixed area target. The area target of each bench-
mark is set to be the area of the PIMap-optimized design using one sub-netlist
and 100 trials. In this experiment, we use four parallel threads to optimize one
sub-netlist, which requires up to 64 threads in total for the 16 sub-netlists.
As shown Figure 2.7, PIMap scales reasonably well up to 16 sub-netlist par-
titions across multiple designs. In particular, PIMap scales near-linearly up to
eight sub-netlists. With more sub-netlists, the overhead of netlist decomposi-
tion and reassembly becomes nontrivial and prevents PIMap from achieving
the ideal speedup.
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Figure 2.7: Scalability of the parallel optimization technique — We use PIMap
for area reduction to test the scalability of parallelization. We measure the run-
time to achieve a specific area target and plot the speedup in runtime versus
number of sub-netlist partitions.
2.4.3 Runtime Breakdown of PIMap
Figure 2.8 shows the relative runtime of the four main steps in PIMap. Sub-
netlist generation refers to the step of decomposing the original netlist into sub-
netlists. The logic transformation step first proposes a transformation move,
then applies the selected move to the network. The LUT mapping step converts
the logic networks into LUTs using ABC’s built-in technology mapper named
if. The quality evaluation step calculates the quality of the proposed transfor-
mation and decides whether to accept the proposed move.
Not surprisingly, the LUT mapping consumes the largest portion of the run-
time, followed by quality evaluation and logic transformation. These three steps
together dominate the runtime since they need to be iteratively invoked for
many times in each trial (100 in our experiment). The runtime of the sub-netlist
generation step is negligible for most of the benchmarks since the BFS-based ex-
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Figure 2.8: Runtime breakdown of PIMap.
traction algorithm scales linearly as the size of the netlist. For hyp, the runtime
of sub-netlist generation is noticeably higher than the other designs since it is
significantly larger than other designs. Nevertheless, the runtime of sub-netlist
generation for hyp is still on the same order of the other steps.
2.4.4 Impact of Sub-Netlist Size on PIMap Runtime
Figure 2.9 shows the impact of the sub-netlist size on the PIMap runtime to
achieve a fixed area target, defined as the area after 100 trials using a sub-netlist
size of 20 LUTs. We partition the designs up to 16 sub-netlists. For smaller
designs that do not admit 16 sub-netlists, we partition them into as many sub-
netlists as feasible.
The runtime in Figure 2.9 is normalized to the longest runtime of the corre-
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Figure 2.9: Impact of sub-netlist size on PIMap runtime.
sponding design.
We observe that across the four benchmarks, the runtime inflection point is
around the size of 100 LUTs. With smaller sub-netlists, each PIMap optimization
thread runs faster, but overall progress may be slow since each sub-netlist only
covers a small fraction of the entire design.
The size of the sub-netlists also influences the quality of the PIMap optimiza-
tion. We run PIMap targeting area minimization on two benchmarks (div and
sqrt) using sub-netlist sizes ranging from 5 to 3000 LUTs. We partition the de-
sign up to 16 sub-netlists. For smaller designs that do not admit 16 sub-netlists,
we partition them into as many sub-netlists as feasible. Figure 2.10 shows the
reduction of LUTs as a function of the number of trials. We observe that a sub-
netlist size of 100 to 200 LUTs leads to the best results. For small sub-netlists
with only 5 to 20 LUTs, the results are suboptimal due to the limited optimiza-
tion opportunity constrained by the small sub-netlists. On the other hand, an
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Figure 2.10: Impact of sub-netlist size on PIMap quality — We run PIMap on
the same design with varying sub-netlist sizes ranging from 5 to 3000 LUTs. The
legend indicates different sub-netlist sizes.
overly large sub-netlist results in very similar network structures across trials,
which also reduces the optimization opportunity between trials.
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Figure 2.11: PIMap convergence experiments over independent runs — For
each design, we conduct 10 runs of identical experiments to investigate the ef-
fects of randomness on the solution quality.
2.4.5 Convergence Experiment over Independent Runs
Randomized selection of logic transformations and the randomized repartition-
ing technique are the two sources of randomness during the PIMap optimiza-
tion process. In Figure 2.11, we study the effects of the randomness on the solu-
tion quality. For each design, we conduct 10 identical runs of experiment, and
measure the reduction in LUT count. For each run, we partition the netlist into
eight sub-netlists, where each sub-netlist contains 100 LUTs. We observe that
the independent experiments achieve similar quality of results despite the ran-
domness in the optimization process. For each design, the maximum difference
in the solution quality is within 1% across the 10 runs. We also observe that the
final netlists after the optimization are similar in structure, showing that PIMap
empirically converges to an optimized final solution regardless of the random-
ness during the optimization process.
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Table 2.3: Area reduction using PIMap with 10 second runtime limit — Base
= the best known results on EPFL benchmarks [2]; PIMap = solution of PIMap
after 10 seconds. We highlight the designs that are improved by PIMap.
Base PIMap
Designs Size Dpt Size Dpt
adder 201 73 197 69
shifter 512 4 512 4
divisor 3813 1542 3787 1536
hyp 44635 4194 44635 4194
log2 7344 142 7305 144
max 532 192 526 190
mult 5681 120 5594 118
sine 1347 62 1309 62
sqrt 3286 1180 3279 1181
square 3800 116 3675 102
2.4.6 Area Reduction under a Tight Runtime Limit
Table 2.3 shows the performance of PIMap under a tight runtime limit, which
is set to be 10 seconds. In this case, PIMap achieves less area savings but still
manages to improve the best-known mapping results in eight out of the 10 EPFL
benchmarks.
2.4.7 LUT Count vs. Gate Count Reduction
Figure 2.12 shows the LUT count and the corresponding gate count in the AIG of
the same design during the optimization process in PIMap, normalized to their
initial values. For the four benchmarks, the LUT count decreases as the number
of trials increases. However, we observe an opposite trend in gate count during
the optimization, which agrees with our correlation study in Section 1.2.
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Figure 2.12: Relation between LUT count and AIG gate count at various de-
sign points of the same design.
2.4.8 Delay Optimization for Combinational Circuits
Table 2.4 shows the results of applying PIMap delay optimization to the 10
largest MCNC combinational benchmarks [109]. The baseline designs are gen-
erated using ABC’s delay-optimizing script resyn2 and mapped to 6-LUTs us-
ing delay-oriented technology mapper (if -K 6). PIMap is able to reduce the
maximum LUT depth by one in three designs (ex5p, pdc, and spla). Out
of the remaining seven designs where PIMap does not improve the maximum
depth, we observe that PIMap can improve the average depth of the designs in
three cases (alu4, misex3, and seq), where the average depth is measured as
the number of LUT levels averaged over all the primary outputs in the design.
Reducing the average depth of a design can potentially benefit the downstream
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Table 2.4: Delay optimization using PIMap on the 10 largest MCNC combinational benchmarks — PI/PO = number
of primary inputs and primary outputs in the design; Base = the baseline designs synthesized using ABC’s delay-
optimizing resyn2 script followed by an delay-oriented technology mapper (command if -K 6); n Trials = result
after n number of trials using PIMap; Size = size of the design in terms of number of 6-input LUTs; Max Dpt = depth
of the design defined as the highest LUT level; Avg Dpt = average depth of the design defined as the average LUT level
over all primary outputs of the design; Time = runtime in seconds. We highlight the designs whose maximum or average
depth is improved by PIMap.
Base 5 Trials 40 Trials
Designs PI/PO Size Max Avg Size Max Avg Time Size Max Avg Time
Dpt Dpt Dpt Dpt Dpt Dpt
alu4 14/8 511 5 4.50 492 5 4.38 10.2 461 5 4.38 79.9
apex2 39/3 674 6 6.00 647 6 6.00 10.4 575 6 6.00 78.6
apex4 9/19 588 5 4.68 575 5 4.68 11.0 575 5 4.68 84.1
des 256/245 818 5 3.23 818 5 3.23 12.1 818 5 3.23 98.8
ex1010 10/10 655 5 5.00 655 5 5.00 11.2 655 5 5.00 89.9
ex5p 8/63 351 5 3.67 404 4 3.03 11.0 404 4 2.98 81.5
misex3 14/14 443 5 5.00 413 5 4.93 10.2 387 5 4.93 77.9
pdc 16/40 1431 7 5.93 1713 6 5.05 11.6 1713 6 5.05 89.2
seq 41/35 693 5 4.49 669 5 4.40 10.0 669 5 4.34 80.8
spla 16/46 1392 7 5.63 1599 6 4.83 11.6 1599 6 4.78 88.9
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CAD flow for generating faster circuit after physical design. While the delay al-
gorithm prioritizes depth reduction, the impact of logic transformations on area
is also considered during the optimization flow. Consequently, for the seven de-
signs that PIMap does not improve depth, PIMap reduces the size of the circuits
in five designs. The size of the remaining two designs (des and ex1010) stay
unchanged.
We further apply PIMap to the latest depth records (version 2017.1) of the
EPFL benchmark suite [2] to further improve the quality of the existing circuits.
These depth records are used as the starting point for PIMap optimization. For
each design, we execute PIMap for 100 trials. The runtime per trial for each
design is almost identical to the per-trial runtime shown in Table 2.2, since the
additional steps for depth optimization require negligible runtime. The results
are shown in Table 2.5. According to the rule from the EPFL benchmark com-
petition2, PIMap improves the existing best records in 13 out of the 20 designs
by reducing the circuit area while maintaining the same depth of the previous
records. Noticeably, PIMap achieves significant area reduction while maintain-
ing the best-known depths (e.g., 7.8%, 7.0% and 6.3% area reductions for cavlc,
router and sine, respectively). In addition, two designs in Table 2.5 (mem
ctrl and decoder) also achieve the best-known area while maintaining the
best-known depth. The design router optimized by PIMap is larger than its
best-area counterpart by only one LUT (53 LUTs vs. 52 LUTs), but improves the
depth of the best-area version by two (4 levels vs. 6 levels).
2The EPFL delay records rank designs by their depth after mapping to 6-input LUTs. Designs
with the same depth are further ranked by their sizes (measured as the number of 6-input LUTs).
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Table 2.5: Comparison with depth records on EPFL benchmarks — Best
Known Record = the best known delay results on EPFL benchmarks [2]; PIMap
= solution of PIMap after 100 trials; Size = size of the design in terms of num-
ber of 6-input LUTs; Dpt = depth of the design defined as the highest LUT level.
We highlight the designs that are improved by PIMap.
Best Known Record PIMap
Designs Size Dpt Size Dpt
adder 511 5 511 5
shifter 512 4 512 4
divisor 47964 230 47964 230
hyp 146302 573 145236 573
log2 9218 55 9218 55
max 882 10 882 10
mult 8215 28 8105 28
sine 1801 30 1690 30
sqrt 11680 254 11391 254
square 4038 11 3992 11
arbiter 2884 5 2871 5
alu ctrl 29 2 27 2
cavlc 115 4 106 4
decoder 272 2 270 2
i2c controller 244 3 244 3
int2float 41 3 40 3
mem ctrl 2490 7 2486 7
priority 157 4 157 4
router 57 4 53 4
voter 1469 12 1423 12
2.4.9 Delay Optimization for Sequential Circuit with Retiming
The optimization techniques in PIMap can be naturally extended to handle se-
quential circuits by treating the inputs and outputs of the registers as primary
outputs and primary inputs of the combinational blocks, respectively. Table 2.6
shows the PIMap delay optimization results on 10 large MCNC sequential cir-
cuits that combine the retiming technique to further improve the delay. Re-
timing is a common sequential circuit optimization technique that adjusts the
locations of the registers to optimize the overall circuit delay [33]. We observe
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Table 2.6: Depth reduction for sequential circuits with retiming on 10 large MCNC sequential benchmarks — Base
= the baseline designs synthesized using ABC’s resyn2 script followed by a depth-oriented technology mapper (com-
mand if -K 6); PIMap = solution of PIMap after 10 trials without applying retiming; Base + Retime = results after
applying retiming on Base; PIMap + Retime = solution of PIMap after 10 trials, where retiming is applied after each
trial; Reg = number of registers in the design; Size = size of the design in terms of number of 6-input LUTs; Dpt = depth
of the design defined as the highest LUT level; We highlight the designs whose depth is improved by PIMap.
Base PIMap Base + Retime PIMap + Retime
Designs Reg Size Dpt Reg Size Dpt Reg Size Dpt Reg Size Dpt
b14 245 1272 13 245 1295 11 448 1461 8 502 1496 8
bigkey 224 579 3 224 575 3 672 1094 2 672 1094 2
clma 33 2965 9 33 2879 9 41 3011 9 42 2887 8
frisc 886 1776 14 886 1774 9 1276 2199 7 1288 2257 6
fsm8 16 13 8 386 5 8 386 5 8 390 5 8 477 4
mm30a 90 266 25 90 273 25 90 266 25 90 340 18
s38417 1462 2535 7 1462 2535 7 1462 2547 7 1462 2497 7
s38584.1 1260 2322 6 1260 2279 6 1267 2394 5 1267 2361 5
s9234.1 135 289 5 135 293 5 189 331 4 186 326 4
sort 136 387 14 136 387 13 146 410 13 146 448 12
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that the logic transformations in PIMap generally not only optimize the com-
binational blocks between register boundaries, but also present optimization
opportunities for retiming to achieve better quality. In Table 2.6, the base-
line designs are generated using ABC’s resyn2 script combined with delay-
optimizing technology mapper if -K 6. For comparison, we also measure the
quality of the circuits after applying PIMap without retiming, and after apply-
ing retiming on the baseline designs. Both versions of the PIMap optimized
designs are generated with 10 trials. For the case of PIMap with retiming, we
apply ABC’s retime command at the end of each trial. Without applying re-
timing, PIMap is able to improve the depths of three designs when compared to
the baseline circuits. With retiming enabled, PIMap improves the depth of the
designs in five out of the 10 designs when compared to the baseline with retim-
ing, demonstrating the effectiveness of PIMap delay optimization on sequential
circuits.
2.5 Related Work
Mishchenko, et al. [73] describe a number of efficient rewriting techniques on
AIGs, which serve as the basis for the logic transformations used in this work.
The majority-inverter graph (MIG) proposed by Amaru´, et al. [3] provides an
alternative logic representation using three-input majority nodes and regular/-
complemented edges. MIG is shown to be beneficial for improving mapping
quality in a number of cases. This is complementary to PIMap, since our itera-
tive improvement framework is agnostic to logic representations.
Yang, et al. [110] propose a new way of logic synthesis by maintaining a pre-
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computed library of optimal or near-optimal circuits for small practical func-
tions. Their logic synthesis flow matches and replaces small circuit components
in a new design to the elements in the precomputed library. However, this ap-
proach can only find optimal or near-optimal solution for small functions with
no more than 12 inputs, and become sub-optimal for functions with more in-
puts. PIMap is orthogonal to [110] and it is not limited by the input size of
the sub-netlist. It is also possible to incorporate Boolean matching techniques as
new transformation moves in our iterative improvement framework.
STOKE [88] uses stochastic search to optimize x86 programs by randomly
rewriting the x86 assembly instructions. Both STOKE and our approach ran-
domly propose transformations using MCMC sampling to explore a large de-
sign space. Besides the different application domains, our work differs from
STOKE in two major aspects: (1) STOKE focuses on using local moves that
modify a single instruction at a time, while we make use of the logic rewriting
techniques applied to multiple nodes in the network; (2) STOKE can only han-
dle small programs with around one hundred instructions. In contrast, PIMap
makes use of parallel optimization to effectively handle much larger circuits
with tens of thousands LUTs.
2.6 Conclusions
We propose PIMap, a parallelized iterative improvement framework for area-
oriented FPGA technology mapping. PIMap iteratively proposes logic trans-
formation moves to optimize an input logic network for LUT mapping, and
uses the actual mapping result to evaluate the quality of a proposed move. To
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improve the runtime, PIMap decomposes a large circuit netlist into multiple
smaller sub-netlists, and optimizes them in parallel across different machines.
Experimental results demonstrate significantly improvement in mapping qual-
ity for both unconstrained area optimization and depth-constrained area op-
timization compared to the state-of-the-art technology mappers. As a future
direction, we plan to investigate global restructuring techniques on the logic
network to further improve the quality of PIMap.
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CHAPTER 3
SCALS: DATA-DRIVEN APPROXIMATE LOGIC SYNTHESIS
Approximate computing is an emerging design paradigm aiming to largely
improve the quality of result (QoR) such as performance, area and efficiency
at the cost of carefully-controlled errors [45]. Representative application do-
mains include data mining and machine learning, where infrequent errors at
the outputs may not significantly degrade user experience, and image/signal
processing, where errors of small magnitude may not be perceivable by the end
users [17, 100].
This chapter focuses on approximate logic synthesis, a key step to automate
the process of creating approximate circuits based on an exact logic function.
The problem of approximate logic synthesis can be viewed as the natural ex-
tension of the traditional logic synthesis problem presented in Chapter 2. In
approximate logic synthesis, we relax the synthesis constraints so that inexact
outputs are allowed. Existing approaches to approximate logic synthesis usu-
ally simplify a logic network in a technology-independent manner by removing
logic gates or connections between gates, subject to constraints on error rate
and/or error magnitude [69, 70, 91].
We use Figure 3.1 as a motivational example to illustrate a typical approxi-
mate logic synthesis flow and its drawbacks. Given an initial design as shown in
Figure 3.1 with an error rate constraint of 10%, one possible simplification that
an existing synthesis algorithm would make is to remove gate g2. This move
decreases both the gate count and output level of the logic network by one, but
generates incorrect results for two input patterns a = 0/1, b = 0, c = 1, d = 1 (out
of the 16 input combinations in total). Synthesis methods such as in [105, 106]
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Figure 3.1: An example illustrating the drawback of existing approximate syn-
thesis technique — The approximate synthesis algorithm removes gate g2, re-
ducing the gate count and output level both by one. However, this approxi-
mation does not reduce the area or depth of the final netlist after mapping to
3-input LUTs (as highlighted with dashes).
then sample N number of input vectors uniformly and simulate the circuit with
these input vectors to estimate the error rate, where N is small relative to the
total number of possible input combinations.1 If none of the sampled input
vectors leads to the two erroneous outputs2, the synthesis would incorrectly
conclude that the generated design satisfies the 10% error rate constraint.
In addition to inaccurate characterization of the error behavior, the current
approach may also fail to improve the actual quality of results of the circuit after
technology mapping. With the example in Figure 3.1, neither the area nor the
timing is improved after the approximation. We attribute such unfavorable out-
come to three major drawbacks of the conventional approximate logic synthesis
techniques:
Disconnect from downstream flow While existing approaches are effective in
simplifying the gate-level logic network, they usually do not take into account
1Although it is possible to exhaustively test all input patterns in this small example, exhaus-
tive testing quickly becomes infeasible for moderately large circuits.
2Under uniform sampling, the likelihood of observing such an event is (14/16)N , which is
significant for small values of N .
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the impact of logic simplification on the QoR after mapping to a specific tech-
nology library, such as lookup tables (LUTs) for FPGAs.
Misrepresentation of realistic input distributions Realistic datasets rarely
follow uniform distribution. Using test vectors drawn from uniform distribu-
tion, such as in [105, 106], can lead to incorrect conclusions on error metrics. In
addition, synthesis techniques that explicitly rely on this assumption of input
distribution will not work for other types of input distributions.
Lack of statistical rigorousness Using random samples to measure the error
metrics of an approximate design is inherently a statistical process. In the lan-
guage of statistical inference, existing methods of equating sampled error be-
havior with the true error behavior fail to distinguish the difference between
sample statistics and population statistics. For example, although the sam-
ple mean of a design’s error magnitude correlates with its population mean,
they are in general not equal to each other due to statistical noise. Capturing
such noise through the lens of statistical testing is crucial in assuring a high-
confidence evaluation of the error metrics.
In addition, measuring the errors of reasonably large circuits can only be
done using a small subset of randomly sampled input vectors. This inherently
statistical process can potentially lead to a measured error rate that deviates
significantly from the true error rate due to statistical noise. For the example
in Figure 3.1, an extreme case happens when the sampled test vectors do not
contain any input patterns (i.e., a = 0/1, b = 0, c = 1, d = 1 for the current
example) that would cause incorrect outputs, leading to a measured error rate
of 0% although the generated design is in fact inexact.
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To overcome these obstacles, we propose a statistically certified approximate
logic synthesis (SCALS) framework, which extends PIMap [67], a state-of-the-
art FPGA logic synthesis and mapping framework to generate approximate de-
signs. Following the techniques in PIMap, SCALS couples logic simplification
with technology mapping to iteratively simplify the circuit. During the synthe-
sis process, SCALS continuously monitors the quality of the intermediate design
points using the technique of statistical testing, leading to a final approximate
circuit that adheres to user-specified error constraints.
Our primary technical contributions are as follows:
• We are the first to apply statistical testing techniques to approximate logic
synthesis to generate approximate designs with user-specified statistical
guarantees.
• We propose a generic approximate logic synthesis framework that can ef-
fectively handle various input distributions, error metrics and technology
targets.
• We show that our approach achieves better QoR than existing synthesis
techniques for both ASIC and FPGA targets while providing statistical
guarantees on the error metrics.
3.1 SCALS Techniques
In this section we first describe the approximate logic synthesis problem. We
then introduce our proposed techniques on generating approximate logic and
hypothesis testing of the specified error metrics.
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3.1.1 Problem Formulation
We study the problem of synthesizing approximate designs with user-specified
error constraints under a given probability distribution of the input values.
Specifically, given a combinational logic network composed of technology-
independent logic gates. SCALS minimizes the area and/or delay of the gener-
ated design after mapping to a specific technology library (e.g., for LUT-based
FPGAs).
For error constraints, we focus on two representative error metrics, error rate
and mean relative error magnitude, although our framework is generic enough
to handle other types of error metrics as well. Error rate (ER) is defined as the
probability that the approximate circuit generates incorrect outputs when the
input test vectors are drawn randomly from a specific input distribution. Mean
relative error magnitude (MREM) measures the population mean of the error
magnitude relative to the exact output.
3.1.2 Overall Flow
SCALS extends the PIMap flow [67] to approximate logic synthesis. Figure 3.2
shows the overall flow of SCALS, where the modifications to PIMap and ad-
ditional steps in SCALS are highlighted. Figure 3.3 details the iterative logic
optimization step in SCALS. Starting with an initial gate-level logic network,
we first map it to the targeted technology. We then use the sub-netlist extrac-
tion algorithm in PIMap to exact a user-specified number of sub-netlists, each
containing a predefined number of LUTs. Each extracted sub-netlist is then in-
dependently optimized in parallel using the iterative logic optimization routine.
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Figure 3.2: Overall flow of SCALS.
After recombining the optimized sub-netlists, we evaluate the generated design
using statistical hypothesis testing. If the generated design satisfies the error
requirement, SCALS accepts the design and uses it for the next trial. Otherwise,
SCALS discards the current design and proceeds to the next trial using the de-
sign from the previous trial.
3.1.3 Iterative Logic Optimization
SCALS uses a collection of logic transformation moves denoted as the set
T = E ∪ A. For each logic transformation move i in T , we associate it with
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Figure 3.3: The iterative logic optimization step in SCALS.
a probability pi. During each iteration of the iterative logic optimization step,
we select one logic transformation i from T with probability pi.
Exact transforms E is the set of logic transformations that do not alter the
functionality of the input design. The set of exact logic transformations contain
three commonly used moves, i.e., E ={balance, rewrite, refactor}. These
transformations either balance the logic depths of difference paths in the logic
network, or reduce the gate count in the network by logic rewriting [73].
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reduce flip add
Figure 3.4: Illustration of approximate transformations.
Approximate transforms A is the set of logic transformations that simplify the
logic network but may generate incorrect outputs. In SCALS, this set includes
three types of moves, i.e., A ={reduce, flip, add}. Figure 3.4 illustrates the
effects of the three approximate logic transformations. The reduce transfor-
mation randomly selects one logic gate in the logic network and removes a
randomly-selected fanin of the logic gate. If the selected logic gate has only
one fanin before removal, then the logic gate itself will be removed, with its
fanin node directly connected to the fanouts of the original logic gate. Similar to
reduce, the flip transformation randomly selects one logic gate in the logic
network and inverts one of its randomly-selected fanins. Finally, the add trans-
formation adds a two-input logic gate with randomly-selected functionality to
the logic work, where its two fanin nodes and one fanout node are randomly
selected from the existing nodes in the logic network.
Evaluating and accepting a transformation After applying the selected logic
transformation to the logic network, SCALS immediately maps the logic net-
work to the targeted technology, and measures the area, denoted as Aream. If
an approximate logic transformation is applied, SCALS also estimates the im-
pact of the approximation on the primary outputs through logic simulation.
After obtaining the post-mapping area Aream and the error metric EM , SCALS
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calculates a quality metric of the current transformation as a weighted sum of
Aream and EM , i.e., Qcurr = α · Aream + β · EM , where Qcurr is then compared
with the quality metric from the previous iteration (i.e., Qprev). Specifically, we
use the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method to probabilistically deter-
mine whether to accept the proposed move [41]. In particular, we employ the
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm for calculating the acceptance probability [47].
The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm dictates that if the quality of the current
move is better than the previous one, we accept the current move uncondition-
ally. Otherwise, we accept the move with a probability of e−γ(Qcurr/Qprev), which
decreases exponentially as Qcurr increases.
Since the iterative logic optimization routine operates on extracted sub-
netlists, it is important to be able to estimate error behaviors at the primary
outputs from local outputs of the sub-netlists. We use the following procedure
to achieve this goal. Using input vectors drawn from the user-specified input
distribution, SCALS first simulates the entire design to obtain a set of test vec-
tors for the nodes serving as the inputs to the sub-netlists. These test vectors
will then be used to simulate all the sub-netlists in parallel, and generate local
outputs for each sub-netlist. To estimate whether a particular primary output
Oi is correct, we go through each of the transitive fanins of Oi. If any of these
transitive fanins is an output of an extracted sub-netlist Si, and Si generates in-
correct result during simulation of the sub-netlist, then we conservatively infer
that Oi is incorrect. We then use this information to calculate the error metrics
(EM ) such as ER and MREM at the primary outputs. We note that this is a
conservative estimation for Oi due to the possible scenario where the error at
Si is not observable at Oi given the specific test pattern. Nonetheless, this error
estimation scheme provides a quick way of inferring global error behavior from
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sub-netlists without the need of simulating the entire design every iteration.
3.1.4 Hypothesis Testing of Error Constraint
At the end of each trial, SCALS evaluates the error metric of the generated ap-
proximate design using statistical hypothesis testing [103]. Given an error met-
ric EM together with the constraint EM ≤ C, we formulate the null hypothesis
H0 : EM > C and the alternative hypothesis H1 : EM ≤ C. To show that the
error metric stays within the constraint, the null hypothesis needs to be rejected
under a user-specified confidence level CL. After selecting an appropriate test
statistic for the error metric, SCALS generates N number of samples by simulat-
ing the approximate design using input vectors drawn from the corresponding
input distribution. Using the test statistic and observed samples, we evaluate
the probability (P-value) of observing the output samples assuming the null hy-
pothesis holds true. Finally, SCALS makes conclusion on the null/alternative
hypotheses based on the test outcome.
Testing error rate constraint SCALS uses the binomial test [103] to examine
the error rate of an approximate design. Given a hypothesis that an approxi-
mate design has an error rate of p under certain input distribution, SCALS sam-
ples N outputs from the circuit using independently-drawn input vectors and
compare them with the expected correct outputs. We denote the observed num-
ber of incorrect outputs as n. If the null hypothesis is true, then the number of
incorrect outputs in the N output samples should follow the binomial distribu-
tion, i.e., n ∼ B(N, p). SCALS evaluates the P-value of the observed event, and
determines the outcome of the test by comparing the P-value and CL.
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Testing mean relative error magnitude constraint In statistical inference, a T-
test [103] is used for testing the population mean with unknown variance. Given
a total of N samples with a sample mean X¯ , a sample standard deviation S and
the population mean µ to be tested, the test statistic T = X¯−µ
S/
√
N
follows the T-
distribution [103], i.e., T (t) ∼ Γ( v+12 )√
vpiΓ( v
2
)
(1+ t
2
v
)−
v+1
2 , where Γ is the gamma function,
and v is the number of degrees of freedom (v = N−1). SCALS uses the T-test for
testing a mean relative error magnitude constraint. Similar to testing the error
rate, SCALS first samples the relative error magnitude using N input vectors
drawn from the user-supplied input distribution. SCALS then calculates the P-
value using the test statistic and the observed samples. Based on the calculated
P-value and CL, SCALS either accepts or rejects the null hypothesis.
Extension to other error metrics While SCALS focuses on error rate constraint
and mean relative error magnitude constraint, we can extend SCALS to handle
other types of error constraint by drawing connection between the specific error
metric and its corresponding test statistic. For example, another interesting test
is on whether a given approximate design generates unbiased outputs under
certain input distribution. Unbiased designs are particularly useful for appli-
cations where an approximate module is used repeatedly because the errors
could potentially cancel each other out. Such a test can be formulated as testing
whether the population mean of the error magnitude is equal to zero, which can
be done using the T-test as detailed above. In scenarios where we are interested
in constraining the variance of the error, we can use χ2 test [103] to examine
whether an error metric satisfies a constraint on the population variance.
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3.2 Experimental Results
We implement the SCALS techniques in C as extensions to the ABC logic syn-
thesis framework [10]. We target mapping to FPGA LUTs using the EPFL com-
binational benchmark suite [2]. We report the synthesis results under four rep-
resentative input distributions including uniform, Gaussian, exponential, and
bimodal distributions. For each design, SCALS runs for 20 trials, and each trial
contains 100 iterations of the iterative logic optimization routine. Each hypothe-
sis testing step uses a sample size of 10000 test vectors to determine the validity
of the hypotheses. We partition the original design to up to 16 sub-netlists,
where each sub-netlist contains up to 100 LUTs. We run our experiments on up
to eight machines, each with a quad-core Xeon CPU operating at 2.7GHz.
3.2.1 Arithmetic Circuit under Relative Error Magnitude Con-
straint
Table 3.1 shows the area and depth comparisons with the exact counterparts
for the arithmetic benchmarks in the EPFL benchmark suite [2] under mean rel-
ative error magnitude constraint for various input distributions. The baseline
designs are the best-known 6-LUT mapping results from the EPFL records [2].
As an example to demonstrate the effectiveness of SCALS, we enforce a mean
relative error magnitude constraint of 1
29
(≈ 0.2%). All designs pass hypothe-
sis testing on error magnitude for a confidence level of 0.95. We observe that
some designs (e.g., hyp, sqrt, and square) are highly error tolerate, requiring
only 10% to 15% of the area of the original designs to meet the error constraint.
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We also observe significant depth reduction for the majority of the designs due
to the simplified logic structure in the approximate designs. SCALS is able to
achieve similar QoRs regardless of the different input distributions, showing
that SCALS can flexibly adapt to the input characteristics and generate high-
quality approximate designs for various types of input distributions.
3.2.2 Random-Control Circuit under Error Rate Constraint
Table 3.2 shows the area and depth reduction of the EPFL random-control de-
signs generated from SCALS targeting 6-input LUTs under various input dis-
tributions. In this experiment, we require that the error rates of the generated
designs do not exceed 1% with a confidence level of 0.95. Similar to the re-
sults of arithmetic designs, the QoR improvement of the approximate designs
is design specific. Noticeably, for design priority, a 128-to-7 priority encoder,
SCALS achieves almost 10x reduction in both area and depth. On the other
hand, designs such as alu ctrl that have simple internal logic, SCALS could
not simplify its logic at all.
3.2.3 Comparison with Existing Work Targeting ASICs
We compare our approach with the single-selection algorithm in [105], which
represents the state-of-the-art approximate logic synthesis method for ASICs.
Since the single-selection algorithm focuses on area reduction after technology-
mapping, we mainly compare the post-mapping area results of the generated
approximate designs. In this experiment, we use seven MCNC benchmarks
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Table 3.1: Area and depth reduction for arithmetic circuit under mean relative error magnitude constraint with var-
ious input distributions — Exact = Exact designs from the EPFL benchmark record; SCALS = Approximate designs
synthesized using our method; Size = Area of the circuit measured as the number of 6-input LUTs; Dpt = Depth of the
circuit in terms of 6-input LUTs; Ratio = The ratio of size of depth of SCALS over Exact. The average error magnitude
is constrained to be within 1
29
(≈ 0.2%) of the correct output value. Numbers in bracket indicate the size/depth ratio over
the corresponding exact design. All designs pass hypothesis testing with a confidence level of 0.95.
Exact SCALS
Uniform Gaussian Exponential Bimodal
Designs Size Dpt Size Dpt Size Dpt Size Dpt Size Dpt
adder 192 64 137 (0.71) 10 (0.16) 139 (0.72) 12 (0.19) 129 (0.67) 14 (0.22) 142 (0.74) 9 (0.14)
shifter 512 4 461 (0.90) 4 (1.00) 478 (0.93) 4 (1.00) 487 (0.95) 4 (1.00) 452 (0.88) 4 (1.00)
divisor 3268 1208 3232 (0.99) 1068 (0.88) 3122 (0.96) 842 (0.70) 1580 (0.48) 268 (0.22) 2651 (0.81) 699 (0.58)
hyp 40406 4532 3662 (0.09) 142 (0.03) 4201 (0.10) 152 (0.03) 4115 (0.10) 134 (0.03) 4028 (0.10) 133 (0.03)
log2 6574 119 6401 (0.97) 108 (0.91) 6529 (0.99) 118 (0.99) 6564 (1.00) 118 (0.99) 6485 (0.99) 117 (0.98)
max 523 189 184 (0.35) 19 (0.10) 180 (0.34) 16 (0.08) 130 (0.25) 3 (0.02) 158 (0.30) 22 (0.12)
mult 4923 90 1337 (0.27) 36 (0.40) 1959 (0.40) 45 (0.50) 1043 (0.21) 35 (0.39) 1057 (0.21) 25 (0.28)
sine 1229 55 1219 (0.99) 54 (0.98) 1218 (0.99) 54 (0.98) 1196 (0.97) 54 (0.98) 1205 (0.98) 55 (1.00)
sqrt 3077 1106 338 (0.11) 112 (0.10) 236 (0.08) 77 (0.07) 344 (0.11) 114 (0.10) 352 (0.11) 108 (0.10)
square 3246 74 490 (0.15) 19 (0.26) 867 (0.27) 27 (0.36) 771 (0.24) 20 (0.27) 2909 (0.90) 39 (0.53)
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Table 3.2: Area and depth reduction for random-control circuit under error rate constraint with various input distri-
butions — Exact = Exact designs from the EPFL benchmark record; SCALS = Approximate designs synthesized using
our method; Size = Area of the circuit measured as the number of 6-input LUTs; Dpt = Depth of the circuit in terms
of 6-input LUTs; Ratio = The ratio of size of depth of SCALS over Exact. The error rate is constrained to be within
1%. Numbers in bracket indicate the size/depth ratio over the corresponding exact design. All designs pass hypothesis
testing with a confidence level of 0.95.
Exact SCALS
Uniform Gaussian Exponential Bimodal
Designs Size Dpt Size Dpt Size Dpt Size Dpt Size Dpt
arbiter 409 23 251 (0.61) 13 (0.57) 170 (0.42) 7 (0.30) 159 (0.39) 6 (0.26) 153 (0.37) 5 (0.22)
alu ctrl 27 2 27 (1.00) 2 (1.00) 26 (0.96) 2 (1.00) 26 (0.96) 2 (1.00) 26 (0.96) 2 (1.00)
cavlc 101 6 100 (0.99) 5 (0.83) 99 (0.98) 6 (1.00) 100 (0.99) 5 (0.83) 99 (0.98) 6 (1.00)
decoder 270 2 270 (1.00) 2 (1.00) 270 (1.00) 2 (1.00) 270 (1.00) 2 (1.00) 270 (1.00) 2 (1.00)
i2c controller 227 7 205 (0.90) 6 (0.86) 209 (0.92) 7 (1.00) 168 (0.74) 4 (0.57) 168 (0.74) 4 (0.57)
Int2float 28 6 26 (0.93) 6 (1.00) 25 (0.89) 6 (1.00) 26 (0.93) 4 (0.67) 23 (0.82) 4 (0.67)
mem ctrl 2354 22 2086 (0.89) 15 (0.68) 1895 (0.81) 14 (0.64) 1316 (0.56) 11 (0.50) 1468 (0.62) 8 (0.36)
priority 110 26 12 (0.11) 3 (0.12) 13 (0.12) 2 (0.08) 11 (0.10) 3 (0.12) 54 (0.49) 21 (0.81)
router 52 6 31 (0.60) 2 (0.33) 31 (0.60) 2 (0.33) 35 (0.67) 4 (0.67) 32 (0.62) 2 (0.33)
voter 1301 17 1299 (1.00) 17 (1.00) 1298 (1.00) 17 (1.00) 1299 (1.00) 17 (1.00) 1299 (1.00) 17 (1.00)
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Table 3.3: Comparison with a state-of-the-art approximate logic synthesis method for ASIC targeting area minimiza-
tion [105] — Base = Initial exact designs reported by [105]; [105] = Results of the single-selection algorithm in [105];
SCALS = Results from our approach; Time = Runtime in seconds. Both [105] and SCALS enforce a 1% error rate con-
straint. The designs generated by SCALS pass the hypothesis testing at a confidence level of 0.95. The area and delay
numbers are normalized to the area and delay of a unit size inverter, respectively.
Base Wu, et al. [105] SCALS SCALS vs. [105]
Designs Delay Area Time (s) Area Ratio vs. Base Time (s) Delay Area Ratio vs. Base Ratio vs. [105]
c880 40.4 599 93 497 0.83 507 36.7 494 0.82 0.99
c1908 60.6 1013 394 654 0.65 93 45.2 324 0.32 0.50
c2670 67.3 1434 702 935 0.65 137 35.4 748 0.52 0.80
c3540 84.5 1615 172 1554 0.96 101 54.0 1396 0.86 0.90
c5315 75.3 2432 263 2352 0.97 251 47.5 2245 0.92 0.95
c7552 159.8 2759 533 2527 0.92 476 155.7 2396 0.87 0.95
alu4 51.5 2740 1000 2433 0.89 607 45.3 1099 0.40 0.45
geomean 0.83 0.63 0.76
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Table 3.4: Comparison with a state-of-the-art approximate logic synthesis method for FPGA targeting depth-
constrained area minimization [106] — Base = Exact designs generated from ABC [10]; Size = Area of the circuit
measured as the number of 4-input LUTs; Dpt = Depth of the circuit in terms of 4-input LUTs. Both approaches generate
designs with an error rate constraint of 5%. The designs generated by SCALS pass the hypothesis testing at a confidence
level of 0.95. Both approaches do not increase the depth of the baseline designs. No runtime information is provided for
these set of designs in [106].
Base Wu, et al. [106] SCALS SCALS vs. [106]
Designs Size Depth Size Ratio vs. Base Size Ratio vs. Base Ratio vs. [106]
c432 97 10 79 0.81 55 0.57 0.70
c880 128 8 102 0.80 107 0.84 1.05
c1908 122 9 50 0.41 88 0.72 1.76
c2670 295 7 242 0.82 224 0.76 0.93
c3540 346 12 325 0.94 305 0.88 0.94
c5315 503 9 468 0.93 439 0.87 0.94
c7552 593 8 486 0.82 440 0.74 0.91
alu4 710 7 483 0.68 411 0.58 0.85
alu2 160 12 136 0.85 135 0.84 0.99
apex6 253 6 197 0.78 210 0.83 1.07
dalu 425 11 349 0.82 329 0.77 0.94
geomean 0.77 0.76 0.98
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that are also used in [105]3. We set the error rate constraint to 1% in Table 3.3.
The baseline designs in Table 3.3 are the initial exact designs generated from
ABC [10].
Compared to the single-selection algorithm, our approach achieves higher
area reduction across all the benchmarks, with an average improvement of 37%
over the baseline designs, while [105] achieves an average improvement of 17%.
When directly comparing with the single-selection algorithm, our approach re-
duces the area by 24% on average across the seven benchmarks considered here.
We observe similar area improvements for other values of error rates. For exam-
ple, at 5% error rate, the designs generated from our approach are 10% smaller
on average than the designs from [105]. While the approach in [105] does not re-
port the delay numbers of the generated designs, we observe that our approach
achieves smaller delay than the baseline designs, mainly due to the simplified
logic structure in the approximate designs. The runtime of our approach is in
general on the same order of the approach in [105], and the average runtime
across the seven benchmarks is smaller than that of the approach in [105].
3.2.4 Comparison with Existing Work Targeting FPGAs
Table 3.4 shows the area reduction compared with a state-of-the-art FPGA ap-
proximate logic synthesis algorithm [106] over a set of benchmarks from the
MCNC benchmark suite that were used in [106]. The baseline designs are the
exact designs generated from ABC [10]. Following the requirement in [106],
both approaches enforce a 5% error rate constraint and require that the gen-
3The single-selection algorithm [105] reports area results for 12 benchmarks in total. How-
ever, we are only able to obtain seven of the benchmarks since the other five benchmarks are
not publicly available.
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Figure 3.5: Area comparison after disabling hypothesis testing.
erated approximate designs do not increase the depth of the baseline designs.
We measure the size of the designs as the number of 4-LUTs. SCALS gener-
ates smaller designs when compared with [106] for eight out of the 11 designs,
showing the effectiveness of SCALS even when compared against highly spe-
cialized techniques such as [106].
We note that although SCALS and [106] both enforce a 5% error rate con-
straint, it is still not an apple-to-apple comparison since the requirement for an
approximate design to pass the test of SCALS is stricter than that in [106]. The
hypothesis testing step in SCALS would potentially reject an approximate de-
sign that passes a simple sampling-based test as in [106]. To understand the
impact of applying hypothesis testing on the design QoR, we look into the three
designs in Table 3.4 that SCALS fails to improve over [106]. Figure 3.5 shows
the size of the generated designs from SCALS with and without the hypothesis
testing step. The sizes of the designs are normalized to the corresponding de-
sign generated by [106]. We observe that disabling the hypothesis testing step
indeed leads to smaller designs.
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Table 3.5: Synthesis results under different confidence levels — Size = Area
of the circuit measured as the number of 6-input LUTs; Dpt = Depth of the
circuit in terms of 6-input LUTs; CL = Confidence level for error rate during
hypothesis testing. The designs are generated under 1% error rate constraint
after 10 trials.
CL = 0.90 CL = 0.95 CL = 0.99
Designs Size Dpt Size Dpt Size Dpt
arbiter 348 17 352 17 354 21
mem ctrl 2309 21 2315 21 2354 22
priority 14 2 14 4 16 4
router 32 3 33 3 34 3
3.2.5 QoR vs. Confidence Level Tradeoff
Table 3.5 shows the impact of confidence level during hypothesis testing on
the area and depth of the final designs using four random-control circuits un-
der error rate constraint. A higher confidence level requires stronger evidence
for certifying that an error constraint is honored. Consequently, a higher confi-
dence level will lead to more conservative designs as shown in Table 3.5, which
provides a tradeoff between QoR improvement and statistical confidence of the
error behavior.
3.2.6 Design Study: Approximate FIR Filter
We provide a design study using approximate multipliers and adders generated
using SCALS from design-specific input vectors to construct a three-tap finite
response (FIR) filter. The FIR filter has a passband between 100 to 200Hz and
a stopband from 300 to 500Hz. To supply the input patterns for SCALS, we
use realistic input waveform that contains two major frequency components
at 100Hz and 300Hz with Gaussian noise sampled at 1KHz. All inputs to the
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Table 3.6: Area and delay comparison between an exact FIR filter and an ap-
proximate FIR filter from SCALS — Exact = Exact designs generated using
ABC’s optimization script resyn2 and technology mapper map; SCALS = Ap-
proximate designs synthesized using our method; Area = ASIC circuit area;
Delay = ASIC circuit delay; MREM = Measured mean relative error magnitude.
The area and delay numbers are normalized to those of a unit size inverter.
Multiplier Adder FIR
Exact SCALS Exact SCALS Exact SCALS
Area 55544 12058 2476 465 171234 33607
Area ratio 1.00 0.22 1.00 0.19 1.00 0.20
Delay 215.2 104.6 204.6 32.7 226.9 112.5
Delay ratio 1.00 0.49 1.00 0.16 1.00 0.50
MREM 0.009% 0.001% 0.012%
multipliers and adders are 64-bit fixed-point numbers.
In Table 3.6, the area and delay numbers are the post-synthesis results nor-
malized to the area of a unit-size inverter. The measured MREM is verified at a
confidence level of 0.95. The generated approximate FIR filter is 5x smaller and
2x faster than the exact counterpart, while maintaining similarly small MREM
(0.012%) of its basic building blocks.
3.3 Related Work
We first summarize the existing research directions on approximate logic syn-
thesis, followed by describing a logic synthesis and technology mapping frame-
work that our work builds on.
We review and summarize a subset of representative work on approximate
logic synthesis. Miao, et al. [69] consider approximate logic synthesis under
error magnitude constraint as the Boolean relation minimization problem, and
devise an efficient heuristic algorithm for iteratively refining the magnitude-
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constrained solution to arrive at a solution also satisfying the error frequency
constraint. This work is extended by [70] to handle multi-level logic networks,
which converts the approximate logic synthesis problem into solving a series of
conventional external don’t-cares-based network optimizations. Shin, et al. [91]
propose techniques for synthesizing approximate two-level circuits by selec-
tively complementing the output values of the minterms to reduce the number
of literals in the SOP representation. Venkataramani, et al. [101] discuss approxi-
mation techniques by identifying signal pairs in the circuit that assume the same
value with high probability, and substitute one for the other. Wu, et al. [105]
propose techniques for approximate logic synthesis under error rate constraint,
which iteratively picks the most effective nodes in a Boolean network to shrink
by approximating their factored-form expressions. They further extend their
techniques for mapping to FPGAs by removing wires in the LUT network and
changing the functionality of LUTs [106].
3.4 Conclusions and Discussions
We propose SCALS, a statistically certified approximate logic synthesis frame-
work based on parallelized stochastic optimization. SCALS effectively handles
various error metrics, technology targets and input distributions in a unified
framework, and provides statistical guarantee that the generated designs ad-
here to user-specified error constraints.
Since SCALS conducts one hypothesis testing for each approximate transfor-
mation, the multiple comparisons problem [48] may occur and potentially im-
pact the inference accuracy. To illustrate the problem, consider the extreme case
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where a sequence of approximate transformations that do not alter the func-
tionality of the circuit at all. Since we are essentially making multiple inferences
on the functionally-equivalent circuits, the likelihood of erroneous inferences
due to sampling noise increases when compared to a single inference. Multi-
ple testing correction techniques such as the Bonferroni correction [90] can be
applied to eliminate the multiple comparisons problem in SCALS. The current
version of SCALS does not include mechanisms to handle the multiple compar-
isons problem partially due to the empirical observation that most approximate
transformations do alter the functionality of the underlying circuit.
Another potential extension in SCALS is to speed up the random test vec-
tor simulation using techniques such as batch statistical error estimation [93].
Since a large number of potential approximate transformations may exist for a
given circuit, estimating the accuracy of each approximate transformation in-
dividually can be time consuming. The batch statistical error estimation tech-
nique pre-computes the observability of local changes at the primary outputs
using observability analysis techniques [71], and estimates the error metrics of
various approximate transformations based on the observability of the nodes
affected by the approximation. Since the observability computation is reused
across different approximate transformations, batch statistical error estimation
can significantly reduce the simulation time due to multiple potential transfor-
mations.
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CHAPTER 4
ELASTICFLOW: TAILORING ACCELERATOR ARCHITECTURE TO
IRREGULAR WORKLOADS
In the previous two chapters, we have shown that the cross-stage optimiza-
tion technique can improve the logic synthesis step by considering the effects of
logic transformations on the downstream flow. In the following two chapters,
we demonstrate that this general technique can also be applied to architectural
synthesis. We first discuss its application to the problem of synthesizing fixed-
function circuits, which is also known as HLS. In HLS, one widely used opti-
mization technique is pipelining, which creates a static schedule for the loop
(or function) body to allows successive loop iterations (or function invocations)
to be overlapped during execution. Pipelining aims to minimize the interval
between the initiation of successive loop iterations (or function invocations) to
achieve the highest possible throughput for the particular design. While mod-
ern HLS tools provide comprehensive support for pipelining a single loop or
perfect loop nests, they are unable to effectively optimize irregular loop nests that
contain dynamic-bound inner loops. Since existing HLS pipelining techniques
are largely driven by static scheduling and resource binding, the synthesized
hardware cannot adapt to the varying amount of work incurred by the data-
dependent loop bounds, resulting in either low performance or poor resource
utilization. Unfortunately, such loop nests are commonplace in a variety of im-
portant application domains such as scientific computing, social analytics, and
in-memory databases, as they are an inextricable part of key operations such as
sparse matrix-vector multiplication, graph traversal, and hash lookup. Gener-
ating efficient accelerators for applications in these domains remains a serious
challenge for contemporary HLS tools [104].
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(a) A common hash table
implementation which uses
separate chaining to resolve
collisions.
1 for (k : keys_to_find){
2 #pragma pipeline
3 // Stage A
4 hv = Jenkins_hash(k);
5 p = hashtbl[hv].keys;
6
7 // Stage B
8 while (p && p->key!=k)
9 p = p->next;
10
11 // Stage C
12 format_output(p);
13 }
(b) keysearch kernel using
a while loop.
1 for (k : keys_to_find){
2 #pragma pipeline
3 hv = Jenkins_hash(k);
4 p = hashtbl[hv].keys;
5
6 for (i=0; i<M; i++){
7 #pragma unroll
8 if (p && p->key!=k)
9 p = p->next;
10 }
11
12 format_output(p);
13 }
(c) Modified keysearch using a for
loop unrolled M times.
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(d)ElasticFlow architecture
and parallel execution of a
dynamic-bound inner loop.
Figure 4.1: Irregular loop nest example – keysearch, a kernel from the Mem-
cached benchmark which performs a series of hash lookups; (a) Hash table rep-
resentation; (b) Original code using a dynamic-bound inner loop to do pointer
chasing; (c) Modified code using an unrolled fixed-bound inner loop of M it-
erations; (d) Conceptual illustration of ElasticFlow architecture and dynamic-
bound loop execution.
The difficulty presented by irregular loop nests reveals the fundamental
weakness of existing pipelining techniques in handling elastic workloads. For
example, Figure 4.1(a) depicts a hash table which employs separate chaining,
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and Figure 4.1(b) shows keysearch, a kernel from the Memcached application
[40] which performs a series of key lookups by first computing the hash bucket,
and then pointer chasing over the keys in the collision chain of that particular
bucket using a while loop. While some collision chains may be very long in
pointer chasing kernels, most others contain only a couple of elements. In this
example, we are interested in building a pipelined accelerator for this kernel
which can achieve a throughput of one lookup per cycle. If we simply pipeline
the outer loop without modifying the inner loop, since the bound of the inner
loop is unknown at compile-time, the synthesized design must finish all itera-
tions of an inner loop before starting the next outer loop iteration. As a result,
the design will be bottlenecked by the throughput of the inner loop, which is
much lower than the throughput target.
An alternative is to transform the dynamic-bound loop in Figure 4.1(b) into
a fixed-bound loop by either manually changing the code or annotating static
loop bounds through the HLS tool. The result is shown in Figure 4.1(c), where
we have assumed M is the worst-case length of the collision chain in the hash
table. With a fixed inner loop bound of M, the tool can now unroll the inner loop
by a factor of M and then pipeline the outer loop body to achieve the desired
throughput of one lookup per cycle. However, two major problems remain: (1)
The design is very inefficient in area – a good hash function ensures that the
vast majority of hash buckets contain at most one key, which requires only one
loop iteration. However, we are forced to unroll M copies of the loop body to
handle the extreme cases of the few buckets that contain multiple keys, appro-
priating resources that will spend most of their time idle. (2) For many loops, the
worst-case loop bound cannot be statically determined. The bound-annotation
approach cannot be applied in this case without endangering program correct-
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ness because the maximum number of keys in a hash bucket is often unknown.
The fundamental problem showcased by this example is that existing
pipelining techniques statically allocate and bind resources for workload that
is inherently elastic. This leads to gross over-allocation of resources to handle
the worst-case load, which is often unbounded. To efficiently address irregular
loop nests with dynamic-bound inner loops, we argue that a new architectural
synthesis approach is needed for generating hardware capable of dynamically
optimizing loop execution for varying amount of work by adaptively assign-
ing resources for compute as well as memory. The objective is to allocate an
appropriate number of compute and memory resources and to maximize the
utilization of these resources.
In this chapter we propose ElasticFlow – a novel area-efficient architecture
and synthesis technique to enable area-effective pipelining of irregular loop
nests with dynamic-bound inner loops. For the example in Figure 4.1(b), Elas-
ticFlow generates a dataflow pipeline architecture containing an array of loop
processing units (LPUs), each of which continuously executes an entire dynamic-
bound inner loop to completion. Each iteration of the outer loop dynamically
dispatches each of its inner loops (i.e., Stage B) to an LPU, allowing multiple
outer loop iterations to execute in a pipelined fashion.
Figure 4.1(d) shows the conceptual ElasticFlow architecture and dynamic-
bound loop execution for keysearch, where each of the hardware blocks A, B,
and C corresponds to one of the stages labeled in Figure 4.1(b). In particular,
Stage B, which contains a dynamic-bound inner loop, is implemented using
three LPUs that execute in parallel multiple inner loops from different outer
loop iterations. Since the dynamic-bound inner loops are the performance bot-
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tleneck of the entire design, executing them in parallel improves the throughput
of the entire design.
Determining the appropriate number of LPUs for each dynamic-bound inner
loops is a key to achieving the desired performance and resource usage. Besides
allowing designer’s manual specification, we propose an automatic resource al-
location method, detailed in Section 4.3, for determining the LPU configuration.
Our proposed resource allocation method first profiles the original design to ob-
tain important performance and resource usage statistics such as average-case
loop bound for various stages in the loop nest. Using the profiling results, our
LPU allocation algorithm determines the configuration of the LPU arrays for
a given throughput target. Finally, we synthesize the complete ElasticFlow ar-
chitecture by combining predefined architectural templates with design-specific
pipelines.
Our major contributions include:
1. We propose a novel pipelined architecture and associated synthesis tech-
niques to effectively accelerate irregular loop nests that contain dynamic-
bound inner loops in HLS.
2. We propose an adaptive resource allocation and reallocation technique to
reduce hardware overhead and improve pipeline performance for loop
nests containing multiple dynamic-bound inner loops.
3. We propose a flexible multi-bank memory architecture to support high-
throughput loop processing that is not bottlenecked by memory commu-
nication while maintaining a low memory-related hardware overhead.
4. We systematically study the trade-off between performance and resource
usage in terms of the number of LPUs, number of memory banks, and
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buffer sizes.
5. We demonstrate substantial performance improvement over a best-in-
class commercial HLS tool for Xilinx FPGAs for a suite of real-life applica-
tions.
4.1 Irregular Loop Nests
This chapter focuses on irregular loop nests with one or more dynamic-bound
inner loops. Such loop patterns often arise from operations on less-regular data
structures such as sparse matrices, graphs and hash tables. Figure 4.2 shows
three real-world application kernels which exhibit this pattern. Notably, each
application uses a different data structure which is usually sparse in practice –
input values for PC tend not to span all the bits, sparse matrices for SPMV by
definition contain very few non-zero entries compared to the number of matrix
columns, and graphs for SSSP tend to be sparsely connected. These observa-
tions imply that the inner loops of these applications will almost never require
the worst-case number of iterations.
The key challenge of pipelining irregular loop nests arises from the compile-
time-unknown inner loop bounds, which inhibit static compiler transforma-
tions commonly used in traditional pipelining techniques. Unrolling is also
extremely inefficient even if the loop pattern possesses a known worst-case
bound, as common-case execution will leave most resources idle. One approach
is to execute several inner loop iterations concurrently on multiple hardware
copies. Unfortunately, this requires there to be no carried dependences in the
inner loop, which is not the case in many practical applications as Figures 4.1
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1 for (i = 0; i < num_imgs; i++){
2 #pragma pipeline
3 val = imgdiff[i];
4 count = 0;
5 while (val){
6 count++;
7 val = val & (val - 1);
8 }
9 pc[i] = count;
10 }
(a) PC
1 for (i = 0; i < num_rows; i++){
2 #pragma pipeline
3 out[i] = 0;
4 s = row[i]; e = row[i+1];
5
6 for (c = s; c < e; c++){
7 cid = col[c];
8 out[i] += val[c] * vec[cid];
9 }
10 }
(b) SPMV
1 for (i = 0; i < num_vertices; i++){
2 #pragma pipeline
3 v = vertice[i];
4 newdist[i] = dist[i];
5 for (e = v.edge; e; e = e->next){
6 j = e.target_vertice_id;
7 if (dist[j] + e.weight < tmp)
8 newdist[i] = dist[j] + e.weight;
9 }
10 }
(c) SSSP
Figure 4.2: Representative irregular loop kernels – (a) Population Count
(PC) counts the ones in a bit vector, with an inner loop bound equal to the num-
ber of set bits. (b) Sparse Matrix-Vector Multiplication (SPMV) ac-
cesses each element in a sparse matrix, and has an inner loop bound dictated by
the number of non-zero matrix entries; (c) Single-Source Shortest Path
(SSSP) implements one iteration of the Bellman-Ford algorithm, which up-
dates the distance of each node by examining each of its neighbors in the inner
loop.
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and 4.2 demonstrate. However, we note that in these examples there are no
outer-loop-carried dependences involving the irregular inner loops, allowing these in-
ner loop instances from different outer loop iterations to be executed in parallel.
For the example in Figure 4.1(d), any outer-loop-carried dependences on Stage
A would not prevent us from parallelizing Stage B if the dependences do not
involve Stage B. Indeed, we observe that such dependence patterns are com-
mon in many important applications, leading us to consider an approach where
we pipeline across different outer loop iterations by parallelizing the execution
of multiple outer loop instances of an inner loop.
4.2 ElasticFlow Architecture
To address the challenges introduced by these irregular loop nests, we present
the ElasticFlow architecture, which implements such loop patterns as a multi-
stage dataflow pipeline.
This novel architecture dynamically distributes different outer loop in-
stances of the dynamic-bound inner loop to one or more processing units across
which different instances of the inner loops execute in a pipelined parallel
fashion. Figure 4.3 provides an example which roughly corresponds to the
keysearch kernel in Figure 4.1(b). Stage B implements a dynamic-bound inner
loop as a loop processing array (LPA), which consists of multiple loop process-
ing units (LPUs) as well as a distributor to distribute work to and a collector to
collect results from the LPUs. The on-chip banked memory employs a multi-bank
memory architecture to provide high-throughput data transfer from and to the
LPUs. Each LPU contains the full datapath and control for executing the inner
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A and C are fixed-latency pipeline stages
B is a pipeline stage for a dynamic-bound inner loop
Loop Processing Array (LPA)
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Figure 4.3: ElasticFlow architecture – An irregular loop nest is transformed into
a multi-stage dataflow pipeline. Each dynamic-bound inner loop is mapped to
a loop processing array (LPA), which consists of multiple loop processing units
(LPUs). The loop iteration ID (i) and live values (val A, val B, val C) are
passed through the FIFOs between pipeline stages. A banked memory architec-
ture is used to provide sufficient memory bandwidth to the LPUs.
loop. Because each LPU executes all iterations of an inner loop body until com-
pletion for a particular outer loop iteration, the loop-carried dependence within
an inner loop is automatically handled by the LPU. Other operations in the loop
nest become fixed-latency pipelined stages (i.e., Stages A and C), which can be
synthesized using traditional pipelining techniques. Loop iteration IDs and live
values are passed through the FIFOs between pipeline stages.
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(b) ElasticFlow with static scheduling
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(c) ElasticFlow with dynamic scheduling
Figure 4.4: Execution on different pipeline architectures – The irregular loop
nest in this example is mapped to three pipeline stages (A, B, C), where B im-
plements a dynamic-bound inner loop. Eight outer loop iterations are shown.
(a) Baseline approach uses a sequential datapath for B, resulting in frequent
pipeline stalls due to low inner loop throughput; (b) ElasticFlow with four par-
allel LPUs for B can improve throughput by overlapping different inner loop
instances, but the LPUs are underutilized due to the static scheduling policy;
(c) Dynamic scheduling can further increase throughput by improving LPU uti-
lization.
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4.2.1 sLPA Architecture
A natural approach is to map each dynamic-bound inner loop to a single-loop
processing array (sLPA) containing multiple single-loop processing units (sLPUs)
which execute that inner loop until completion.1 Figure 4.4 illustrates pipelin-
ing using sLPAs with eight iterations of keysearch. Figure 4.4(a) shows the
baseline approach taken by existing HLS tools, where every inner loop itera-
tion executes serially on stage B. The throughput of stage B becomes the bot-
tleneck, and the rest of the pipeline is frequently stalled. Figure 4.4(b) shows
the sLPA approach using four sLPUs. In this example each outer loop iteration
is statically assigned an LPU based on its ID modulo four. While throughput
is improved, resource efficiency is poor as the work is skewed towards LPU
one, resulting in periods of idling on the other three LPUs. Indeed, it is not
possible for a static scheduling policy to efficiently handle work imbalance. To
guarantee resource efficiency, ElasticFlow employs a dynamic scheduling policy
where an outer loop may dispatch its dynamic-bound inner loop to a free LPU.
The resulting improvement in LPU utilization and throughput is shown in Fig-
ure 4.4(c). This runtime mechanism marks a fundamental difference between
existing pipelining techniques in HLS and ElasticFlow. While it is possible to
replicate inner loop modules via unrolling and achieve parallelization in cur-
rent HLS tools, the number of loop copies must be chosen at compile time to
handle the worst-case loop bound, resulting in enormous resource inefficiency.
In contrast, the number of ElasticFlow LPUs for a given dynamic-bound inner
loop can target the common case, achieving maximum throughput most of the
time while conserving resource.
1We focus on two-level loop nests for the rest of this chapter, but ElasticFlow can be general-
ized to multi-level loop nests through hierarchical pipelining.
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It is important to note that although different outer loop iterations begin ex-
ecuting on an LPA in-order, they may finish out-of-order because the latency of
each inner loop varies depending on the outer loop iteration, and cause incorrect
results for many programs. To address this, the collector of an LPA implements
a reorder buffer (ROB) that ensures results are produced in the order indicated by
the loop iteration ID.
Because each LPU continuously executes an entire inner loop to completion,
inner loop carried dependencies are naturally honored. As discussed in Section
4.1, ElasticFlow restricts that there are no outer loop carried dependencies in-
volving stages synthesized to LPAs. Our synthesis algorithm ensures only loop
nests adhering to this restriction will be mapped to this architecture.
4.2.2 mLPA Architecture
The ElasticFlow architecture can further enable resource sharing at runtime by
using multi-loop processing units (mLPUs), which have the ability to execute dif-
ferent dynamic-bound inner loops. We illustrate the advantage of this design
with Database Join (dbjoin) in Figure 4.5(a), a common operation which com-
bines the entries in two hash tables so they can be written to a single new table.
The kernel uses two dynamic-bound inner loops (i.e., B and D), which is syn-
thesized into two sLPAs with three sLPUs each as in Figure 4.5(b). Figure 4.5(c)
shows the execution of an example workload which is heavily unbalanced, such
that loop B requires many more iterations than loop D. This causes idling in
sLPAD as sLPAB bottlenecks pipeline progress.
As before, this inefficiency is a consequence of static resource assignment for
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1 for (i = 0; i < num_keys; i++) {
2 #pragma pipeline
3 // stage A: look up hashtbl1
4 k = input_keys[i]
5 hv1 = Jenkins_hash1(k);
6 p = hashtbl1[hv].keys;
7 // stage B: dynamic-bound loop
8 while (p && p->key!=k)
9 p = p->next;
10 // stage C: look up hashtbl2
11 k = input_keys[i]
12 hv2 = Jenkins_hash2(k);
13 q = hashtbl2[hv].keys;
14 // stage D: dynamic-bound loop
15 while (q && q->key!= k)
16 q = q->next;
17 // stage E: merge the results
18 return format_out(p, q);
19 }
(a) Kernel for dbjoin
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Figure 4.5: LPU sharing and adaptive resource reallocation – This example
shows sharing and no-sharing architectures for the Database Join (dbjoin)
kernel, (a) dbjoin code showing the five pipeline stages (A, B, C, D, E),
where B and D contain dynamic-bound inner loops; (b) ElasticFlow architec-
ture with two separate sLPAs: sLPAB for stage B and sLPAD for stage D; (c)
Execution of six iterations on the no-sharing architecture; (d) ElasticFlow archi-
tecture with LPU sharing, where the mLPA consists of a set of mLPUs that can
be shared between stages B and D. (e) Execution on the sharing architecture;
sLPU = single-loop processing unit; mLPU = multi-loop processing unit; sLPA =
single-loop processing array; mLPA = multi-loop processing array; s = stage ID
(i.e., B or D for this example); iB, iD = loop iteration ID for stage B or D; val =
live-in values for the downstream pipeline stages.
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an unbalanced workload. Figure 4.5(d) shows an alternative architecture where
the sLPAs are fused. The resulting multi-loop processing array (mLPA) contains
four mLPUs, each of which is capable of executing either loop. An additional
parameter, the stage IDs (s), must be passed into the mLPA to configure the
mLPU to execute the desired loop. As Figure 4.5(e) demonstrates, the mLPUs
can be dynamically reallocated for loop B or D depending on the amount of
work, improving resource utilization and reducing pipeline stalls. Compared
to sLPUs, an mLPU trades off additional area for increased throughput on un-
balanced workloads. These trade-offs are further explored in Section 4.4.6.
4.2.3 Memory Banking
For the applications that access memory in the inner loop, we need to design a
high-bandwidth memory system in the LPA that can respond to multiple mem-
ory requests from multiple LPUs simultaneously. A naı¨ve implementation is
to replicate the memory array and have one copy of the entire memory array
in each LPU. Although the replication approach provides sufficient read band-
width, the memory size would quickly increase with the number of LPUs, re-
sulting in a significant area overhead. Moreover, replicating the memory does
not increase the bandwidth for write operations, since each LPU would need
to write to all the replicates to maintain coherence. Another option is to use a
multi-port memory to handle simultaneous requests from multiple LPUs. How-
ever, this is not a scalable approach either since the area and power of a multi-
port memory typically increases quadratically with the number of ports [99].
To achieve high memory bandwidth without significantly increasing re-
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source usage, we employ a banked memory architecture as shown in Figure 4.3.
The banked memory architecture contains a memory bank arbitrator as well
as a number of memory banks. The memory bank arbitrator receives memory
requests from all the LPUs in the LPA, arbitrates for the available ports of mem-
ory banks, and sends memory responses back to the corresponding LPUs. Each
memory bank stores a subset of memory content in the address space. The bank
arbitrator is responsible for ensuring that the memory requests are mapped to
the correct banks, and that each bank receives at most one memory request at
any given cycle.
In the case where multiple requests contend for the same bank, the bank ar-
bitrator resolves the conflict by granting memory access to the request with the
highest priority while stalling others. We use a fixed priority sorted by the LPU
IDs for arbitrating memory requests. For example, when LPUs 1, 2 and 4 all
issue memory requests to the same memory bank at a given cycle, the arbitrator
will grant access to LPU 1, while temporarily stalling two other LPUs. While
the fixed-priority policy always prioritizes the LPU with a smaller ID, it does
not necessarily degrade performance owing to the out-of-order nature of the
LPA execution. More concretely, once an LPU completes processing the current
outer-loop iteration, it will store the result into the ROB and immediately start
processing the next iteration, regardless of whether any previous outer-loop it-
erations are still in flight.
For applications that access multiple arrays in the inner loop, we create a
banked memory system for each individual array with its own bank arbitrator.
The banked memory system also naturally supports memory write operations,
since each write operation only needs to update the corresponding memory lo-
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cation in a single memory bank.
Although we limit the scope to on-chip memories in this chapter, we note
that with a decoupled memory interface and a dedicated memory controller, it
would not be difficult to extend the ElasticFlow architecture to interface with an
external memory hierarchy as shown in Figure 4.3.
4.3 ElasticFlow Synthesis
ElasticFlow synthesis maps an irregular loop nest to the architecture proposed
in Section 4.2, which requires partitioning the loop nest into multiple stages,
identifying inner loop candidates to form the LPAs, and synthesizing these loop
bodies into sLPUs and mLPUs. The process considers resource sharing among
different inner loops to optimize area usage, synthesizing a high-throughput
memory system for the LPUs, scheduling of work onto LPUs to maximize
throughput, and buffer sizing to avoid pipeline stalls.
Given a dependence graph for an irregular loop nest that captures both intra-
iteration and inter-iteration data and control dependences, our synthesis algo-
rithm first applies dependence analysis [53] to identify all dynamic-bound inner
loops and partition each of these inner loops into separate stages. The sub-
graphs preceding or succeeding each dynamic-bound inner loop will be parti-
tioned into their own stages, resulting in a coarse-grained directed acyclic graph
(DAG) composed of stages. Figure 4.5 provides an example, where the kernel is
partitioned into five stages (A-E), and the two dynamic bound inner loops are
assigned two separate stages B and D. A stage containing a dynamic-bound loop
will be synthesized as part of an LPA while other stages will be pipelined using
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conventional techniques. As such, ElasticFlow supports dependences among
different outer loop iterations of all stages except B and D because B and D are
bound to LPAs.
4.3.1 LPU Allocation
While ElasticFlow allows users to manually configure the LPA, we also provide
an LPU allocation framework that allocates an appropriate number of LPUs to
meet the throughput requirement of the design. Our LPU allocation framework
consists of two main steps — We first profile the loop nests in the original design
and predict the number of LPUs needed to meet the throughput target assum-
ing only sLPUs are used. We then reallocate resources from sLPUs to mLPUs
to achieve performance improvement by sharing LPUs among different inner
loops.
The first step begins by pipelining each of the dynamic-bound inner loops
in the original design. For each loop, we automatically extract two parameters
from the results: the best achievable initiation interval of inner loop i, denoted
as IIi, and the latency in cycles of a single iteration of loop i, denoted as Li. We
also instrument the original source code, compile, and profile the design using
typical test vectors to obtain the average-case bound of inner loop i, denoted as
Bi. If only sLPUs are used, we will allocate Ui = [IIi · (Bi− 1) +Li] ·TP number
of sLPUs for each inner loop i, where TP denotes the throughput requirement
of the design in terms of number of outer loop iterations per cycle.
In the second step of our LPU allocation framework, we formulate an inte-
ger linear program (ILP) that optimizes the performance by reallocating sLPUs
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to mLPUs given the resource usage of the sLPA architecture. Allocating more
mLPUs further facilitates load balancing by allowing adaptive assignment of
hardware resources for different loops. However, there is an inherent trade-off
between performance and area since an mLPU typically consumes more area
than an sLPU because it contains the hardware to execute multiple inner loops.
The ILP formulation that explores this trade-off is shown in Equations (4.1a)-
(4.1e).
Here we classify LPUs into different types depending on which loops share
the particular LPU. For the example in Figure 4.5, LPUs are classified into three
types: stage B only, stage D only, and stages B/D. The first two are sLPUs, and
the latter is an mLPU. Since there are usually only a few inner loops, it is rea-
sonable to enumerate the different types of LPUs. Given K types of LPAs, Sjk
denotes the area of resource j of an LPU in a type-k LPA and can be obtained
from synthesizing each type of LPU individually. Given N inner loops, we also
classify LPAs into N degrees where a degree-n LPA contains LPUs that can be
shared among n loops.
In Equation (4.1a),Dk indicates the degree of a type-k LPA with type-k LPUs,
denoted LPA k. Ajtotal represents the area constraint of resource j and is derived
as a user-specified fraction of the number of resources required to synthesize the
baseline sLPA architecture. nk is a nonnegative integer variable that represents
the number of LPUs needed for LPA k. rik is a binary variable that represents
whether loop i is bound to LPA k. T (i) denotes the set of LPAs on which loop i
can execute. Equation (4.1b) constrains the total area of all the allocated LPUs.
Equation (4.1c) prevents over-allocation of LPUs. Equation (4.1d) ensures that
each inner loop is allocated to only a single type of LPA. Equation (4.1e) prevents
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the allocation of unused LPAs with C as a large constant, and Equation (4.1f)
enforces that loops are mapped only to compatible LPAs. The objective of the
optimization is to maximize the weighted sum of the total degree of sharing and
the total number of LPUs, where α and β are the weights that can be defined by
the user. This objective acts as a proxy for performance by balancing the degree
of sharing with the number of LPUs.
maximize α
K∑
k=1
N∑
i=1
Dkrik + β
K∑
k=1
nk subject to (4.1a)
K∑
k=1
Sjknk ≤ Ajtotal ∀j (4.1b)
N∑
i=1
Uirik ≥ nk ∀k (4.1c)
K∑
k=1
rik = 1 ∀i (4.1d)
C
N∑
i=1
rik >= nk (4.1e)
rik = 0 ∀k /∈ T (i) (4.1f)
4.3.2 Memory Bank Synthesis
For designs that access memory in the inner loop, we synthesize a banked mem-
ory system to serve the memory requests from all the LPUs in an LPA. The de-
signer can either specify the banking scheme by overwriting the default banking
policy, or use the default cyclic banking scheme as detailed below. Given an ar-
ray of n elements, we partition the array into M banks in a cyclic fashion: the
ith element of the original array will be mapped to the (i mod M)th bank. We
empirically observe that the cyclic partitioning scheme tends to balance the load
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of different banks in the common case.
Our synthesis tool allows the user to manually specify the number of mem-
ory banks in the memory system. In the case where the bank number is not
specified, the tool automatically determines the memory configuration using
the following procedure: for an inner loop that is pipelined to an initiation in-
terval II with k memory accesses in a single inner loop iteration, we will have
kU
II
memory accesses per cycle, where U is the number of LPUs in an LPA. To
minimize stalling due to banking conflict, we set the number of banks to be kU
II
,
so that the number of banking conflicts is minimal in common cases. Further
increasing the number of banks to provide higher memory bandwidth can po-
tentially continue to reduce banking conflicts, but at the cost of increased hard-
ware complexity. The procedure above achieves a balance between minimizing
banking conflicts and reducing design complexity.
4.3.3 Distributor and Collector Synthesis
Each LPA contains a distributor and a collector for assigning incoming inner
loop instances to, and gathering results from LPUs, respectively. The distrib-
utor contains a scheduler which employs a dynamic work distribution policy –
when an inner loop instance is available to be executed, the scheduler evalu-
ates the busy/idle states of the LPUs in parallel, and assigns the loop instance
to an idle LPU with the smallest LPU ID. Figure 4.6 shows a code snippet in
synthesizable C++ that describes the scheduler behavior. Specifically, the sched-
uler communicates with the upstream and downstream stages using messages
through streams. The messages in the streams are type-templatized to account
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1 template <typename DT, typename T >
2 static void Scheduler(
3 // strm_out connects the scheduler and the
4 // downstream LPUs
5 stream<T> (&strm_out)[NUM_LPU],
6 // strm_in connects the upstream stage and
7 // the scheduler
8 stream<DT> &strm_in) {
9 // write_succeed indicates whether the
10 // current work item has been written
11 // to one of the LPUs
12 bool write_succeed = false;
13 // din: work item read from the upstream stage
14 T din;
15 // strm_in.read(): blocking read operation
16 // operation from strm_in
17 din.val = strm_in.read();
18 din.id = 0;
19
20 while (true) {
21 #pragma pipeline
22 write_succeed = false;
23 // fixed-priority work distribution
24 for (int i = 0; i < NUM_LPU; i++) {
25 #pragma unroll
26 // strm_out[i].write_nb(din): nonblocking
27 // write operation to strm_out[i]
28 if (strm_out[i].write_nb(din)) {
29 write_succeed = true;
30 break;
31 }
32 }
33 // read in the next work item
34 if(write_succeed)
35 din.val = strm_in.read();
36 }
37 }
Figure 4.6: Code snippet for the scheduler in LPA.
for various data types in different designs. At each clock cycle, the scheduler at-
tempts to write a work item (i.e., outer loop iteration ID and the corresponding
live-in values) into the LPUs using non-blocking write. If any one of the LPU
succeeds in receiving the work item, the scheduler will read in a new work item
from upstream. Otherwise, the scheduler temporarily stores the current work
item and will retry in the next clock cycle.
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For mLPAs, the scheduler gives priority to the inner loop with the lowest
outer loop iteration ID when multiple inner loops are waiting to be scheduled.
As a result of dynamic loop bound, different inner loop instances may finish
execution and exit their LPUs out of order. We synthesize an ROB in the collec-
tor to ensure that the results of the LPAs are produced in order. Each LPU stores
its results to a location in the ROB in the order of increasing inner loop iteration
ID, where the head of ROB stores the smallest loop iteration ID that is being pro-
cessed. At each cycle, the ROB examines its head entry, and outputs the result
if the head contains valid data. If the ROB is full, it applies back pressure to the
distributor to prevent further work distribution until additional space frees up.
4.3.4 Buffer Sizing
It is important to suitably size the ROB to maximize the utilization of the LPUs.
The distributor will be stalled when a long-latency loop iteration blocks the
head of ROB. As a result, the LPUs cannot process new outer loop iterations,
and the system becomes underutilized. However, there is no one-size-fits-all
design since different applications may have drastically different loop latency
patterns. Here we propose a profiling-driven approach to estimating the size of
the ROB.
We profile a given application with representative sample datasets to obtain
four key parameters for each dynamic-bound inner loop: the maximum latency
Lmax, the minimum latency Lmin, the average-case latency Lavg, and the stan-
dard deviation σ of the loop latencies. Assume that there are K LPUs in the
LPA, and consider the worst-case scenario where the head of ROB is blocked by
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a loop with Lmax. In the meantime, the other (K − 1) LPUs are free to continue
executing other inner loop instances. We assume that these inner loop instances
have a latency of (Lavg − 3σ), where the -3σ term accounts for the latency devi-
ation from the mean. In situations where Lavg − 3σ < Lmin, we use Lmin instead
to avoid over-pessimistic estimations. We define a parameter S using the fol-
lowing equation:
S =
Lmax
max(Lavg − 3σ, Lmin)(K − 1) + 1 (4.2)
To increase LPU utilization by minimizing pipeline stalling, we require the ROB
size to be no less than S. To reduce the logic overhead of ROBs, we round up S
to the nearest power of two as the estimated ROB size.
A second consideration is the sizing of delay lines, which forward data that
do not need to enter an LPA but must nevertheless proceed down the pipeline.
A delay line is implemented as a FIFO that connects the stages before and after
the LPA, and should be large enough to hold all in-flight data waiting to be
consumed with the results from the LPA, or the pipeline will be stalled. The
worst-case scenario for the delay line is similar to that of the ROB. Essentially,
the delay line entriesD should be no fewer than the number of possible in-flight
loop instances in the LPA when the LPA is blocked by a loop instance with the
maximum latency Lmax, i.e., D ≥ S + K. Compared with Equation (4.2), the
additional term +K corresponds to the fact that the K LPUs have also received
new tasks by the time the long-latency loop instance finishes execution.
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4.3.5 Deadlock Avoidance
ElasticFlow communicates live-in and live-out values in bundles between
pipeline stages. For the sLPA architecture, artificial deadlock may occur if the
number of in-flight outer loop iterations, consisting of those being processed by
LPUs and those waiting in ROB, is greater than the total number of entries in
the ROB. In this case, LPUs eventually stall because ROB does not have enough
available entries to accept new data, and at the same time lacks all the data
needed to proceed with reordering. To avoid such deadlock, we design the col-
lector so that the number of in-flight outer loop iterations is limited to be no
greater than the number of available entries in the ROB. This guarantees that
every in-flight outer loop iteration will find an entry in the ROB once it finishes
execution. As a result, the sLPAs are guaranteed to be deadlock free.
If we consider each sLPA as a single compute node, our dataflow architec-
ture contains no cycles and forms a DAG. As proven in [62], such a system
cannot deadlock if no inputs are filtered – an input to a node always results
in an output. Because each live-in bundle always results in a live-out bundle
per outgoing FIFO, the sLPAs are deadlock free and our system encounters no
deadlock if it contains sLPAs only.
For mLPA architectures, we allocate one ROB for each inner loop sharing
a particular mLPA, and limit the number of in-flight outer loop iterations of
an inner loop to be no greater than the size of its corresponding ROB. If there
is no data dependency between the shared inner loops, the resulting dataflow
network forms a DAG, and the result from [62] guarantees no deadlock.
Now we show intuitively that our architecture remains deadlock free even
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if there exists data dependency between the shared inner loops. Assume that
the mLPA architecture encounters a deadlock caused by two dependent inner
loops that share an mLPA. In this situation, the oldest uncommitted outer loop
iteration of the producer loop will be held up at the head of the ROB of its mLPA
because execution cannot proceed to the corresponding consumer loop, which
does not have an LPU to run on. However, the restriction on the number of in-
flight outer loop iterations dictates that an mLPU will eventually free up when
younger instances of the producer loop finish execution and move to the ROB.
The consumer loop will then be able to execute using one of these freed LPUs
and consume the producer result. This contradicts with the assumption that
the consumer loop has been blocked due to insufficient resources. Hence, we
conclude that the mLPA architecture is also deadlock free.
4.4 Experimental Results
Our setup leverages a widely used commercial HLS tool, which uses the LLVM
compiler [57] as its front end and compiles a behavioral C/C++ program into
Verilog or VHDL targeting Xilinx FPGAs. To our best knowledge, the tool em-
ploys modulo scheduling to pipeline a function or a loop nest, where all inner
loops must be completely unrolled. Dynamic-bound inner loops will therefore
prevent the functions or loop nests from being pipelined. We implement our
ElasticFlow synthesis algorithm as a source-to-source transformation in C/C++.
The source-to-source transformation first converts the input C/C++ program
into LLVM IR, and uses the technique in Section 4.3 to identify dynamic-bound
inner loops. The transformation then synthesizes these dynamic-bound inner
loops using the commercial HLS tool to obtain the achievable initiation interval
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Table 4.1: Descriptions of ElasticFlow Benchmarks.
Design Domains Description
bgcd Security Binary GCD algorithm
cfd Fluid dynamics Computational fluid dynamics solver
dr Image processing KNN-based digit recognition
newton Scientific computing Iterative root finding method
bellman Graph processing Single-source shortest path
pagerank Search engine Website ranking algorithm
spavg Scientific computing Row mean value of sparse matrix
spmv Scientific computing Sparse matrix-vector multiplication
dbjoin Database Database join operation
and the latency of one inner loop iteration. The average-case loop bound under
typical test vectors is obtained using LLVM built-in profiler. The user has the op-
tion to overwrite the profiling results with user-specified inputs to generate dif-
ferent architecture configurations. Given the above profiling results, we trigger
a customized LLVM pass to place each loop nest into a separate function, and
use the dataflow directive provided by the HLS tool to connect these functions
as distinct dataflow stages. The live values between stages are passed between
the corresponding functions as stream objects provided by the HLS tool. Finally,
we convert the optimized IR to low-level C/C++ program using LLVM C/C++
backend, and feed the low-level C/C++ program to the same commercial HLS
engine to perform RTL code generation. The generated Verilog RTL design is
implemented by Xilinx Vivado 2015.3 targeting a Virtex-7 FPGA device with
5ns target clock period. All timing and area numbers are obtained post place
and route. We evaluate ElasticFlow using a variety of real-life applications from
search engine, graph processing, database, scientific computing, image process-
ing, and security. Table 4.1 briefly describes these applications. Each application
contains one or more dynamic-bound inner loops that the commercial HLS tool
cannot effectively pipeline.
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4.4.1 Design Space Exploration
We first explore the design space of ElasticFlow architecture by varying LPA
configurations from two to eight LPUs and one to eight memory banks. Ta-
ble 4.2 shows the performance and resource usage comparison between the
baseline approach and ElasticFlow. The baseline design generated by the com-
mercial HLS tool is equivalent to the ElasticFlow scheme with one LPU and a
single-bank memory. We also vary the number of LPUs for each benchmark to
study the performance-area trade-off for ElasticFlow. For designs that access
memory in the LPUs, we create a multi-bank memory system for each array,
and vary the number of memory banks to study the impact of memory archi-
tecture on performance and area. With our synthesis flow, the user either use
the default LPU and memory allocation automatically generated by the tool, or
manually specify the number of LPUs and the number of memory banks for
each individual loop. Not surprisingly, for all designs, ElasticFlow consistently
outperforms the baseline in terms of performance. We note that given enough
memory bandwidth, increasing the number of LPUs proportionally improves
the performance of most designs, where dynamic-bound inner loops bottle-
neck the throughput of the pipeline without ElasticFlow. In the cases where
the designs become memory bound, we observe that by increasing the number
of banks in the memory system, we can further improve the performance of
these designs. We also observe that for a few benchmarks with 4 or 8 memory
banks, the design failed to meet the 5ns timing constraint due to the complex
multiplexer network used for bank arbitration. We envision that we could im-
prove the timing of these designs by pipelining the multiplexer network. We
also report the relative resource usage in the parentheses in Table 4.2 following
the absolute resource count. We observe that the resource usage increases at
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Table 4.2: Performance and Resource Usage Comparison – base is the de-
sign generated by the commercial HLS tool that is equivalent to the ElasticFlow
scheme with one LPU and a single-bank memory. [n] represents the pro-
posed ElasticFlow approach with n LPUs. [n, m] represents the proposed
ElasticFlow approach with n LPUs and m memory banks. CP = clock period
in ns (target CP is set to 5ns); BRAM = # of block RAMs; DSP = # of DSP blocks;
FF = # of flip-flops; LUT = # of lookup tables; LAT = latency of the entire design
in # of cycles; Speedup = speedup of ElasticFlow over base, in terms of the
product of LAT and CP. Numbers in parentheses show the ratio between the
specific configuration and the corresponding baseline design.
Design CP BRAM DSP FF LUT LAT Speedup
bgcd-base 4.4 2 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 1459 (1.0) 1356 (1.0) 48768
bgcd-[2] 4.4 2 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 1896 (1.3) 1628 (1.2) 24400 2.0
bgcd-[4] 4.6 2 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 2681 (1.8) 2219 (1.6) 12226 4.0
bgcd-[8] 4.6 2 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 4255 (2.9) 3361 (2.5) 6139 7.9
cfd-base 4.6 3 (1.0) 47 (1.0) 10868 (1.0) 9496 (1.0) 21131
cfd-[2] 4.6 3 (1.0) 62 (1.3) 13788 (1.3) 11911 (1.3) 11325 1.9
cfd-[4] 4.7 3 (1.0) 92 (2.0) 19543 (1.8) 17022 (1.8) 6139 3.4
cfd-[8] 4.7 3 (1.0) 152 (3.2) 31090 (2.9) 26880 (2.8) 3427 6.2
dr-base 4.4 57 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 774 (1.0) 982 (1.0) 322705
dr-[2] 4.4 57 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 1135 (1.5) 1222 (1.2) 161363 2.0
dr-[4] 4.6 57 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 1820 (2.4) 1737 (1.8) 80699 4.0
dr-[8] 4.9 57 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 3194 (4.1) 2799 (2.9) 40372 8.0
newton-base 4.4 4 (1.0) 17 (1.0) 6573 (1.0) 6630 (1.0) 47667
newton-[2] 4.7 4 (1.0) 34 (2.0) 12650 (1.9) 12596 (1.9) 24161 2.0
newton-[4] 4.8 4 (1.0) 68 (4.0) 24651 (3.8) 24488 (3.7) 12454 3.8
newton-[8] 4.9 4 (1.0) 136 (8.0) 48656 (7.4) 48337 (7.3) 8764 5.4
bellman-base 4.3 25 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 1285 (1.0) 1151 (1.0) 6995
bellman-[2,1] 4.5 25 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 2386 (1.9) 1657 (1.4) 6515 1.1
bellman-[2,2] 4.3 23 (0.9) 0 (1.0) 2514 (2.0) 1878 (1.6) 3694 1.9
bellman-[2,4] 4.5 23 (0.9) 0 (1.0) 2617 (2.0) 2176 (1.9) 3662 1.9
bellman-[2,8] 4.4 35 (1.4) 0 (1.0) 2787 (2.2) 2734 (2.4) 3636 1.9
bellman-[4,1] 4.6 26 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 4237 (3.3) 2682 (2.3) 6517 1.1
bellman-[4,2] 4.5 24 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 4480 (3.5) 3069 (2.7) 3498 2.0
bellman-[4,4] 4.5 24 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 4710 (3.7) 3480 (3.0) 2038 3.4
bellman-[4,8] 4.8 36 (1.4) 0 (1.0) 5547 (4.3) 4317 (3.8) 1974 3.5
bellman-[8,1] 4.9 28 (1.1) 0 (1.0) 7885 (6.1) 4743 (4.1) 6403 1.1
bellman-[8,2] 4.7 26 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 8224 (6.4) 5388 (4.7) 3465 2.0
bellman-[8,4] 4.7 26 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 8775 (6.8) 5985 (5.2) 1966 3.6
bellman-[8,8] 5.0 38 (1.5) 0 (1.0) 10034 (7.8) 7468 (6.5) 1172 6.0
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Design CP BRAM DSP FF LUT LAT Speedup
pagerank-base 4.2 12 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 1337 (1.0) 1074 (1.0) 7612
pagerank-[2,1] 4.4 12 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 2268 (1.7) 1529 (1.4) 7078 1.1
pagerank-[2,2] 4.5 12 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 2323 (1.7) 1627 (1.5) 4186 1.8
pagerank-[2,4] 4.4 12 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 2361 (1.8) 1763 (1.6) 4187 1.8
pagerank-[2,8] 4.4 20 (1.7) 0 (1.0) 2428 (1.8) 2017 (1.9) 4129 1.8
pagerank-[4,1] 4.5 14 (1.2) 0 (1.0) 3985 (3.0) 2459 (2.3) 7001 1.1
pagerank-[4,2] 4.6 14 (1.2) 0 (1.0) 4102 (3.1) 2632 (2.5) 3899 2.0
pagerank-[4,4] 4.5 14 (1.2) 0 (1.0) 4208 (3.1) 2827 (2.6) 2355 3.2
pagerank-[4,8] 4.6 22 (1.8) 0 (1.0) 4577 (3.4) 3218 (3.0) 2424 3.1
pagerank-[8,1] 4.7 18 (1.5) 0 (1.0) 7394 (5.5) 4329 (4.0) 6736 1.1
pagerank-[8,2] 4.7 18 (1.5) 0 (1.0) 7559 (5.7) 4607 (4.3) 3862 2.0
pagerank-[8,4] 4.6 18 (1.5) 0 (1.0) 7803 (5.8) 4894 (4.6) 2388 3.2
pagerank-[8,8] 5.1 26 (2.2) 0 (1.0) 8398 (6.3) 5653 (5.3) 1508 5.0
spavg-base 4.3 11 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 3014 (1.0) 2775 (1.0) 6657
spavg-[2,1] 4.2 11 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 3765 (1.2) 3182 (1.1) 6309 1.1
spavg-[2,2] 4.3 11 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 3839 (1.3) 3306 (1.2) 3423 1.9
spavg-[2,4] 4.5 11 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 3900 (1.3) 3451 (1.2) 3417 1.9
spavg-[2,8] 4.6 11 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 3997 (1.3) 3747 (1.4) 3404 2.0
spavg-[4,1] 4.4 11 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 5126 (1.7) 3987 (1.4) 6335 1.1
spavg-[4,2] 4.5 11 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 5256 (1.7) 4195 (1.5) 3339 2.0
spavg-[4,4] 4.4 11 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 5372 (1.8) 4375 (1.6) 1796 3.7
spavg-[4,8] 4.7 11 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 5832 (1.9) 4834 (1.7) 1788 3.7
spavg-[8,1] 4.8 11 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 7823 (2.6) 5613 (2.0) 6293 1.1
spavg-[8,2] 4.8 11 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 8009 (2.7) 5967 (2.2) 3342 2.0
spavg-[8,4] 4.7 11 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 8311 (2.8) 6225 (2.2) 1806 3.7
spavg-[8,8] 5.3 11 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 8938 (3.0) 7040 (2.5) 1040 6.4
spmv-base 4.3 15 (1.0) 3 (1.0) 1337 (1.0) 1166 (1.0) 7487
spmv-[2,1] 4.6 15 (1.0) 6 (2.0) 2287 (1.7) 1663 (1.4) 7046 1.1
spmv-[2,2] 4.4 15 (1.0) 6 (2.0) 2420 (1.8) 1888 (1.6) 4025 1.9
spmv-[2,4] 4.4 15 (1.0) 6 (2.0) 2566 (1.9) 2171 (1.9) 4062 1.8
spmv-[2,8] 4.5 19 (1.3) 6 (2.0) 2714 (2.0) 2735 (2.3) 4000 1.9
spmv-[4,1] 4.6 16 (1.1) 12 (4.0) 3994 (3.0) 2664 (2.3) 6950 1.1
spmv-[4,2] 4.5 16 (1.1) 12 (4.0) 4246 (3.2) 3071 (2.6) 3821 2.0
spmv-[4,4] 4.6 16 (1.1) 12 (4.0) 4463 (3.3) 3433 (2.9) 2210 3.4
spmv-[4,8] 4.7 20 (1.3) 12 (4.0) 5268 (3.9) 4316 (3.7) 2256 3.3
spmv-[8,1] 4.8 18 (1.2) 24 (8.0) 7354 (5.5) 4693 (4.0) 6688 1.1
spmv-[8,2] 4.7 18 (1.2) 24 (8.0) 7720 (5.8) 5387 (4.6) 3789 2.0
spmv-[8,4] 4.8 18 (1.2) 24 (8.0) 8257 (6.2) 5991 (5.1) 2262 3.3
spmv-[8,8] 6.7 22 (1.5) 24 (8.0) 9408 (7.0) 7529 (6.5) 1373 5.5
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Design CP BRAM DSP FF LUT LAT Speedup
dbjoin-base 4.5 49 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 4250 (1.0) 4607 (1.0) 223240
dbjoin-[2,1] 4.6 57 (1.2) 0 (1.0) 6519 (1.5) 7266 (1.6) 180752 1.2
dbjoin-[2,2] 4.5 58 (1.2) 0 (1.0) 7477 (1.8) 8435 (1.8) 102774 2.2
dbjoin-[2,4] 4.8 62 (1.3) 0 (1.0) 8101 (1.9) 9284 (2.0) 90638 2.5
dbjoin-[2,8] 5.0 66 (1.3) 0 (1.0) 9631 (2.3) 10896 (2.4) 90606 2.5
dbjoin-[4,1] 4.8 73 (1.5) 0 (1.0) 10945 (2.6) 12611 (2.7) 173006 1.3
dbjoin-[4,2] 4.8 74 (1.5) 0 (1.0) 12226 (2.9) 14354 (3.1) 89720 2.5
dbjoin-[4,4] 4.8 86 (1.8) 0 (1.0) 13255 (3.1) 15301 (3.3) 49300 4.5
dbjoin-[4,8] 7.9 98 (2.0) 0 (1.0) 15128 (3.6) 17719 (3.8) 45688 4.9
dbjoin-[8,1] 5.0 105 (2.1) 0 (1.0) 19840 (4.7) 23514 (5.1) 171502 1.3
dbjoin-[8,2] 5.1 106 (2.2) 0 (1.0) 21695 (5.1) 26698 (5.8) 87622 2.5
dbjoin-[8,4] 5.1 118 (2.4) 0 (1.0) 21214 (5.0) 27299 (5.9) 46622 4.8
dbjoin-[8,8] 5.6 114 (2.3) 0 (1.0) 22167 (5.2) 31271 (6.8) 29134 7.7
kmp-base 4.5 16 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 2072 (1.0) 1752 (1.0) 1024197
kmp-[2,1] 4.6 16 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 3145 (1.5) 2542 (1.5) 542139 1.9
kmp-[2,2] 4.7 16 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 3204 (1.5) 2646 (1.5) 542113 1.9
kmp-[2,4] 4.5 18 (1.1) 0 (1.0) 3240 (1.6) 2807 (1.6) 542089 1.9
kmp-[2,8] 4.5 18 (1.1) 0 (1.0) 3311 (1.6) 3098 (1.8) 542064 1.9
kmp-[4,1] 4.7 16 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 5142 (2.5) 4157 (2.4) 520292 2.0
kmp-[4,2] 4.8 16 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 5268 (2.5) 4346 (2.5) 294857 3.5
kmp-[4,4] 4.8 18 (1.1) 0 (1.0) 5387 (2.6) 4559 (2.6) 279991 3.7
kmp-[4,8] 4.6 18 (1.1) 0 (1.0) 5701 (2.8) 5037 (2.9) 279991 3.7
kmp-[8,1] 4.9 16 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 9111 (4.4) 7407 (4.2) 552594 1.9
kmp-[8,2] 4.9 16 (1.0) 0 (1.0) 9280 (4.5) 7686 (4.4) 303773 3.4
kmp-[8,4] 4.8 18 (1.1) 0 (1.0) 9490 (4.6) 8035 (4.6) 198119 5.2
kmp-[8,8] 5.7 18 (1.1) 0 (1.0) 10287 (5.0) 8793 (5.0) 198089 5.2
most linearly as the number of LPUs, indicating that the ElasticFlow architec-
ture indeed efficiently utilizes the available hardware resources.
4.4.2 Comparison with EF-Replicate
Here we compare the performance and area between the proposed architec-
ture with memory banking and our previous work that uses memory replica-
tion [97], to which we refer as EF-Replicate for the sake of convenience.
For this specific comparison, this chapter and EF-Replicate both use four
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Table 4.3: Comparison with EF-Replicate [97] – Latency and resource comparsion for six benchmarks that access memory
in the inner loop. Four LPUs are used for EF-Replicate and this work. EF-Replicate uses replicated local memroies while
this work uses a four-bank memory system.
EF-Replicate [97] This Work
Design CP BRAM DSP FF LUT Latency CP BRAM DSP FF LUT Latency
bellman 4.6 52 0 3930 2545 1972 4.5 24 0 4710 3480 2038
pagerank 4.6 28 0 3836 2394 2364 4.6 14 0 4208 2827 2355
spavg 4.7 25 0 4977 3918 1786 4.4 11 0 5372 4375 1796
spmv 4.6 36 12 3688 2514 2233 4.6 16 12 4463 3433 2210
dbjoin 4.9 242 0 9794 12236 45498 4.8 86 0 13255 15301 49300
kmp 5.0 32 0 4984 4118 279991 4.8 18 0 5387 4559 279991
Ratio 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.41 1.00 1.20 1.23 1.01
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LPUs. We also use a 4-bank memory system, while EF-Replicate duplicates local
memories four times. We have rerun EF-Replicate on the updated datasets used
in this chapter, and the results are shown in Table 4.3. We leave out designs that
do not access memory in the LPUs, since there is no difference in final results.
Across all six benchmarks that access memory in the inner loops, we achieve
almost identical performance with EF-Replicate in terms of clock period and
total latency, while significantly reducing the BRAM usage by 60% on average.
The flip-flop and LUT overheads are 23% and 20% on average, respectively,
which are due to the control and arbitration logic in the memory controller.
To further investigate the performance of the multi-bank memory system
across different numbers of LPU and memory banks, we provide a more de-
tailed study of spmv under various real-life input vectors. Table 4.4 summaries
the performance of spmv in terms of execution latency normalized to the refer-
ence design where each LPU has its local replicated memory. The test vectors
are real-life sparse matrices taken from the University of Florida Sparse Matrix
Collection [32] covering application domains spanning electromagnetism, so-
cial network, fluid dynamics, robotics, and combinatorics. We observe that by
having sufficient number of memory banks in the memory system, the perfor-
mance degradation can be reduced to within 10% of the replication approach
for all the test vectors. The memory system achieves comparable performance
with the replication approach when the number of memory banks is no smaller
than the number of LPUs. This is because each LPU is pipelined to II = 1 and
sends out at most one memory request per cycle. As a result, an LPA with n
LPUs will initiate at most n memory requests per cycle. Thus we need at least n
memory banks to satisfy the memory bandwidth requirement.
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Table 4.4: Performance comparisons of memory banking and memory repli-
cation with real-life test vectors from various domains – qc324 (electro-
magnetics), Journals (network), ex2 (fluid dynamics), rbsb480 (robotics), and
CAG mat364 (combinatorics). Performance is reported as execution latency
normalized to the replication method.
Design Replication 1 Bank 2 Banks 4 Banks 8 Banks
2 LPUs
qc324 1.00 0.56 1.00 1.00 1.00
Journals 1.00 0.55 0.99 1.00 1.00
ex2 1.00 0.56 0.99 1.00 1.00
rbsb480 1.00 0.58 0.99 1.00 1.00
CAG mat364 1.00 0.59 1.00 0.99 1.00
4 LPUs
qc324 1.00 0.29 0.57 0.99 1.00
Journals 1.00 0.29 0.54 0.97 0.98
ex2 1.00 0.30 0.59 0.97 0.99
rbsb480 1.00 0.30 0.57 0.98 1.00
CAG mat364 1.00 0.31 0.59 1.00 0.99
8 LPUs
qc324 1.00 0.16 0.30 0.58 0.97
Journals 1.00 0.18 0.33 0.59 0.98
ex2 1.00 0.17 0.30 0.55 0.94
rbsb480 1.00 0.17 0.32 0.57 0.93
CAG mat364 1.00 0.22 0.41 0.71 0.92
4.4.3 Comparison with Aggressive Unrolling
An alternative approach to pipelining the outer loop is to fully unroll all inner
loops using the worst-case loop bound as the unroll factor. Obviously, such a
complete unrolling approach can lead to good performance, but would incur
significant area overhead. In addition, we argue that such unrolling approach is
unsafe or impractical for two reasons. Firstly, the worst-case loop bound simply
does not exist for many applications. For example, in many iterative numerical
applications, the loop bound of the dynamic loops varies vastly for different in-
put datasets and the precision requirement. The user has little prior knowledge
of the loop bound, thus unrolling the dynamic-bound loop to a user-specified
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degree may violate the correctness of the program. Secondly, even if the user
indeed knows the true worst-case loop bound, the unroll approach may still
be impractical because the unrolled design is too large to be efficiently imple-
mented. For example, in many sparse matrix-related applications, the worst-
case loop bound will be proportional to the dimension of the matrix. Such inner
loops will be too expensive to unroll for large matrices.
Here we show that ElasticFlow can achieve similar performance as the ag-
gressive unrolling approach even for applications with small datasets that can
be unrolled with reasonable amount of resource. Table 4.5 shows the results
for two benchmarks dbjoin and spmv. Here we carefully select datasets with
reasonably small worst-case loop bounds so that the unrolling approach can
be practically implemented. Based on profiling results of the specific datasets,
the unrolling factor for dbjoin is chosen to be 120, and spmv is unrolled by
100 times. According to Table 4.5, ElasticFlow achieves similar performance
with aggressive unrolling, but requires significantly less resource usage (by 3-
4x). This is because the average-case inner loop count is much smaller than the
worst-case inner loop count in these applications. As a result, the aggressive
unroll approach, whose resources are over-provisioned for the worse case, does
not significantly improve the average-case performance.
4.4.4 Reorder Buffer Sizing
Figure 4.7 demonstrates the performance impact of ROB sizing as well as the
effectiveness of the ROB size estimation scheme described in Section 4.3.4. To
simplify the ROB logic, we restrict the buffer size to be a power of two. As
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Table 4.5: Elasticflow vs. Aggressive Unrolling Comparison – The unroll* ap-
proach applies a user-specified worst-case unroll factor based on the profiling
results of the worst-case loop bounds (120 for dbjoin and 100 for spmv), which
may be unsafe if the actual loop bound exceeds the user-specified unroll factor.
Design LAT CP FF LUT
dbjoin Unroll* 386 4.5 66250 25055
ElasticFlow 389 4.8 13255 15301
spmv Unroll* 365 4.4 19211 5008
ElasticFlow 372 4.5 4295 3289
illustrated by the figure, our profiling-based approach for estimating the buffer
size can reasonably predict the optimal ROB sizes that are free from stalling. For
bgcd and cfd, the estimation matches exactly with the optimal ROB size. For
dbjoin and spavg, the estimation provides a reasonable upper bound of the
buffer size, which still ensures that the LPAs can achieve the best performance.
4.4.5 LPU Allocation
To validate the efficacy of the LPU allocation algorithm, we compare the user-
specified throughput target with the measured throughput from designs gen-
erated from the ILP. Here we define the throughput target as five times the
throughput of the baseline designs (designs with one LPU and a single-bank
memory) in Table 4.2. Note that in practice, the reference throughput target can
be specified based on the requirement of the specific design, and we choose to
use these specific set of throughput numbers simply as an example to verify the
ILP. The inputs to the ILP are the reference throughput target and loop profiling
result.
Table 4.6 shows the LPU allocation results. For clear illustration, we translate
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Figure 4.7: Performance impact of ROB size and the estimated ROB size using
Equation (4.2).
the throughput values into latency numbers as shown in Table 4.6. We calculate
the relative latency difference between the measured latency and the target la-
tency. We also list the predicted LPU numbers from the ILP, and the overall
synthesis time including the profiling time to run the commercial HLS tool and
the time to solve the ILP. We observe that the measured latency of designs gener-
ated from the LPU allocation algorithm closely matches the latency target, with
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Table 4.6: Validation of LPU allocation formulation – We target achiving 5x
speedup over the baseline designs. Baseline Latency = Latency of baseline
design in number of cycles with one LPU and no memory banking; Target
Latency = The latency target in number of cycles, defined as 1/5 of Baseline
latency; Measured Latency = Measured latency from ILP-generated de-
signs; Diff = Relative difference between maesured latency and target latency;
Syntheis Time = Runtime of HLS tool + ILP.
Design BaselineLatency
Target
Latency
Measured
Latency Diff (%)
Predicted
LPU#
Synthesis
Time (s)
bgcd 48768 9754 9793 0.4% 5 28.9
cfd 21131 4226 4289 1.5% 6 43.7
dr 322705 64541 61595 -4.6% 5 56.5
newton 47667 9533 9718 1.9% 5 27.7
bellman 6995 1399 1416 1.2% 5 37.8
pagerank 7612 1522 1598 5.0% 5 34.5
spavg 6657 1331 1266 -4.9% 5 36.6
spmv 7487 1497 1622 8.3% 5 38.9
dbjoin 223240 44648 45498 1.9% 4 128.2
kmp 1024197 204839 222773 8.8% 5 42.1
an 8.8% deviation in the worst case. This shows the accuracy of our LPU allo-
cation algorithm. The small deviations from the target latency are mostly due
to the memory banking contentions that are not currently captured by the ILP
formulation.
We also observe that for all the designs considered here, the run time of
the ILP is all within one second using a state-of-the-art linear programming
solver [24], making the runtime overhead of ILP negligible compared to the
much longer CAD tool runtime.
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Table 4.7: LPU Resource Sharing – Latency reduction and resource overheads
for cfd and dbjoin. cfd-A: 8 mLPUs vs. 8 sLPUs; cfd-B: 16 mLPUs vs. 16
sLPUs; dbjoin-A: 7 mLPUs vs. 8 sLPUs; dbjoin-B: 14 mLPUs vs. 16 sLPUs.
Design LATReduction
LUT
Overhead
FF
Overhead
cfd-A 34.7% 9.3% 3.3%
cfd-B 31.5% 8.9% 3.5%
dbjoin-A 21.3% 9.7% -10.5%
dbjoin-B 21.6% 9.8% -12.7%
4.4.6 LPU Sharing
We evaluate the effectiveness of our LPU sharing technique with two represen-
tative designs which contain more than one inner loop. dbjoin comprises two
pointer-chasing inner loops that can share the same array of LPUs as shown in
Figure 4.5(a); cfd contains two dynamic-bound inner loops that perform similar
iterative fluid dynamics computations. As detailed in Section 4.3.1, we enforce
an area constraint such that the total area of the mLPA designs are similar to
that of the corresponding sLPA designs.
Table 4.7 demonstrates the latency reduction and resource usage of LPU
sharing. For each benchmark, we provide two design points where the com-
parable sLPA design contains 8 or 16 LPUs. In addition, we are able to have
equal numbers of mLPUs for cfd, since its two inner loops are structurally
similar. For dbjoin, we allocate seven mLPUs (dbjoin-A) and 14 mLPUs
(dbjoin-B), respectively. As shown in Table 4.7, using m-LPA can further im-
prove the performance by 21%–34% with similar area, showing the effectiveness
of the LPU sharing technique. For dbjoin, the mLPA designs require fewer FFs
as we observe that many flip-flops are mapped to shift register LUTs (i.e., SRLs).
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Figure 4.8: Performance comparison between ElasticFlow and parallel-fork-
and-join – ElasticFlow is our approach; Parallel-fork-and-join im-
plements the CGPA architecture [63] using sLPAs. We use eight LPUs for all the
designs.
4.4.7 Comparison with CGPA
Related to our work, the Coarse-Grained Pipelined Accelerators (CGPA) archi-
tecture [63] also exploits decoupled pipeline parallelism, which enables outer
loop pipelining using a hardware structure called parallel-fork-and-join. The
parallel-fork distributes inner loop instances based on a predetermined map-
ping between outer loop iteration IDs and the available loop processing units.
The parallel-join collects outputs only after all loop processing units have
produced valid results. The parallel-fork-and-join architecture implements a
generic cache system with a fixed number of ports, which may become the
performance bottleneck if the memory bandwidth requirement of the applica-
tion exceeds the maximum bandwidth of the cache system. We note that this
parallel-fork-and-join scheme can be implemented using sLPAs with a special
distributor-collector scheme. In the distributor-collector scheme, the distribu-
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tor in the sLPA uses the static scheduling policy illustrated in Figure 4.4(b),
and the collector delays the outputs until all LPUs have finished execution.
With parallel-join, ROB is not used although we still need to allocate sufficient
amount of buffers in the collector to temporarily hold the results from LPUs.
Figure 4.8 shows the performance comparison of ElasticFlow and the
parallel-fork-and-join architecture. All the designs have eight LPUs, and the
parallel-fork-and-join architecture uses a four-port cache. The number of mem-
ory banks in ElasticFlow is determined using the technique in Section 4.3.2. We
observe that ElasticFlow can achieve up to 1.7x performance improvement com-
pared to the alternative approach that resembles CGPA. We also observe that
the two approaches have similar resource usage. The source of performance im-
provement of ElasticFlow over the parallel-fork-and-join architecture is twofold:
Firstly, the dynamic scheduling and LPU sharing techniques in ElasticFlow en-
able better load balancing and resource utilization of the LPUs. Secondly, while
the parallel-fork-and-join architecture is constrained by a limited, fixed num-
ber of memory ports, ElasticFlow employs a flexible multi-bank memory sys-
tem where the number of memory banks can be configured to accommodate
the memory bandwidth requirement of the application. In dr and newton, the
performance of ElasticFlow is slightly worse than the parallel-fork-and-join ar-
chitecture because the work of these two benchmarks are relatively balanced, so
that dynamic scheduling does little help further balancing the load, while the
overhead of dynamic scheduling leads to longer latency.
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4.5 Related Work
Loop pipelining is typically enabled by modulo scheduling [84], a software
pipelining technique for extracting instruction-level parallelism across loop iter-
ations, and is an important optimization implemented in various academic and
commercial HLS tools, including Vivado HLS [20], Altera SDK for OpenCL [26],
and LegUp [15]. Recent advances in pipeline flushing [29], multithreading [95],
and runtime dependency analysis [1] aim to achieve even higher-performance
designs, along with techniques to optimize area by reducing the usage of reg-
isters [111], LUTs [94, 113], and memory ports [9]. Despite these optimizations,
existing approaches mostly focus on pipelining simple loops and are ineffective
for more complex loop nests seen in many programs.
Like simple loop pipelining, nested loop pipelining was first introduced in
the software domain [83] and later extended to hardware synthesis [79]. Recent
optimizations in HLS employ polyhedral analysis to enable automatic paral-
lelization, streaming, and data reuse of regular nested loops with affine data
access patterns [80]. Such compiler analysis performs polyhedral code trans-
formation to optimize the design for performance and area based on the pro-
gram pattern. However, polyhedral analysis is performed at compile time and
is mostly useful for regular loop nests with static bounds. Lattuada and Fer-
randi propose a technique to parallelize irregular loop nests by unrolling the
outer loop and vectorizing certain instructions [58]. However, this technique
requires that the inner loop bound does not depend on the outer loop iteration,
making it inapplicable to our benchmarks.
The CGPA framework generates coarse-grained pipelines for a loop nest by
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partitioning it into parallel and non-parallel sections [63]. CGPA employs repli-
cated data-level parallelism to create multiple identical copies of the parallel
section and applies decoupled pipeline parallelism to separate the parallel and
sequential sections with a set of FIFOs. We can view ElasticFlow as a generaliza-
tion of the CGPA framework which achieves additional performance improve-
ment by enabling out-of-order execution and dynamic scheduling of inner loop
instances. In addition, ElasticFlow realizes better resource efficiency and poten-
tially higher throughput by optimizing the allocation and sharing of LPUs with
the mLPA architecture. We also study buffer sizing for both the reorder buffer
and the delay line, and propose a runtime policy that guarantees the absence of
deadlock.
Kocberber et al. propose Widx, a reconfigurable accelerator which uses de-
coupled pipeline architecture for hash indexing in database systems [55]. In
Widx, a hashing unit distributes work to a parallel array of walker units, with
the results combined in an output unit. Our work is similar to Widx in that
we also use decoupled dataflow pipelines containing a distributor, parallel pro-
cessing units, and a collector. We distinguish our work from Widx in the follow-
ing aspects: (1) Widx makes use of general-purpose RISC cores for accelerating
database applications, while we focus on generating application-customized
pipelines, which can potentially achieve higher performance and energy effi-
ciency. We have validated our approach on a set of applications from multi-
ple different domains. (2) We propose profiling-driven synthesis techniques for
specifying various architectural parameters including number of LPUs, mem-
ory bank configuration, reorder buffer size, and LPU sharing. (3) While Widx
focuses on in-order dispatch, our dynamic scheduling policy enables out-of-
order dispatch. According to our experimental result in Figure 4.8, where the
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parallel-fork-and-join scheme implements in-order dispatch, out-of-order dis-
patch results in a higher performance.
4.6 Conclusions
We presented ElasticFlow, a novel hardware architecture and associated syn-
thesis techniques, which can efficiently address the pipelining of irregular loops
nests containing dynamic-bound inner loops. ElasticFlow generates a dataflow
pipeline architecture containing arrays of loop processing units, on which mul-
tiple instances of inner loops can be executed concurrently. We further study
the complications of enabling out-of-order loop execution to improve through-
put, and propose adaptive resource sharing schemes that enable the reallocation
of loop execution units during runtime in response to workload imbalance for
improved resource efficiency. Experimental results over a variety of real-life
benchmarks show that ElasticFlow is able to achieve substantial performance
improvement over a best-in-class commercial HLS tool.
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CHAPTER 5
ASSIST: ARCHITECTURAL SYNTHESIS SYSTEM FOR INSTRUCTION
SET TARGETS
Traditionally, architectural design for microprocessors is a highly manual
process, which usually requires designers to specify the detailed cycle-level be-
havior at register-transfer level. However, two increasingly popular trends in
computer architecture research motivate the need for automatic synthesis from
a higher level of abstraction for ISA-defined architectures. Firstly, there is an
increasing popularity in domain-specific processors with customized ISAs that
deliver superior performance than the general-purpose processors while still
maintaining software programmability. Recent representative examples in im-
age processing and machine learning include the Pixel visual core [115], the
Tensor Processing Unit [51] and Microsoft’s Catapult project [81]. Secondly,
The advent of free and open ISAs and their corresponding software and hard-
ware ecosystems open up opportunities for fast deployment of low-cost and
customizable microprocessors that are specifically tailored for the targeted do-
mains such as embedded processors and Internet-of-things devices [5, 7].
This wave of new applications brought by domain-specific processors and
open ISAs poses significant challenges on the EDA tools that assist the design
of such processors. On one hand, different application domains have drastically
different performance, power, and area requirements. There is no one-size-fits-
all microarchitecture that satisfies the need for all relevant application domains.
On the other hand, these emerging applications are usually from highly compet-
itive domains that require fast time-to-market with limited budget for design,
verification and fabrication.
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High-level synthesis (HLS) is a well-studied technique to synthesize hard-
ware designs from behavioral descriptions in high-level languages such as
C/C++. Current HLS tools are designed for fixed-function circuits. While it
is possible to describe an ISA and synthesize the corresponding hardware us-
ing HLS, the QoR of the synthesized designs is significantly worse than their
manually-optimized counterparts (Section 5.1).
In this chapter, we address the problem of synthesizing high-quality, in-
order, pipelined processors from an instruction set specification. We name the
collection of our techniques as ASSIST, standing for Architectural Synthesis Sys-
tem for Instruction Set Targets.
We summarize the major techniques and contributions as follows:
1. We propose a set of micro-operations (micro-ops) defined in Python for
designers to specify the instruction set in an intuitive fashion. Compared
to generic Python code, restricting the input scope to pre-defined micro-
ops facilitates the synthesis of efficient hardware logic for the processor
designs.
2. We propose a set of synthesis techniques to generate high-quality data-
path and control logic from user-defined instruction sets with optimized
pipeline schedule and performance-optimized forwarding and hazard res-
olution logic.
3. Using the proposed synthesis flow, we explore the design space of pro-
cessor microarchitectures with different pipeline schedules across three
different technologies. Examples include the fully automatic synthesis of
more than 50 different pipeline schedules for the RISC-V 32I ISA, many of
which appear on the Pareto-optimal frontier of cycle time, execution time,
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Table 5.1: Summary of the MIPS processor design generated from the HLS
tool.
Initiation interval 4
Pipeline depth 5
Number of pipeline FSM stages 7
Number of 32-bit multiplier 2
Number of 32-bit adder/substractor 6
and area tradeoff curves.
4. We present the case study of using ASSIST to synthesize a cryptographic
instruction set extension from the instruction set specification and demon-
strate the QoR improvement over the base processor.
5.1 Drawbacks of Current High-Level Synthesis Tools
As a motivational example, we study the synthesis of a simple MIPS processor
from a C specification using a state-of-the-art commercial HLS tool [107], which
compiles an input program into a control data flow graph (CDFG), then synthe-
sizes the datapath and the finite state machine (FSM) from the CDFG. We use
the HLS tool to synthesize the benchmark MIPS in the HLS benchmark suite
CHStone [46] into RTL, and observe the QoR reported from the HLS tool. Fig-
ure 5.1 shows the code snippet for the MIPS benchmark, which uses a while
loop with the pipeline pragma to describe the functionality the MIPS processor
pipeline.
Table 5.1 summarizes the key results from the HLS synthesis report, and we
make the following observations:
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1 while (pc != 0) {
2 #pragma HLS pipeline
3 ins = imem[IADDR (pc)];
4 pc = pc + 4;
5 op = ins >> 26;
6 switch (op) {
7 case R:
8 funct = ins & 0x3f;
9 shamt = (ins >> 6) & 0x1f;
10 rd = (ins >> 11) & 0x1f;
11 rt = (ins >> 16) & 0x1f;
12 rs = (ins >> 21) & 0x1f;
13 switch (funct) {
14 case ADDU:
15 reg[rd] = reg[rs] + reg[rt];
16 break;
17 case SUBU:
18 reg[rd] = reg[rs] - reg[rt];
19 break;
20 /* additional funct omitted */
21 }
22 break;
23 case J:
24 tgtadr = ins & 0x3ffffff;
25 pc = tgtadr << 2;
26 break;
27 case JAL:
28 tgtadr = ins & 0x3ffffff;
29 reg[31] = pc;
30 pc = tgtadr << 2;
31 break;
32 default:
33 address = ins & 0xffff;
34 rt = (ins >> 16) & 0x1f;
35 rs = (ins >> 21) & 0x1f;
36 switch (op) {
37 case ADDIU:
38 reg[rt] = reg[rs] + address;
39 break;
40 case LUI:
41 reg[rt] = address << 16;
42 break;
43 /* additional op omitted */
44 default:
45 pc = 0; /* error */
46 break;
47 }
48 break;
49 }
50 }
Figure 5.1: Code snippet of the MIPS benchmark in the CHStone benchmark
suite.
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1. Sub-optimal initiation interval. Although we target a fully pipelined im-
plementation, the HLS synthesized design only achieved an initiation in-
terval of four due to the loop-carried dependency on the program counter
pc. This dependency is typically resolved through speculative execution
in manual processor design. However, the current commercial HLS tools
do not support such speculation techniques.
2. Inefficient datapath implementation. Different instructions specified us-
ing case statements are parsed and defined in different basic blocks of the
CDFG. Current HLS tools have insufficient support for exploring the in-
tricate tradeoff between reducing the number of functional units and in-
creasing the complexity of multiplexer networks. Consequently, HLS tools
in many cases tend to allocate duplicated resources even though the op-
erations can share the same resource. For instance, the HLS tool allocates
two 32-bit physical multipliers for the signed and unsigned multiplication
operations, respectively, while only one multiplier is needed in a resource-
efficient implementation.
3. Complex FSM control logic. The HLS tool generates a 7-state FSM to con-
trol the pipeline execution, leading to additional resource usage for han-
dling state transitions. Compared to an optimized processor implemen-
tation without explicit control FSM, the FSM logic in the HLS generated
design incurs additional resource usage and increases cycle time.
ASSIST aims to overcome the aforementioned drawbacks by proposing
domain-specific HLS techniques targeting ISA-defined programmable archi-
tectures. Specifically, ASSIST (1) guarantees a fully-pipelined datapath and
resolves hazards through forwarding, stalling, and speculation, (2) facilitates
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resource sharing using instruction composition based on micro-ops, and (3)
avoids centralized FSM by synthesizing pipeline control logic distributed across
pipeline stages.
5.2 Assumptions and Limitations
Realistic processors incorporate sophisticated micro-architectural mechanisms
to maximize the performance. While ASSIST attempts to include the benefi-
cial mechanisms for synthesizing high-quality designs, the current version of
ASSIST has the following assumptions and limitations:
1. Single-issue pipeline. The pipeline issues at most one instruction per
clock cycle. This is not a fundamental limit in ASSIST, and we can ex-
tend the ASSIST framework to support superscalar execution by adding
multiple execution units and a dispatch unit at the instruction issue stage.
2. Not-taken branch prediction. We assume a simple branch prediction
scheme where conditional branches are always predicted to be not taken.
More complex branch prediction schemes can be incorporated by creating
dedicated branch prediction unit.
3. No floating-point support. The current framework only supports fixed-
point data format and operators. Extensions to floating-point arithmetic
would require definitions of floating-point registers and floating-point
arithmetic units.
4. Latency-insensitive interface to cache/memory. The pipeline assumes a
variable-latency interface to memory. The interface can be further sim-
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plified if the instruction and data memories present a fixed-latency inter-
face. In addition, memory input delays can be specified within the ASSIST
framework to model the behavior of the memory interface.
5. RISC instructions. ASSIST currently supports RISC-like ISA specifica-
tions, which require no variable-cycle instructions, no complex memory
addressing mode, etc. This design decision is made primarily to simplify
the synthesis flow, which is not a fundamental limitation and can be poten-
tially extended by incorporating additional logic to handle more complex
instructions.
6. In-order pipeline execution. Instructions are executed in their original
order of the program. Support for out-of-order execution requires exten-
sive modifications to the datapath and control logic, including adding the
dispatch and issue logic and logic for the instruction retire stage.
5.3 ASSIST Techniques
Figure 5.2 provides a high-level view of the ASSIST synthesis flow, which con-
sists of two main components. The architectural synthesis engine takes an in-
struction set specification and a proposed pipeline schedule (i.e., the number of
pipeline stages and the locations of the pipeline registers), and synthesizes the
corresponding datapath and control logic of the processor in the form of Chisel
HDL. The generated Chisel HDL is then simulated with a set of benchmarks to
evaluate the cycle-level performance, and implemented using a user-supplied
technology to obtain the implementation results. The second component of
ASSIST is an autotuning engine based on OpenTuner [4], which uses the cy-
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Figure 5.2: The overall flow of ASSIST.
cle count and implementation results as feedback, and automatically optimizes
microarchitecture-level parameters such as the pipeline schedule.
5.3.1 Instruction Set Specification
With ASSIST, the designer specifies each instruction in the instruction set by
describing the instruction name, encoding and the execution semantics. In par-
ticular, the execution semantics of each instruction is defined by composing a
subset of pre-defined micro-ops. Table 5.2 lists the pre-defined micro-ops in
ASSIST. Figure 5.3 shows the specifications of three instructions in the RISC-V
32I ISA: add, beq, and lb, and a custom simd add operation. The instruc-
tion specifications start with s.create inst, which registers the declared in-
struction with its assembly name and its encoding. The users then use pre-
defined functions such as arithmetic operations (e.g., s.add), comparisons (e.g.,
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Table 5.2: List of micro-ops used in the ISA specification.
Function Description
create inst Create a new instruction with assembly name and encoding
inc pc Increment PC to the next word
update pc Update the value of PC with address
update pc with pred Update PC if pred is true; otherwise do inc pc
add Addition
sub Substraction
xor Bitwise Exclusive OR
slt Set true if less than
sltu Set true if less than (unsigned operands)
or Bitwise OR
and Bitwise AND
sll Logical left shift
srl Logical right shift
sra Arithmetic right shift
bit range Select bit slice of certain range
bit concat Concatenate two bit slices
select Select true or false branch based on condition
compare eq True if operands are equal
compare ne True if operands are not equal
compare lt signed True if first operand less than second (signed)
compare lt unsigned True if first operand less than second (unsigned)
compare ge signed True if first operand greater than or equal to second (signed)
compare ge unsigned True if first operand greater than or equal to second (unsigned)
compare gt signed True if first operand greater second (signed)
compare gt unsigned True if first operand greater second (unsigned)
mem read Read certain bytes from memory
mem write Write certain bytes to memory
assign Assign operand to another value
s.compare eq), PC control (e.g., s.update pc with pred), and memory op-
erations (e.g., s.mem read).
The use of pre-defined micro-ops simplifies the process of resource sharing
in ASSIST. Specifically, since different dynamic instructions share the ALU in a
time multiplexing fashion, the ALU-related micro-ops instantiated in different
instructions can be naturally shared. Another benefit of the use of micro-ops is
that it creates a clear datapath-control split. Compute type micro-ops such as
add and bit range are intuitively mapped to the datapath, while control type
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1 def execute_add(s):
2 s.create_inst(’ADD’, ’0000000xxxxxxxxxx000xxxxx0110011’)
3 tmp = s.add(s.rs1, s.rs2)
4 s.assign(tmp, s.rd)
5 s.inc_pc()
6
7 def execute_beq(s):
8 s.create_inst(’BEQ’, ’xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx000xxxxx1100011’)
9 tmp = s.compare_ne(s.rs1, s.rs2)
10 s.update_pc_with_pred(tmp, s.pc, s.imm_b)
11
12 def execute_lb(s):
13 s.create_inst(’LB’, ’xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx000xxxxx0000011’)
14 addr = s.add(s.rs1, s.imm_i)
15 s.mem_read(addr, 1, s.rd, SIGNED)
16 s.inc_pc()
17
18 def execute_simd_add(s):
19 s.create_inst(’SIMD_ADD’, ’0000001xxxxxxxxxx010xxxxx1101011’)
20
21 def kernel():
22 rs1_l = s.bit_range(s.rs1, 15, 0)
23 rs1_h = s.bit_range(s.rs1, 31, 16)
24 rs2_l = s.bit_range(s.rs2, 15, 0)
25 rs2_h = s.bit_range(s.rs2, 31, 16)
26 sum_l = s.add(rs1_l, rs2_l)
27 sum_h = s.add(rs1_h, rs2_h)
28 sum_val = s.bit_concat(sum_h, sum_l)
29 return sum_val
30
31 sum_val = s.compute_kernel(kernel, s.rs1, s.rs2)
32 s.assign(sum_val, s.rd)
33 s.inc_pc()
Figure 5.3: Examples of instruction definitions in ASSIST.
micro-ops such as update pc are assigned to be implemented in the control
logic.
In addition to instruction semantics, the user is also responsible for speci-
fying the register fields and the definitions for immediate constants. Figure 5.4
shows the register and immediate constant specifications for the RISC-V 32I ISA.
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1 # define register access fields
2 s.rs1 = s.RegAddr(’rs1’, [’range’, 19, 15])
3 s.rs2 = s.RegAddr(’rs2’, [’range’, 24, 20])
4 s.rd = s.RegAddr(’rd’, [’range’, 11, 7])
5
6 # define immediate encodings
7 s.imm_i = s.Imm(’imm_i’, [[’fill’, 20, ’inst[31]’],
8 [’range’, 31, 20]])
9 s.imm_s = s.Imm(’imm_s’, [[’fill’, 20, ’inst[31]’],
10 [’range’, 31, 25], [’range’, 11, 7]])
11 s.imm_u = s.Imm(’imm_u’, [[’range’, 31, 12], [’fill’, 12, 0]])
12 s.imm_b = s.Imm(’imm_b’, [[’fill’, 19, ’inst[31]’],
13 [’fill’, 1, ’inst[31]’], [’fill’, 1, ’inst[7]’],
14 [’range’, 30, 25], [’range’, 11, 8], [’fill’, 1, 0]])
15 s.imm_j = s.Imm(’imm_j’, [[’fill’, 11, ’inst[31]’],
16 [’fill’, 1, ’inst[31]’], [’range’, 19, 12],
17 [’fill’, 1, ’inst[20]’], [’range’, 30, 21],
18 [’fill’, 1, 0]])
19 s.imm_z = s.Imm(’imm_z’, [[’fill’, 27, 0], [’range’, 19, 15]])
Figure 5.4: Examples of register field and immediate constant definitions in
ASSIST.
5.3.2 Datapath Synthesis
Starting from the instruction set specification, ASSIST first synthesizes the basic
components of a datapath separately. The synthesized datapath components
are then connected with optional pipeline registers between them. ASSIST ab-
stracts the datapath of a typical in-order processor pipeline into seven compo-
nent groups, each of which is associated with a template that will be instantiated
given a concrete instruction set specification during the synthesis step.
PC update and instruction fetch This datapath component calculates the next
PC value based on the different modes of branch and jump instructions in-
ferred from the instruction set specification, specifically from the update pc
functions. The PC value is then used to fetch the next instruction from the in-
struction memory.
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Instruction decode The instruction decoder generates decoded register ad-
dresses and immediate fields from the instruction encoding based on the input
instruction set specification.
Register read This module instantiates the register file, and reads out the reg-
ister values based on the register source addresses from the decoder. In addi-
tion, the forwarding path leading to the register file is handled in this module
by introducing a multiplexer after the register output, which selects either the
data from the register or the forwarding path selected by the forwarding control
logic.
Branch condition and target This group of modules compute the predication
whether a branch is taken, and calculate the corresponding branch target based
on user’s instruction set specification.
ALU operand select The ALU operand select logic chooses the correct
operand sources for each instruction. In addition, it handles the forwarding
path from ALU output or writeback module to the inputs of the ALU with a
multiplexer at the output of the operand select module.
ALU logic This is the ALU logic for executing the various arithmetic opera-
tions defined in the instruction set specification. The common micro-ops across
different instructions are shared in the ALU.
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Memory request and register writeback This group of modules handle mem-
ory requests and responses assuming a latency-insensitive interface. The write-
back multiplexer selects the correct source for writing back to the register file.
These seven groups of datapath components constitute a graph with data
dependencies between certain stages defined by the dataflow in the processor
pipeline. A pipeline schedule in ASSIST is a list specifying the pipeline stages
of each of the seven component groups. For example, a pipeline schedule of
[1111111] is a pipeline with all components in stage one, which is effectively a
combinational datapath. Another example of a pipeline schedule, [1234567],
is a fully pipelined structure, with each component group occupying a separate
pipeline stage. The specific pipeline schedule for a given instruction set can be
either specified by the user, or explored automatically with autotuning, which
will be discussed in Section 5.3.5. Given a proposed pipeline schedule, ASSIST
analyzes the use-define relation between the different datapath components,
and inserts pipeline registers to relay data across pipeline boundaries.
Depending on the pipeline schedule, there are two possible sources (i.e., at
the ALU output or after the writeback multiplexer) and two possible destina-
tions (i.e., after the register file read or after the ALU operand select multiplex-
ers) for the forwarding paths. These four individual forwarding paths are con-
structed whenever the corresponding source-destination pairs are in different
pipeline stages. The corresponding control signals are automatically generated
in the control logic.
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5.3.3 Control Logic Generation
Given the datapath and the corresponding pipeline schedule, the pipeline con-
trol logic is responsible for maximizing the pipeline throughput while ensuring
correctness. For data hazards, the control logic enables data forwarding when-
ever possible, and stalls the pipeline if necessary to ensure correct execution. For
control hazards, the control logic issues pipeline squash signal when a branch
is mis-predicted, and resumes the execution from the correct branch target.
Forwarding control logic For each of the four possible forwarding paths in
the datapath, ASSIST generates a control signal that enables the forwarding
path if the register writeback address matches that of the data consuming in-
struction(s).
Data hazard stall logic This logic stalls the pipeline by inserting bubbles into
the pipeline when a data hazard cannot be solved by forwarding. Examples
of scenarios where stalling is needed are a slow memory response preventing
the register read operation to happen, or reading from a register location whose
value has not been generated by the ALU. In those scenarios, the data hazard
signal will be asserted, which stalls all the in-flight instructions before the data-
producing instruction until the data hazard has been resolved.
Pipeline squash logic For branches that are mistakenly predicted, the pipeline
squash logic is asserted to squash all instructions in the mis-predicted path.
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5.3.4 Pipelining in ASSIST
Pipelining is the main optimization technique in ASSIST to optimize the QoR
of the synthesized processors. Here we discuss the pipelining opportunities
and the corresponding design space created by the design points with various
pipeline schedules.
Pipelining within a datapath module Some of the datapath modules such as
the ALU module may need to be pipelined to achieve the desired clock fre-
quency. ASSIST supports pipelining within a datapath module by enabling
retiming in modern synthesis tools. With cycle time targeting retiming in the
synthesis tool, the locations of the registers within a combinational module are
automatically optimized to achieve the optimal clock frequency [60]. ASSIST
automatically inserts a number of registers guided by the given pipeline sched-
ule to the target combinational module, and uses retiming to relocate the regis-
ters into the combinational module.
Pipelining between datapath modules Pipeline registers can also be inserted
at the boundaries between the datapath modules. In this process, the group
of datapath modules formulates a directed acyclic graph (DAG), where each
datapath module (which may be pipelined internally) is a node in the DAG.
The edges in the DAG represent data dependencies between the datapath mod-
ules that are inferred from the functionality of each module. For example,
the instruction decode logic depends on the instruction fetch logic, thus an
edge exists from instruction fetch to instruction decode. Similarly,
an edge exists between Memory request/register writeback and ALU
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logic since the memory address or the register writeback value needs to be
computed by the ALU before the memory request or writeback operation.
ASSIST allows the user to manually specify the pipeline schedule. Alter-
natively, ASSIST also supports an autotuning-based approach to automatically
search for the optimized pipeline schedule for part of or the entire datapath.
For instance, the user can choose to fix the schedule of the pipeline front end,
and use ASSIST to automatically explore the different pipeline schedules of the
ALU logic that implements the compute portion of various simple and complex
instructions.
5.3.5 Autotuning of Pipeline Schedule
In addition to allowing the designers to manually specify the pipeline schedule,
ASSIST supports automatic exploration of optimized pipeline schedules. In the
traditional HLS tools, scheduling is typically performed using crude static tim-
ing estimates, where the delay of the datapath operators are pre-characterized
and the datapath delay is derived by summing up the operation delays along
the critical path. In ASSIST, we leverage the accurate timing and area informa-
tion from downstream tools and use an autotuning based approach to search
through the design space of various pipeline schedules. This choice is due to
(1) the synthesized processor pipeline contains complex control logic that com-
plicates static timing analysis, (2) multiple supported technology targets and
generations make timing pre-characterization expensive and inflexible for new
technology targets, and (3) many important QoR metrics such as execution time
and area that are significantly impacted by scheduling cannot be accurately de-
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Figure 5.5: High-level flow chart of the optimization steps in ASSIST.
termined statically.
ASSIST utilizes the autotuning framework OpenTuner [4] to automatically
search through the design space of pipeline schedules. Figure 5.5 illustrates the
autotuning process in ASSIST. OpenTuner is an iterative meta-heuristic based
autotuning framework, which maintains an ensemble of search techniques such
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as simulated annealing and differential evolution. At each iteration, OpenTuner
uses the multi-armed bandit (MAB) algorithm to select one of the search tech-
niques. The selected search technique will be used to propose a new design
point in the subspace for exploration.
Specifically, OpenTuner treats each search technique as an arm in the MAB
formulation, and measures its reward using the area under curve mecha-
nism [39]. OpenTuner balances exploitation (choosing the best-known arm to
obtain the highest expected reward), and exploration (selecting an infrequently
used arm to gain more information about its reward distribution) during the
search process. This is achieved by ranking each arm with a score that reflects
the arm’s average reward and the frequency that the arm has been chosen so
far. At each iteration, the arm (i.e., search technique) with the highest score will
be selected to propose a new design point.
ASSIST supports three optimization modes. In the single-objective mode,
the single target (e.g., cycle time) of each proposed design point is fed into Open-
Tuner in order to predict the next design point to explore. In the multi-objective
mode, we use a heuristically-determined weighted sum of the optimization ob-
jectives to measure the quality of a design point. Finally, ASSIST also supports a
constrained optimization target, where design points that fail the user-specified
constraints are immediately discarded during the search process. The design
points that satisfy user’s constraints are subsequently used in the autotuning
process.
While ASSIST does not directly explore the different possible memory archi-
tectures, the memory interface is exposed as input and output ports in ASSIST.
During the autotuning process, the user can specify various input/output tim-
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ing constraints to model the impact of the memory interface on the synthesized
pipeline. These timing constraints are taken into account during the autotun-
ing process such that the synthesized processor pipelines are optimized for the
specific set of timing constraints.
5.4 Experimental Results
In this section, we present synthesis and implementation results of ASSIST. We
begin by showing the design space of the processor microarchitecture in ASSIST
using the RISC-V 32I ISA as an example. We then study the effectiveness of the
autotuning technique using cycle time constrained performance optimization,
where we show that the autotuning algorithm can find an optimized set of de-
sign points with a small number of test runs. Finally, we discuss results on
using ASSIST to synthesize processors with custom instruction extensions and
domain-specific processors such as a cryptographic processor.
5.4.1 Base Processor Design Space Exploration
We use the ASSIST synthesis flow to exhaustively generate the processor im-
plementations of all possible schedules targeting the RISC-V 32I ISA. For the
single-issue, in-order processor structures without pipelining within a datap-
ath module, ASSIST groups the datapath components into seven modules. This
leads to a total of 64 design points that are of different cross-component pipeline
schedules, which are combinatorially enumerated by deciding whether to in-
sert pipeline registers between each of the seven datapath component modules.
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Table 5.3: Top three designs for cycle time, area, and runtime targeting Virtex-
7 FPGA — We show the best designs in the design space for different targets.
Top-3: the top-3 designs for the corresponding target; Base-1: manual one-
stage design; Base-2: manual two-stage design; Base-5: manual five-stage
design; CT: final clock period in nanosecond after implementation; LUT: num-
ber of lookup tables used; FF: number of flip-flops used; RT: total runtime in
millisecond over seven kernels.
Target Schedule CT LUT FF RT
Base-1 6.61 4892 2350 4.54
Base-2 6.62 4571 2460 5.20
Base-5 5.31 4701 2794 4.84
Cycle time
[1223444] 4.84 4885 2891 5.32
[1123455] 4.86 4967 3102 6.69
[1112333] 4.86 5013 2747 4.86
LUT
[1112334] 4.95 4295 2915 5.16
[1111111] 6.50 4300 2350 4.47
[1234456] 5.18 4304 3198 6.42
FF
[1111111] 6.50 4300 2350 4.47
[1222222] 7.09 4811 2481 5.57
[1122222] 6.89 4818 2506 5.41
Execution time
[1112222] 5.40 4850 2539 4.24
[1112223] 5.25 4465 2707 4.27
[1111111] 6.50 4300 2350 4.47
Each of the 64 design points are fully populated with forwarding paths when-
ever possible to maximize cycle-level performance.
We study the QoRs of the 64 design points under various FPGA and ASIC
technology targets. For FPGA, we target a Xilinx Virtex-7 FPGA implemented
with Vivado version 2017.1. For ASIC, we target 90nm and 32nm standard cell
libraries, both implemented with Synopsys Design Compiler and IC Compiler
II version 2016.12. To measure the total execution time of each design, we use
the cycle count obtained from seven representative kernels and the correspond-
ing cycle time to calculate the total execution time for finishing these benchmark
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Table 5.4: Top three designs for cycle time, area, and runtime targeting a
90nm ASIC technology library — We show the best designs in the design
space for different targets. Top-3: the top-3 designs for the corresponding
target; Base-1: manual one-stage design; Base-2: manual two-stage design;
Base-5: manual five-stage design; CT: final clock period in nanosecond after
implementation; Area: final design area in µm2; RT: total runtime in millisec-
ond over seven kernels.
Target Schedule CT Area RT
Base-1 1.19 250629 0.818
Base-2 0.57 243207 0.448
Base-5 0.55 231026 0.501
Cycle time
[1234566] 0.53 288279 0.782
[1223345] 0.54 245590 0.616
[1223334] 0.55 242746 0.502
Area
[1111112] 0.58 224577 0.399
[1223444] 0.61 225291 0.670
[1222223] 0.60 227934 0.471
Execution time
[1111112] 0.58 224577 0.399
[1111123] 0.58 239328 0.416
[1111222] 0.62 243053 0.426
kernels. Tables 5.3 to 5.5 shows the top-3 designs in the design space for cycle
time, area and execution time targeting the different technologies, while Fig-
ures 5.6 to 5.8 shows the design points in the area versus cycle time and area
versus execution time curves. Table 5.6 further details all the five-stage variants
from ASSIST targeting a 90nm ASIC technology library. We observe that there
is significant variation in QoR even with fixed number of pipeline stages, moti-
vating the need for automatic design space exploration of the pipeline schedule.
We compare the designs generated from ASSIST against three manually opti-
mized designs from the Sodor Processor Collection [19] with 1, 3 and 5 pipeline
stages. From Tables 5.3 to 5.5, we observe that across different technologies,
the top-3 designs in the design space consistently outperforms the baseline de-
signs for different targets. This shows that the designs synthesized from ASSIST
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Table 5.5: Top three designs for cycle time, area, and runtime targeting a
32nm ASIC technology library — We show the best designs in the design
space for different targets. Top-3: the top-3 designs for the corresponding
target; Base-1: manual one-stage design; Base-2: manual two-stage design;
Base-5: manual five-stage design; CT: final clock period in nanosecond after
implementation; Area: final design area in µm2; RT: total runtime in millisec-
ond over seven kernels.
Target Schedule CT Area RT
Base-1 0.91 47908 0.625
Base-2 0.34 52202 0.267
Base-5 0.32 51706 0.292
Cycle time
[1112233] 0.33 54530 0.330
[1223344] 0.33 56320 0.362
[1223334] 0.33 53956 0.301
Area
[1111111] 0.90 48964 0.618
[1222222] 0.36 51692 0.283
[1122222] 0.38 51874 0.298
Execution time
[1111222] 0.36 53283 0.247
[1111122] 0.38 53587 0.261
[1112222] 0.34 52281 0.267
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Table 5.6: The five-stage pipeline variants from ASSIST targeting a 90nm
ASIC technology library — Execution time is measured as the runtime for fin-
ishing seven kernels.
Cycle time (ns) Area (µm2) Execution time (ms)
ASSIST five-stage designs
0.54 245590 0.62
0.55 256126 0.56
0.55 250426 0.50
0.56 269950 0.67
0.56 281748 0.77
0.57 268992 0.68
0.57 263528 0.52
0.57 262058 0.65
0.58 257719 0.66
0.59 260898 0.67
0.62 261721 0.68
0.62 261181 0.82
0.64 243676 0.67
0.64 264084 0.67
0.66 241202 0.91
Manual five-stage 0.55 231026 0.50
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Figure 5.6: Design space of synthesized pipeline processors targeting the
Virtex-7 FPGA — blue dots are designs automatically generated from our flow
with one to seven pipeline stages. Red dots are the three manually optimized
designs from [19] with one, two and five stages.
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Figure 5.7: Design space of synthesized pipeline processors targeting a 90nm
ASIC technology library — blue dots are designs automatically generated from
our flow with one to seven pipeline stages. Red dots are the three manually
optimized designs from [19] with one, two and five stages.
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Figure 5.8: Design space of synthesized pipeline processors targeting a 32nm
ASIC technology library — blue dots are designs automatically generated from
our flow with one to seven pipeline stages. Red dots are the three manually
optimized designs from [19] with one, two and five stages.
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Table 5.7: Optimization results using the autotuning algorithm targeting
Virtex-7 FPGA — We optimize the runtime under clock time constraint. For
each clock time constraint, we run the autotuning flow for 100 times, each with
a budget of 16 implementation runs, and record the best-found result and its
occurrence. T: clock time constraint during implementation; Base-2: manual
two-stage design; Base-5: manual five-stage design; Occ.: occurrence of the
design found during the 100 iterations; CT: final clock period in nanosecond af-
ter implementation; RT: total runtime in millisecond over seven kernels; LUT:
number of lookup tables used; FF: number of flip-flops used.
Schedule Occ. CT RT LUT FF
Base-2 6.62 5.202 4571 2460
Base-5 5.31 4.838 4701 2794
T=7.0
[1112222] 41 5.40 4.237 4850 2539
[1111111] 17 6.50 4.466 4300 2350
[1112223] 11 5.25 4.271 4465 2707
T=5.0
[1112233] 24 4.86 4.859 4915 2750
[1112333] 14 4.86 4.859 5013 2747
[1112334] 11 4.95 5.160 4295 2915
manual designs.
5.4.2 Cycle Time Constrained Performance Optimization
The autotuning framework in ASSIST can effectively navigate through the de-
sign space by using intelligent search algorithms in OpenTuner [4]. We study
the effectiveness of the autotuning technique in ASSIST targeting cycle time
constrained performance optimization. Tables 5.7 to 5.9 show the results for
different technologies under two different cycle time constraints. We measure
the performance as the total execution time for finishing seven representative
kernels. To minimize the effect of randomness during the autotuning process,
we repeat the experiments for 100 times for each optimization task. For each
experiment, we allocate a budget of exploring 16 design points for the auto-
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Table 5.8: Optimization results using the autotuning algorithm targeting a
90nm ASIC technology library — We optimize the runtime under clock time
constraint. For each clock time constraint, we run the autotuning flow for
100 times, each with a budget of 16 implementation runs, and record the best-
found result and its occurrence. T: clock time constraint during implementation;
Base-2: manual two-stage design; Base-5: manual five-stage design; Occ.:
occurrence of the design found during the 100 iterations; CT: final clock pe-
riod in nanosecond after implementation; RT: total runtime in millisecond over
seven kernels; Area: final design area in µm2.
Schedule Occ. CT RT Area
Base-2 0.57 0.448 243207
Base-5 0.55 0.501 231026
T=0.60
[1111112] 37 0.58 0.399 224577
[1222333] 19 0.57 0.448 247493
[1122222] 9 0.58 0.455 271427
T=0.56
[1233444] 24 0.56 0.495 256040
[1233345] 17 0.55 0.502 250426
[1223334] 16 0.55 0.502 242746
tuning algorithm. The 100 experiment runs are independently conducted. The
Occurrence column in the tables represents the number of occurrences that
the specific design point was found during the autotuning process across 100
runs. We observe that the autotuning algorithm is able to consistently obtain
design points with superior performance than the baseline designs under vari-
ous cycle time constraints. This shows that the autotuning algorithm is effective
in search through the complex design space.
5.4.3 Integration of Instruction and Data Memories
While ASSIST does not directly synthesize the instruction and data memories,
we design ASSIST such that the generated processor pipelines can be easily in-
tegrated with various types of memories and caches. We present a case study of
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Table 5.9: Optimization results using the autotuning algorithm targeting a
32nm ASIC technology library — We optimize the runtime under clock time
constraint. For each clock time constraint, we run the autotuning flow for
100 times, each with a budget of 16 implementation runs, and record the best-
found result and its occurrence. T: clock time constraint during implementation;
Base-2: manual two-stage design; Base-5: manual five-stage design; Occ.:
occurrence of the design found during the 100 iterations; CT: final clock pe-
riod in nanosecond after implementation; RT: total runtime in millisecond over
seven kernels; Area: final design area in µm2.
Schedule Occ. CT RT Area
Base-2 0.34 0.267 52201.7
Base-5 0.32 0.292 51705.9
T=0.40
[1111222] 39 0.36 0.247 53282.8
[1111122] 13 0.38 0.261 53586.5
[1112222] 10 0.34 0.267 52281.0
T=0.33
[1223334] 35 0.33 0.301 53955.5
[1112233] 15 0.33 0.330 54530.4
[1234445] 9 0.33 0.333 56192.8
integrating ASSIST pipelines with scratchpad memories as instruction and data
memories on Virtex-7 FPGAs. Although it is possible to integrate complete in-
struction and data caches to ASSIST, here we focus on demonstrating the adapt-
ability of the autotuning algorithm to external memory interfaces. Scratchpad
memory is a relatively simple memory structure that facilitates QoR analysis. In
addition, asynchronous read operations can be easily supported in scratchpad
memories, which is required by the current ASSIST synthesis flow. We design
the scratchpad memories as RTL templates, which are incorporated to the pro-
cessor pipelines during the optimization process.
Table 5.10 shows the QoR of the top-3 designs targeting cycle time minimiza-
tion. We design the instruction scratchpad template to support asynchronous
read operations. Such asynchronous read, synchronous write memories are
mapped to distributed RAMs on the FPGA. The data memories in this exper-
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Table 5.10: Optimization results using the autotuning algorithm for designs
with scratchpad memories targeting Virtex-7 FPGA — We optimize the de-
signs for cycle time, where the autotuning flow has a budget of 16 implemen-
tation runs. Base-2: manual two-stage design; Base-5: manual five-stage de-
sign; CT: achieved clock period in nanosecond after implementation; RT: total
runtime in millisecond over seven kernels; LUT: number of lookup tables used;
FF: number of flip-flops used; BRAM: number of block RAMs used.
Schedule CT RT LUT FF BRAM
Base-2 6.90 5.422 4412 2462 1
Base-5 6.41 5.840 4798 2800 1
[1223333] 6.39 5.123 5106 2685 1
[1123333] 6.39 5.127 5283 2700 1
[1234444] 6.42 4.664 5114 2542 1
iment use synchronous read, and are mapped to block RAMs on the FPGA. The
instruction and data scratchpads are set to 64 words and 128 words for this spe-
cific experiment, respectively.
We observe that ASSIST generated designs achieve better cycle time than the
manually-optimized designs at the cost of small increase in resource usage. This
is primarily due to the fact that ASSIST can effectively explore the design space
of different pipeline schedules through autotuning. Since each autotuning itera-
tion implements a design that combines the processor pipeline and the scratch-
pad memories, the impact of the memories on the QoR is accurately considered
during the optimization process. In Table 5.10, the design with the minimal cy-
cle time from ASSIST only uses a three-stage pipeline. We observe from the tim-
ing report that the ASSIST generated design enables the EDA implementation
tool to aggressively optimize the combinational logic in the pipeline backend,
thus compensating for the fewer pipeline stages and matching the cycle time of
the baseline design.
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1 for (i = 1, rcon = 1; i < 14; ++i) {
2 aes_subBytes(buf);
3 aes_shiftRows(buf);
4 aes_mixColumns(buf);
5 if ( i & 1 )
6 aes_addRoundKey( buf, &ctx->key[16]);
7 else {
8 aes_expandEncKey(ctx->key, &rcon);
9 aes_addRoundKey(buf, ctx->key);
10 }
11 }
Figure 5.9: The main loop of the AES encryption algorithm.
5.4.4 Custom Instruction Extension
One application of ASSIST is to synthesize processors with custom instruction
extensions. This technique is especially useful for compute kernels that are not
efficiently executed on the base processor, such as bit-level operations.
The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) is a widely-used encryption tech-
nique for electronic data, which is composed of four major stages that are inter-
leaved and iteratively executed as shown in Figure 5.9. Among the four major
stages, the mixColumns step is the most time consuming, which constitutes
around 50% of the total runtime for AES encryption. The mixColumns func-
tion is specified is Figure 5.12, where each iteration of the loop operates on four
bytes by mixing them using XOR, logic AND, and shift operations.
We observe that each iteration of the mixColumns loop operates on a single
32-bit word, which can be potentially extracted as a single instruction as illus-
trated in Figure 5.11. In Figure 5.11, the entire loop body is implemented with
one assembly instruction called mix column.
The advantage of incorporating the entire mixColumns loop body instruc-
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1 uint8_t rj_xtime(uint8_t x) {
2 return (x & 0x80) ? ((x << 1) ˆ 0x1b) : (x << 1);
3 }
4
5 void aes_mixColumns(uint8_t *buf) {
6 register uint8_t i, a, b, c, d, e;
7 mix : for (i = 0; i < 16; i += 4) {
8 a = buf[i];
9 b = buf[i + 1];
10 c = buf[i + 2];
11 d = buf[i + 3];
12 e = a ˆ b ˆ c ˆ d;
13 buf[i] ˆ= e ˆ rj_xtime(aˆb);
14 buf[i+1] ˆ= e ˆ rj_xtime(bˆc);
15 buf[i+2] ˆ= e ˆ rj_xtime(cˆd);
16 buf[i+3] ˆ= e ˆ rj_xtime(dˆa);
17 }
Figure 5.10: Code snippet of the original mixColumns function in AES.
1 void aes_mixColumns(unsigned int *buf) {
2 register uint8_t i;
3 for (i = 0; i < 4; i++) {
4 asm volatile (
5 "mix_column %[z], %[x], %[y]"
6 : [z] "=r" (buf[i])
7 : [x] "r" (buf[i]), [y] "r" (buf[i]));
8 }}
Figure 5.11: An alternative implementation of the mixColumns function us-
ing custom instruction mix column.
tion is the reduction of instruction count. The original loop body of the
mixColumns has a total number of 50 assembly instructions, which is reduced
to one single instruction by implementing the mix column instruction.
In our flow, the designer only needs to define the execute mix column as
in Figure 5.12, which is structurally very similar to the original C implementa-
tion of the mixColumns loop body. The ALU functionality and the correspond-
ing decoding logic are automatically synthesized from our synthesis technique.
In Table 5.11, we compare the performance and resource usage of the AES
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Table 5.11: Performance and resource usage comparison between the the base
processor and the custom processor with mix column instruction extension
targeting Xilinx Vertex 7 device — Cycle time = cycle time in ns; LUT =
number of lookup tables; FF = number of flip flops; # Cycle = number of
cycles to complete AES encoding task; Execution time = execution time in
microseconds.
AES-original AES-custom
Cycle time (ns) 4.78 4.99 (+4.2%)
LUT 4760 5308 (+11.5%)
FF 2912 2913 (+0.03%)
# Cycle 11248 5759 (-48.8%)
Execution time (µs) 53.8 28.7 (-46.6%)
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1 def execute_mix_column(s):
2 s.create_inst(’MIX_COLUMN’, ’0000001xxxxxxxxxx001xxxxx1101011)
3
4 def kernel():
5 a = s.bit_range(s.rs1, 7, 0)
6 b = s.bit_range(s.rs1, 15, 8)
7 c = s.bit_range(s.rs1, 23, 16)
8 d = s.bit_range(s.rs1, 31, 24)
9 e = s.xor(s.xor(s.xor(a, b), c), d)
10 ab = s.xor(a, b)
11 bc = s.xor(b, c)
12 cd = s.xor(c, d)
13 da = s.xor(d, a)
14 cond_ab = s.compare_gt_unsigned(
15 s.and(ab, s.const(’0x80’, 8)),
16 s.const(’0’, 1))
17 cond_bc = s.compare_gt_unsigned(
18 s.and(bc, s.const(’0x80’, 8)),
19 s.const(’0’, 1))
20 cond_cd = s.compare_gt_unsigned(
21 s.and(cd, s.const(’0x80’, 8)),
22 s.const(’0’, 1))
23 cond_da = s.compare_gt_unsigned(
24 s.and(da, s.const(’0x80’, 8)),
25 s.const(’0’, 1))
26
27 rj_ab_0 = s.bit_range(s.shift(ab, s.const(’1’, 1)), 7, 0)
28 rj_bc_0 = s.bit_range(s.shift(bc, s.const(’1’, 1)), 7, 0)
29 rj_cd_0 = s.bit_range(s.shift(cd, s.const(’1’, 1)), 7, 0)
30 rj_da_0 = s.bit_range(s.shift(da, s.const(’1’, 1)), 7, 0)
31 rj_ab_1 = s.xor(rj_ab_0, s.const(’0x1b’, 8))
32 rj_bc_1 = s.xor(rj_bc_0, s.const(’0x1b’, 8))
33 rj_cd_1 = s.xor(rj_cd_0, s.const(’0x1b’, 8))
34 rj_da_1 = s.xor(rj_da_0, s.const(’0x1b’, 8))
35 rj_ab = s.select(cond_ab, rj_ab_1, rj_ab_0)
36 rj_bc = s.select(cond_bc, rj_bc_1, rj_bc_0)
37 rj_cd = s.select(cond_cd, rj_cd_1, rj_cd_0)
38 rj_da = s.select(cond_da, rj_da_1, rj_da_0)
39
40 buf0 = s.xor(a, s.xor(e, rj_ab))
41 buf1 = s.xor(b, s.xor(e, rj_bc))
42 buf2 = s.xor(c, s.xor(e, rj_cd))
43 buf3 = s.xor(d, s.xor(e, rj_da))
44
45 res = s.bit_concat(buf3, s.bit_concat(
46 buf2, s.bit_concat(buf1, buf0)))
47
48 return res
49
50 res = s.compute_kernel(kernel, s.rs1, s.rs2)
51 s.assign(res, s.rd)
52 s.inc_pc()
Figure 5.12: ISA definition of the custom mix column instruction.
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encryption algorithm running on the RISC-V 32I base processor and the RISC-
V 32I processor with the mix column instruction extension targeting a Xilinx
Virtex 7 FPGA. We observe that at the cost of 4.2% increase in cycle time and
11.5% increase in LUT usage, the processor with instruction extension reduces
the total cycle count by 48.8%, leading to a 46.6% reduction in total execution
time for each encryption task. To achieve such a performance improvement, the
only tasks for the designer are specifying the mix column instruction at the in-
struction level, changing the source code with the inline assembly instructions,
and updating the RISC-V compiler with the encoding of the new mix column
instruction.
5.4.5 Cryptographic Instruction Set Extension
As a case study, we use the synthesis flow to design and generate a cryp-
tographic ISA extension for the RISC-V 32I base ISA. We use the Cryptonite
processor ISA [13] as our reference design. The Cryptonite processor uses a
domain-specific ISA that can execute a number of standard cryptographic algo-
rithms such as AES, DES, MD5 and SHA. We implement a 32-bit version of the
cryptographic ISA extension with the following custom cryptographic instruc-
tions:
• swap(x,y): take two half words, x and y, swap their relative positions.
i.e., f(x, y) = y | x.
• upper(x,y): mix the 4th and 2nd bytes of x and y in a certain way. i.e.,
f(x, y) = x3 | x1 | y3 | y1.
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• lower(x,y): mix the 3rd and 1st bytes of x and y in a certain way. i.e.,
f(x, y) = x2 | x0 | y2 | y0.
• rbl(x,imm): a special shift operation. i.e., f(x, imm) = xh  imm | xl 
(imm+ 8).
• rbr(x,imm): another special shift operation. i.e., f(x, imm) = xh 
imm | xl  (imm+ 8).
• fold(x,y): reorder the higher half words and lower half words of x and
y with XOR operations. i.e., f(x, y) = xh ⊕ yl | xl ⊕ yh ⊕ yl.
• ifold(x,y): another way of reordering the higher high words and lower
half words of x and y with XOR operations. i.e., f(x, y) = xl ⊕ yh | yh ⊕ yl.
Compared to the original paper [13] where the authors designed the entire
cryptographic processor by hand, we were able to implement the instruction set
as an extension to the RISC-V base ISA using the ASSIST synthesis flow. Specif-
ically, implementing the seven cryptographic instructions only required around
100 lines of Python code. The synthesis flow then takes the user-specified in-
struction set, and synthesize a range of processors with different schedules. The
autotuning backend automatically returns the optimized implementation for
user-specified optimization objective.
Table 5.12 shows the timing, performance, and resource usage of the synthe-
sized cryptographic processor when compared to the base RISC-V processor,
where we use the autotuning algorithm to optimize for cycle time. We estimate
the cycle count of the cryptographic processor by counting the number of dy-
namic instructions. We observe that the additional cost due to the instruction ex-
tensions leads to a moderate 8.4% increase in cycle time with negligible resource
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Table 5.12: Timing and resource usage comparison between the the base pro-
cessor and the processor with cryptographic extensions targeting Xilinx Ver-
tex 7 device — Cycle time = cycle time in ns; Cycle count = estimated
number of cycles to execute a 128-bit AES encryption task; Execution time
= runtime for a 128-bit AES encryption task; LUT = number of lookup tables; FF
= number of flip flops.
RISC-V base RISC-V + Crypto
Cycle time (ns) 4.78 5.18 (+8.4%)
Dynamic instruction count 9929 984 (-90.1%)
Execution time (µs) 47.4 5.1 (9.3X faster)
LUT 4760 5460 (+14.7%)
FF 2912 2686 (-7.8%)
overhead. The cryptographic processor executes a 128-bit AES encryption task
9.3X faster than the baseline processor without cryptographic extensions, show-
ing the performance benefit of domain-specific instruction extensions that are
automatically synthesized from the ASSIST flow.
5.5 Related Work
Existing efforts on programmable processor generation typically employ a
template-based approach, where the designer instantiates from a set of pre-
defined microarchitectural configurations. Representative examples include
Xtensa [42] and FabScalar [18]. These techniques usually fix the pipeline sched-
ule/structure which do not adapt well to different technology targets. These
techniques usually have fixed pipeline schedules which do not necessarily
adapt well to different technology targets. In addition, designers need to man-
ually explore the design space to find an optimized design point satisfying the
QoR target.
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Another line of research aims at enabling processor synthesis from archi-
tectural description languages (ADLs). The idea is to design ADLs specifically
for describing processor pipelines while providing a convenient interface for
designers to specify the desired processor architecture. Examples in this cate-
gory includes LISA [89], EXPRESSION [75], and T-spec/T-piper [77]. These syn-
thesis approaches also require designers to manually specify the datapath and
pipeline schedules, and usually do not provide automatic optimization tech-
niques for finding optimized design points. Processor synthesis using Blue-
spec [6] follows a similar approach where designers describe the processor us-
ing guarded atomic action constructs. While this provides a productive envi-
ronment for designers to specify their design, manual datapath construction is
still required to synthesize a processor pipeline.
Mokhov, et al. propose techniques that synthesize processor instruction sets
from high-level ISA specifications [76], where designers can quickly experiment
with different ISAs using their tool. However, they focus on supporting ISA
extensions, without providing techniques to automatically pipeline the synthe-
sized datapath. Huang, et al. present a technique to generate back-end compil-
ers together with synthesized processor pipelines [50]. Their approach requires
a new compiler for each processor architecture because it relies on the compiler
to statically resolve data and control hazards, which usually results in conserva-
tive designs with sub-optimal QoR. Ralf Dreesen proposes an automatic flow to
generate simple processor pipelines from ISA descriptions [34]. However, the
proposed technique lacks support for resource sharing between similar instruc-
tions, and uses precomputed component delay models for pipeline schedul-
ing. The generated designs are approximately 3X larger than the manually op-
timized counterparts, and have relative low design frequency at 680 MHz using
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a 65nm ASIC technology library.
5.6 Conclusions and Future Directions
This chapter presents ASSIST, a processor synthesis framework that automati-
cally synthesizes single-issue, in-order, pipelined processors from an instruction
set specification. ASSIST explores the design space of different pipeline sched-
ules using an autotuning-based method. We demonstrate the QoR of ASSIST by
exploring the design space of RISC-V 32I processors, and discuss the synthesis
of a cryptographic instruction set extension to the base processor. Further direc-
tions include the extension to various micro-architectural features such as vari-
ous branch prediction mechanisms, superscalar execution and the incorporation
of various memory systems. Additional optimization targets such as energy ef-
ficiency can also be explored by integrating power analysis into the autotuning
flow. In addition, machine learning based techniques can potentially be used for
fast QoR estimation that alleviates the runtime overhead of the implementation
tools.
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